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PART I: PRACTICES*

In the United States in 1978, 11,415,020 studehts were en-

rolled in one form Or.another of education beyond secondary .

school. They attended 1:,130 different institutions of various

types: junior colleges, technical schools, 4-year colleges,

universities, graduate and professional schools; -propriety,

private non-profit and public; large and small; highly, moder-

ately and nonselective. They attended for a variety of reasons,

pursued a variety of majors and curricula and, presumably, reaped,

a variety of benefits.
1

Higher education iri,the'Uniied States is, in short, a large'

and complex sys&m.. This report is concerned with equity within

that system. We proceed by.first examining some.of the features

of the system goes where, why, at what costs and to what

ends -- to see whether available data document or suggest in-

equities in access, costs, or benefits. We then lay out a series

of legal and philosophical principles of equity and remediation.

In the final section we bring together our analyses of practices

and principles and raise issues of policy-for remedying. the

inequities we' have identified.

This se,ation was written with considerable assistance from

-4,.Neal Aaer, Harvard 'University.

A
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Irithis section, we look at two kinds of dSta that provide

different perspectives
on the question of equity inhigher edu-

.

cation. The first is data on the caracteristics
of students' and

the institutions they attend. Here we look et'dcsparities in

`attendance.by
race, sex, plass and geography. We ask what x7

plains the disparities -- which doin,ict, exist .and whether

there is evidence of direct discrimination or inequitable

treatment.

The second
kind'"of data we look at,is that on the distribu-

tion Of. public subsidies for higher education. The United States

has a mixed public/private
system of higher education. About 75

percent of students are in public colleges and universities, and

4
-

public funds contribute slighty over half of the total revenues,

of higher
educaaln -- about 22'billion dollars in 1977.2 The

greatest discrepancies in the distribution of these substantial

.

/
1

,

public funds are among states and regions. In examining the data

on public subsidies, however', we also look at distributions by

race, sex and income.class.

Throughout the discussion a few basic features of the U.S.

system of higher education are worth keeping in mind. First is

\ 1 .

the enormous .expansion in the number of poit-secondary institu

tions, in the number of,students.ana
in the Proportions of young

adults who .continued their schooling,
beyond high school during

the years since World War II.,/ The number of institutions grew

from 1,788 ip
19483 to 3,130 in 1978,4 while the number of

O.,
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students grew from 2,408,249 1948,
5, to 11,28. 5,787 in 1978.6

(Figure 1)..* The enrollment rate for 18724 year old grew'from

. \

11.2 .percent in 1948 to 21.1 percent in.1977.. (Figur:e-2). This

expansion has affected both men and women, ()Van races, `regions

and income levels., It his affected older students .38 well ash Y

younger: 'Di 1977, for exaMple,.36 percent? ,of enrolled students

Were,age 25 ór'oldr. compared with 18.6 percents in 1968 -- an

astounding increase of nearly 100 percent in only ten years.

Second, the U.S. system of higher ediation is now a predcimi-
-

. '
-nantly public system; The post Woild War II expansion occurred

mostly in public community colleges and vocational-:technital

institutions with expansion'as well in,public universities and

four-year colleges. This resulted in an increase in the proppr-

. tion of studentt in public institutions from 49.4 percent in-

,1948' to 78 percent in 1978.10 (Figure 1). This shift toward

public institutions his been steady and 'shows every sign of con-
.

tinuing. gne particularl'y interesting aspect of this trend in

increNsing.enrollments in public institutions is found in

community colleges.

A cbrollary of the fact that higher education in the U.S. is
.

now ptedominaptly public is that it is also predominantly local.

In 1978, 48.5 percent of fiebt-year'students were attbndinga

c lege within 50.miles of-their 'parent-es home and only 8.3

pe cent were more than 500 miles away.
11 Thus state and local

Oa

* _More detailed tables appear in the appendix.
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Growth in Student Enrollment: 19118.:1978
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Total
_Enrollment

iho

Public
'2 -Year

Private
4-Year

Private
2-Year

48 50 52 54 S6 58 60 62 64' 66 .68 70 '-72 74 78 80

Source: See Appendix Table I
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Growth in College Enrollm&tt Rates' for 18-24 Year-Olds

White
Enrollre.
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Nhite
Female

Enrollee
Non - Whit=.

Female
Ezarolarre

Male
Enrollne:

*

I
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.1948 52: 56. .60 64* 68 72 . 76 77 78

.Source: See- Appendix Table II
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variations in the availability of higher education must be impor-
,

tant considerations in any discussion of equity. Local situa-

tions give. more precise notions of ed'ucational opportunity than-

:do nationar-statistics, though estimates of the former are much

0
harder to dome-by anathus frequently ignored.

third impoitant fact about the U.S. system,of_hiclher edu-

cation is. that ehe number Of undergraduate places in community

and four-year colleges is ebout equal to (or' perhaps slightly

greater than) the number of applications foi them. A study of

the'high school graduating class of 1972 found that 3.3

percent bf'applicants were rejected by every sohool'they applied

to, and a thiid of them ended in college anyway.
12 Since

1972, if one telievis college admissiOns officers, the ratio of

places to applicants has increased. It 'will surely 'increase in

the .1980swhen the ever-smaller birth cohorts of the 60s and 70s

reach college age. The system as'a whole thus accommodates
0

nearly everyone who wants to enter it, even thbugh-admission to

individual institu ,tions may be highly cbmPetitive and some

.students' opportunities may be severely limited.

This rough equivalence of applicants,and places does not

oharacteriie graduate.and professioniOducation* In .1976, for

example, 57 percent of .law school applicants were admitted; in

1975, 36 percent of all.medical school applicants mere admitted

at least one school.. At the graduate and professional level,

therefore the system as a whole is selective, not just

vidual ihstitutions.
13

-.6 -13

_
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These characteristics--
rapid 'expansion since Wbrld War II

,

to a system which is todaypredomihantly
publiC and local roughly

equal in size to the number of applicants -- suggest some guide-

lines for our analysis of research and data. They suggest tilat.

, we attend carefully to the public sector and to- geographical

.

.

7 AP,

variations in attendange.. They also suggest that weocus on-the
0

distribution of students' within. the .system
..... attendance at two

. fOur year colleges, for example -= ratter than simply on

.

.
, .

.._

not
enrollment rates. These questions have ot been central concerns,

of research in,the past, and thus our review is scanty in many

places. Nonethe1pbs,
we'attempt to speak to the major issiles'

'raised by the system as it currently exists.

A. Is the Problem Worth Worrying
About? '

The problem of equity in higher educition attracts attention

because higher education is considered an important resource both

`too the,indivillual;
who receive it and to the society which bene-

fits both directly and indirectly. The importance of the re-
,

source determines to some extent hbw much we worry about its

distribution.
ThqS this section reviews some of the literature

on the benefits of higher education, both private and pOblic.

. Private benefits: Higher education ins believed to have two.

kinds of benefits for individuals: economic benefits which

manifesehemselveS
in,increaseclearnings.

of college graduates,

and non -economic
benefits in terms' of the "quality of life."

Both are difficult to measure. Although there are clear between

7 -

14

8



high school and college
attenders (or

graduates) on a number of

demographic, economic, social and attitudinal characteristics,
it

is a thOrriiresearch problem
to, determine whether: the differences

are caused by college attendance or simply'reflect pre-existing

Afecences between
those .who go to college

arid-those who do not.

In addit2on, the non-economic.chwctetistics
are difficult to

r,

get a handle on at any Level.

Economic returns:
Table 1 shows the median incomes in 1975

for men -and women by level of education
completed; Table 2 shows

4

.the proportions of college graduates and above in selected

occupations. in 1970, ordered by median income foe the occupation.

The tables document in aSsociation
betweem level of education,

occupation, and income. Data like these, collected
regularly by

the U.S. Bureau of the Census, have been used to calculate the

.

monetary
payoffs to a College degree. Early estimAtes,ofy6ose

monetary payoffs added up the earnings differences'between
high

school and college graduates at each age and calculated the total

wcirth:.oi a college
'education over a life time. Mbre sophisti-

cated estimates discount earnings over the life time on the

'assumption that money in the future is less valuable than money

today. They also consider
thecost of acquiring a college edu-

cation, both out-of-pocket
costs' (for such

expenses as tuition)

and foregone,earnings..
Recent estimates of the rate Of return to

college range'from about 10-13 percent irk 1968, falling to be-

-

tween 7710 percent in 1973.14 .

8 ...

5
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Table 1

0

Median Income by Level of Education,

For Men and Women 25 Years' and Older with Income,,

1975

Level of Education

Median Income Median Income

Males Females

8 years or less 5,699 $2,460.

4 years high school 11,914 4,724

4 years or more college 16,673 8,4,91

0

ct

Source: Current Population.Reports,
Series P-20, NO. 334,

January 1979,. Table 22

16
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1.
Fable 2

.

-.

Percent of College
Graduates and

Median Income, Selected Occupations,
1970

Men

A

.

College Graduate .

Median
Income'

Occupation

-Professional-,
Technical, Kindred ,

57.7%
$11,716

EnOnhers .

58.6% . .

13,520

''.,Physicians,
dentists & related

0.

sractifters

91.6%
20,685

Teachers
(college & univ)

87.3% ,
12,215

,Managers & Administrators
25.2%

11,803

Salaried,
retail trade

13.9%
10,326

Self-employed,
retail trade

'7.2%
14,775

'Salaried & all other industries
-

31.5%
10.,358.

Clerical & Kindred Workers
9.0%

.8,279

Mail hhndlers, & postal clerks.
3.7%

Craftsmen & Kindred Workdrs"
2.1%

8,6.98 .

Machiniits

.9%
8,698

Carpenters

1.1%
. 7,577

-Operatives,
except Transport

1.0%
i,514.

Truck drivers

.5%
7,705

Farmers

3.8%
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Occupation

Table 2 (cont'd)

Women

Percent * Median

College graduate Income

Pvofessional, Technical, Kindred
52%9%

Teachers
.

862.2%

Registered nurses
.e

16.5%

'Other (lawyer, doctor,'engineer,
etc) 43.51

$6509
6819
5756
6579

Managers & Administrators
f- ,,14.0%

5709

Salaried

16.0%.
4922

Self-employed

6.6%
7697

,

,

.

Clerical & Kindred
3.1%

4673

Bdbkkeepers
. Secretaries, stenographers,

typists .

2.
4.1%

4707
5237

Craftsmen & Kindred
2.6%

4673

S .--

Operatives, except Transpbrt
.5%

3899

Service Workers, except Private.

Household

Source:

.1:2
2696

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census Population 1970.

Special Report
PC-2, 8-B, Earnings by Occupationand

Education. Vashington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office., _1973

_c:

cp

31 43
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The problems in estiMating.rates of return: and ,the reasqn

that recent estimates vary so widely come from the fact that

young adults who go to College are di ferent from those-who do

not even before they begin their frestnan year. College-gqers

tend to come from better Off,
smaller,\nOrt6ern, white families,

to have better high-'school grades; and X° score higher- on

standardized ability tests than those IWhQ do' not go to college.

They may also be more highly motivated and perhaps more diligent

-- all characteristics that would help them get better jobs and

earn more money whether Qr not tiv went to college. To know

.

what college itself adds to
earning'po:ter, these other charac='

eeria,tics must somehow be controlled.
I.

The best recent research on the effects of higher educatiOn

usgs longitudinal data and multivariate statistis. Results from

-
several data sets are summarized' in Christopher Jencks' Who Gets

Ahead, which concludes: "Completing college rather than high

school is associated with 'en occupational
advantage of more than

one standard deviation among 25-64 year olds. The advantage is

almost the same when family
background and test scores are

controlled."15

Jencks' analysis suggests that completing college does indeed

'confer economic' benefits. Economists have traditionally argued

that this rsults from .education leading io increased human

capital and thus increased productivity. Ohe need not accept the

-12-
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human capital theory; however,4 to. explain the economic benefits

of higher,,edu Ocation.
'Lester ThurosVs

theory of job competition,

presented in GeneratingInequality,
offers a plausiole alterna-

AA

tive'eXPlenation:"
ThbrOw argues that almost all the skills and-

knoWledge
necessarY'fbr job

performance are acquired on thejOb.

Bilijoyers know -this, And realize that firing someone
commits tnem

to-a substantial
investment in on-the -job

training. They look.

for prospective
employees who are likely to be cheapest and

easiest to train. Level of education
provides an easy indicator

of those characteristics
related to ease of training. Employers

thus hire the better educated first, reaching furtter down in the

education queue when labor is tight and when they have lower

level jobs to fill. .For the prospective employee,
possession of

an, educational credential
increases the probability of getting,a

-better jo and earning higher wages.

r.

#

Most research looks only at years off, education,
pot where'the

education was obtained nor at/how the rapid recent grOwth of

vocetional-techniCal
institutions may have affected.the relation-

ships among credential's
training,' and jobs.' Jencks

found, that

'those 'students who attended "selective" colleges' earned 28.per-

.

,

-

cent more than those who graduated from a "nonselective"
tollege.

The earning
differences among men who attended "selective,"

"highly selective,"
and "very highly seclective" colleges

were

)

statistically insignificant.
17 Information on the ,effects of

attending other 'kinds of institutions -- public versus private;

t4o-year college versus four-year
dollege versub research

university is sorely lacking.

- 13-
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Taken as a whole; research/ on rates, of return to higher

education suggegts that. education doeS ndeed have a cash payoff,

although the payoffs have
declini g in recent, years. (and may

now be well below,real
estate or even reasury bills). Attending

more selective-institutions
.yield; sli htly highei rates of'

return. On the other hand, "for men.wi h.similar backgrounds,

differences in college selectivity
bear no significant

'relation -.

ship to occupational status"
18

. Furthermore, Erie economic.value.

associated with attending -a selective
institution may tend to

'tdecrease ia.the
:future as sore people with

bachelor degrees enter ".

.. the job Market. It is,'however,
difficult to dtsentangletthe

s

actual contribution.to
earnings made by attending a selective

!.institution or by the-tadividUal characteristics
and abiiities

, .

one brings to an ,inst-itytton.
But it is nOne ht]ess clear "that

education- has tome
impoitance as 'an indfvidual ecdtomid

' 1IN

investment,
bbough perhaps not so much as;Americammythology

once-

,

supposed.

-,

Noneconomic benefits: In additicn,

incomes, higher education is alleged

better jobs ,and higher

to ekihance the quality of

0'.
c,

,

d- life ot its recipients:,
tomake the more ophi cated in their,

tasks,; more
accomplished in a greater variety of activities; more

. .

.-,

.
..

.

confident nd poised, and so on. The satisfictions of developing

.

.
. .

capacities and of using. them more fully. in both work and leisure

,

'are claimed asenefits of going to college. . Entering studentq'..;

4

.

.

_
e-.1 .

,

.

certatnly expect no n-economic
in addition to economic benefits.s

, .

,
.

.

or ..".---

we

21.
.

.
- r
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As reasons for attending college,-.the freshmen class of 1.978 gave

'the following:19
kr

Ableito gei a better job.
.

;earn more about new things 74.0%

,.
Gain general. education 68.3%

,:,,, .

Able to make more money 60.4%,

Meet new people 5g.6,1 3

ka

Moreover, at least one poll of college akumnir (ci.t of.
ar

>

195Orsuggests that- they think they did indeed reaa variety of

.

4 .0

benefits. Among the.8,300 alumni polled in 1969 "very Much" or
f '

"quite,a bit of" benefit were reported' ins-the following areas:20"., .

'Ns

Vocabulanyp facts
°JJ

79%

Critical thinking ta.
72%

Personal development 66'

Specialized : ° 14%

Philosophy, Culture , .64%

.

Sociar & economic status 634. '

, .1.

Communication skills '.63%.
\. -

,

.
-,,

Literature .
,.. 621

Social development .

Individuality

These benefits are, of courser much harder,6,11;easure

3
than .

.

economic 'returns. Research has not been,particularly successful

'Ivied in, documenting differences
v

by, eddcational level, not to
u -

i

.

mention c ntroiliqg
'

for, the bpkground--characteristics that may

;
. %.

22 .
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explain them independently of college attendance. Nonetheless,

'there are some studies that find positive, non -economic effects

of attending college.

Among the most. intriguing are studies of physical health.'
,

Life expectancy increases with.
education,',with age-specific

mortali4 rates lower at each age for the college educated.21

Infantmortality
rates are lower foethe children of better

educated parents.
22 The college educated also seem ioenjoy (or;

at least to report) generally better health.
23 The positive

relationship between education and health seems tospersist even'
.

when 'income and other background
characteristics are controlled.,

The studies have not been able to establish conclusively that

education affects hOlth rather than vice ve;sa; nor can they

-explain how educat,ion might make people healthier. One possi-
.

bility is that education
incredaes exposure and receptivily to

reventive care and.the

,1 information about nutrition,' fitness,

treatmentof
disease, and thus'pro uces more informed and cone-

.

tent users of. the he'a h ca e sys em. Another possible explana-

tion*is that higher education provides access to jobs with safer

and healthieelliorking.conditions,
an effect not Adequately

studied on:coetrolled in existing studies.

Highe;,ediacition
also app.eais to affect family life. ,The

cdfNge educated, on
the average, marry somewhat

later24 and have

smaller families
25than the less well

educatedviThey are some-
.

what more egalitaaan in the alldcation of roles and tasks be-

.

tween husbands and wtves"or at least express more egalitarian

idea4,s.
26, They spend somewhat more time with their children,

27,



1

,

watch less TN4
28 .and haVe higher Iducational

and occupational

'aspirations
for their ohildren.

29 'Many of these
differences may

,r4sult,
however, not from college per se hut fiom the better

educated parents and higher status home environments
which are

more characteristic
of those 'who attend college than of those who

do not.

Attending college probably enhances intellectual
development. A

In An_exhaustive
literature

review dope lor the Carnegie

Commission on Higher.Education,
Bowen

looked at a large number of

studiei, a few of which were longitudinal
andmany of which tried

to control for bacground characteristics,
and concluded that

college attendance:

9 substantially
increased substantive

knowledge; is

IN

4

moderately increased
(change of .4 to .7 standard

deviations)
verbal skills, intellectual

tolera ,pce, aesthetic sensibility
and the

probability of continuing
learning over the

e.
lifetime;

fricreased mathematical
skills', ratj,onality,

and

creativity
a small amount ( hange of .1 to .4

standard deviation30

-A fascinating
Analysts-of-general

knowledge questions asked

on public opinion polls by Hyman, Wright and-Reed
documented an

Associatron
between level of education and information

on current

eevents,
listory and general trivia1.31

Because many of the ques-

tions addressqd current topics that respondents
could not have

leaTned_abont
in school, the differences suggest that education 0

- 17 -
O
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is associated with exposure to sources of information and perhaps

.

-..

,

with retention of knowledge. Again, h ever, it is impossible to .

completely disentangle the a'tual effects of education from the

effects of greatertnteilectval ability and hig4ar status home ;

'environments among those who attend college.
32

Bowen also reviewed studies on.personet
identity and self-.

disopery, most of which rely on subjective self-repoits. Bowen

concludes:

"...a-major outcome of higher educatift is to'

facilitate, the search of each student for his

.identity,-- fof discOvery of his taldnts, interests,

values, and aspirations. It may -well be that this

is one of the more important services 614t higher

education can render for 1.ts'students. 0('

Finally, studies of psychological well-being find differences

between the better and less well educated. The college.educated
. 4

report themselves as somewhat happier, on the.average, and Some-

*tat more satisfied with their jobs And family lives: They

report somewhat sewer psychosomatic symptoms and are less. likely

to be admitted to mental hospitals (though more likely 'to under-

(

. take private therapy).
34 These differences'are not large, and

the direction of causality is impossible to ascertain.

Taken a whore, researthonithe private benefits of higher

,education finds positive; if modest, economic returns.' It also

finds positive, if even more_modest and more 'difficult to docu-

.

.f

merit, non-economic
benefits in health, family life, intellectual (

development and psychological well-lbeing." These findings support

the public.perc ption that higher education is a valuable cora-

%

modity. Whether it is' as valuable as we have been led to believe

+10

- 18
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or so valuable that evelyone .ought to have it is a question .we

r

,

leave open foi the Mbbent:
,

\*

.

1.1b14c benefitsi_
In addition to piivately,benefitting

individuals
who attend college higher

education is believed to

benefit the-society'as
a'whoie: These 'external

benefits" pie-

.

.

sumably justify dur substantial governmental
expehditures on

coll:egS alit universities.
The pubtid benellts of,abetter

eduCated,population may
come in politics,` culture,

social values.
.

. I

economics and-

.0ne-of-thestaridard
arguments

for'p lic education is that.i

-This necessary for
democratic g ernment.

education is said to

produce an informed citizenry, competert tb paitic ate in public

life and able to understand" and influelce'gover
ent decisions.

It is said to ificiease
tolerance among ra and ethnic groups

iand to cultivate appreeiation-for'cvil
liberties. and constitu-

tional gOvernmeni. Moreover, higheeduaatiOn,
it is argued,

proyidds wiser and more effective politidal leadership.

/
Supeys suggest that' the college educated are indeed betterL

informed about public affairs, more tolerant and more protective

ofcivii,
liberties. ,The college educated also tend to partici-

-

pate more in goveinMent at alllevels,
with higher voting rates

than the less well educated,
higher rates of activity'in politi-

!

..,...

.

. cal' parties
and local -government and greater participation

in

civic organizations
of all types.35 Whether

this has all led to

-better government,
however, is open to debate. The nation Aces

seem to have' become more racially tolerant-over
time, more able

to, tolerate dissent end more committed to socill\welfare,programi

\-1

- 192.6
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for the poor -- developments which have occurred along with a

continuously increasing average level of education. Progress in

!other areas of government is less apparent.
4

Higher eduCation is also said to produce a higer level of

cultural adhievement,and'appreciation
in the society as a whole.

Two kinds of effects can, and perhaps do, occur. First, colleges

. affect their students .tastes, introducing
them to elite litera-

ture, music and art. As adults,the college educated provide

support for classical music, art, theatre and dance. In addi-

. tion, because they also make up larger segments of the audience

for popular culture, the college-educated population
may provide

a market for. more intelligent and complex
programming in the mass

media., That college education is associated with elite cultural

tastes is documented by a number of studie .

36 Effects on popu-
.

lar culture are not understood, and it is thUS impossible,to say

.
whether education has a net positive or negative effect on the

richness and diversity of American culture. It is possible,' for

example, that participation in and appreciation of ethnic cul-

,

tural traditions, has been diminished._

A second kind of cultural 'effect derives from the activititsN'

of educational institutions. Cbllege and university faculties

'may be the. predominant
prodticer's of culture in contemporary

,Americi. They are 'Surely the most productive practitioners of

scholarship, both-important and. trivial, in the humanities, the

sqcial sciences and the natural sciences. In addition, colleges

-I 20* - 2 7
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and universities are:importfnt
-sources of musical and dramatic,

compositions
and of works.of art. They are, in,effect, both4the

preservers of old cultural
traditions and the,,creatOrs

of new.

To the economy, higher education is believed .to contribute

higher quality labor, increased productivity,
managerial capa-

,

-bilityj
research and technological

innovations.
Attempts have

been made to estimate-the contributions
of

eduCation to economic

graNth.--Dennison,
using a growth accounting

the :sources of US economic growth, 1929 -

percentages,of an
average annual growth

system,, identified

1969,' es follows
37 (in

rate of 3.4 percent):

1929-69
1948-69

Potential national income
100.0

100.0z!

Advances in knowledge & changes

not elsewhere classified
31.1

34.1

More work done, with account taken

of the characteristics
of workers

except education
r 28.7

23.9

More
0,

physical capital.
4

Increased
education per worker

15.8

14.1

21.6

11.9

Improved resource allocation

Dwelling occupancy ratio &

10.0,
9.0

irregular factors
0.3

-0.5

Of the 14.percent dontribution
of education

about a quarter,

or between 3 and 4 percent of total economic growth, can perhaps

.
be attributed.to higher education.38

In addition,
higher edu-

cation may hasie
contributed less

directly to advances in knowl--

edge (which account for 31,percent of t

-f,21

nnual growth rate in



Dennison's accounting) and, through improved managerial perfor-

/
mance, to improved resource allocation. Dennison's percentage

estimates need not'be believed precisely in order to conclude

that higher education hascontributed at least something to

a economic sroWth:

Finally,.eicternal ar public benefits may'accrue to the extent

that higher education.proMotes social mobility:and economic

opportunity. If an open, mobile society is considered desirable,

and both public opinion.polls and social commentary document that

it is, institutional vehicles for mobility-benetit society gen-

eially. If, on the other hand, higher educatibn, as 'some critics

argue, reinforces and rigidifies class stratification, then its

"benefits" here might be negative.

The evidence on social mobility is difficult:,to'make sense

,of. As noted in the section on private economic benefits, higher

education is associated with higher, levels of occupational status

and income. Part of this association can be attributed to the

higher status and income of the families college students tend t6

come from; to this extent, higher education reinforces rather

4.
.s

than challenges the existing status system. 3 ? Family baokgrbund

is by no means the only determinant of eitlfer college attendance

or adult status, however, and education appears to influence,

status and income independently of,family baOsground,

The correlation between parents' and children's occupation

and income is relatively modest, though positive, suggesting a
11.

degree of social mobility. The correlationdoes nott'showever,

aPPear to hg?e,,depreased over
time,.as would' be expected if

= 22 -29
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increasing rates of college attendance actuallyproduced in-
.

creased mobility.
40 It may be that higher education his tended

to balance out other tendencies toward rigidity in the system,

thus, hiving itself'a potitive.effect.on mobility that is matched

by parallel negative effects.- Ther= is no evidence.of this,

gt

however, and no clearly identified co ter-tendency toward

rigidity. Thud the hypothesis that expan in4 oppoitunities in

higherication lead to a more mobile society must r ain

hypothetical.

AvAilable resear and ument suggest that ther- are indeed

public benefits o higher educ- ion; though many o these are

nearly impossible to document and o ers seem to be much more

modest than the conventional wisdom would have us believe.

Whether the public benefits are great enough to justify present

leels of public expenditukezor increased leveli in the future

cannot be answered by quantitative analysis. Political answers.

are given at each budget cycle artItate and federal governments.

,t1 For the tAte being we will accept those answers as estimates of

the perceived aggregate value of higher education to the public

and concern ourselves with distributional questions.

It is worth keeping in mind that questions about the level of

private and public investment in education are analytically

(though perhaps hot practically) different from questions about

the distribution of that investment; One cim argue, for example,,

that the level pf,Overall in stpent As to high -- that too many

people go to college - andAtill argue that the enrollment of

racial minorities and the poor eught
increase.because they are

- 2 3 - 3 0
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-not getting their rightful share of the places. It be that

the level of-investment must increase in order to correct dis-p

tributional imbalances,
following the politicalfule of always

equalizing up rather thin down. Having established that higher,

education is importanenough to worry about, however, our geff-

eral focus will be on distributional issues, rather than on

,trying to argue that the importance of higher education is so

high (or low) as to justify a substantial change in the level of

public and private investment.

C-

B. WhQ Attends?

3

In the United States in the 1970's about 75
41 percent, of

young people graduated from high school. By 1977, approximately

17% of the white cohort between'the ages 18-19 were not high

school graduates, while 22% of the black cohort and 33% of the

42

Hispanic cohort had notcompleted high%school. (See Appendix

Table III) Of those students who did graduate, about half43

entered some form of posi-secondary education either directly.

after high school or after.an intervening period. About half Of

-..

these, or perhaps 20-25
44 percent of young people graduated; from

a four year college. About 22 percent
45 of all college graduates

went on to graduate or professional training.

11.

- 24-
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Who are these studerits, and what kinds of post-secondary

education do they get? Does 'attendanCe vary by'raCe, sex, income

class 'or geography, suggesting the existence of discrimination or

Th

inequity? Do the disparities seem to be .increasing or decreasing

overtime, suggesting
whether the pioblems are increasing or

moving toward solutions?

'FigOre 1 showed that college enrollment increased dramati-

cally between 1948 and 1978 for both sexes and both racial groups

of 18-24 year olds. White enrollment ates were higher than

those of blacks and other minorities' in 1977 (shown by age in

Table 3). Female -enrollMent rates
increased more rapidly than

those of males (which actually decreased between 1970 and 1977:46'

By 1977, 18-19 year old women sere 'more likely to be enrolled in

college than 18-19 year old men.

.Another perspectiVe is provided by 1 oking at educational

attainment by cohort. Tab).e 4 shows, as igure l_suggested, that

educational attainment atvage.25-29
has risen over time for all

groups, that minorities and women have lower attainment rates,

and, that the gaps have closed over time.

5
P

25 -

4



Table 3

College Enroilment Status of 18, 19, 20-21; and

22-24 Year-Olds by Race and'Spanish Origin. 1978

1

18-19 20-21

Ow

22-24

All Races 35.6% 28.4%
,

15:*

Male 35.0% 30.7% It.7%

Female 36.1% 26.2% 13.0%

White 36.8% 28.8% 15.6%

MAO 36.4% 31-.3% 18.8%

Female 37.3% 26.4%

Black 25.3%- 23.4% rtf.6.%

Male 23.1% 23.1% 14.0%

Female 27.2% 23.7% '13.3%

Spanish Origin 22.8% 14.1% 10.8%

Malp 24.1% 13.8% ; 12.5%

Female 21.7% 14,3%, 9%.2%

L

Source: Table 1, Current Population Reports, "School Enrollment

-- Social and Economic'Characterisitcs of Students:

October 1978," Series 2-20, No. 346, October 1979.
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Table 4 60.

Educational Attainment at Age'25-29 for Cohorts

Born 1938-1952. Percent of Cohort Attaining each Level

1967 data

25-29 year-olds
(born 1938-1942)

white male

white female

black male

black female

1972 data

2g-29 year-olds
(born 1943-1947)

white male

white female

black male

black female

4 Years: 2 Years 4 Years 5+ Years

High School College College . College

74.3
18.3 7.8

75.3
12.7 2.6

51.6
Mb 4.2 .9

55.0
6.3 1.0

82.3 v 34. 3.2 9.9

80.1 25.7 16;7 4.6

,

61.8 13.6 7.1 2.2\-

66.0 16.9 9.3 2.0

- 27 -
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1977 data N.

25 -29 year-olds
(born 1948-1952)

white male

white female.

black Male

black female

Hispanic male

Hispa0c female

ro to,

.

Table 4 (cont'd)

4 Years' .2 Years 4,Years 5+ Xears

High School College C011ege 'College

et

o

ca.
If

9

.

87.5, 43.1 ,
28.4 10.8

85.9 34.6- 22.1 . 6.4,

77.5 24.6 12.8z,4 4s 0

7,72.1 '' 4,21.5 12.5 3.9

62.0. 18'.2r-2 :7.1 4.1

544.7 14.8- 6.4 1.7-

*r*

- .

I

.Source:: Cuirent PoPu ation Report4f 'Educational Attainment in, the

'° 'United State f"'Series P -20, Nos. 169, 243°, 314.
.._..........:':':'1
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ables 5 anc46 present some data for looking more closely at-

i

the i stitutions a;fferenV'sroups
attend-as.well

as their enroll-

---

, h -. A
6

ment an attainment' rates... Table 5 sudmarizes the-educational

history » f the high school class bf 1972 from' 1972 --to 1976,bli sex

14
I . N.

and race. It shows that at least 454,tercent of each group ei7.,

,

rolled in some form of post-secondary,
-education directl:after

0

completing high school,'with
Hispanic,Imales

enrolling at the

^

lowest ralteiand white males at the highest7'
Females in

group had a higher combi ed

tiOnal-technical
and other

counterparts; Male students,

four-`year colleges. The gseate

every

enrollment rate in two-year, 4. .

04

chools than that* of their male

0

owever,:
enrolled at h her rates 'in

.

t disparity
enrollment. rates

is in fpur-year colleges. hite oll at ratesat ldast 10

percent higher than black and 15 -percent higher than Hispanic's.
-"

By the fall of 1973, en ollme t xates'foethe clats were

'lower than in fall of 1972 by aboutt_percentase
points.' The

:enrollment rate for white
edmale ropp the least, that'for-0

Y

Hispanic females dropped the most. Enrollment
rates. le four-

.

boat three percentage

points, with no noticeable'different
t.between the groups.

he class \of 1972 had gradu,

I

year colleges, however, dropped only

BpOctober 1976,, 14 percent of

i*VErom- ollege. Twice as high a proportion of whites as

. . .

blacks had graduated:from
four-year clleges and four (4,) times

as manyewhites as- Hispanics
graduated. ,,White-women hadwthe

5P

highest lour-yehr College graduation rates.. Whites also gradu-
ah,

0,

ated from two-ye
colleges in grea4er

proportions ,than other

groups, althou here group differences are not so great. Blacks
...

36
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Table 5

...Educational Progress of the High School Class of 1972 -

High School

Total White White Black Black Hispania\Hispanic

Class Males Females Males Females Males Females

Graduates 100.0

Percent enrolled
fall 1972: total 53..9

in 4 yr college 29.1

in 2 yr college -14.7

in voc tech 7.5

in other schools 2.7

Percent enrolled
fall 1973: total

in 4 yr college
in12 yr college
in voc tech
-)in other schools

N 8980

PercAt 4 yr college
graduates prior to
Oct. 1976 14.4

Perctnt 2 yr college
&graduates prior to
'Oct., 1976
Percent receiving

certificate prior
to .Oct. 1976-

Percent receiving
license prior to
Oct* 1976

45.0
26.3
12.5
5.0
1.2

Percent receiving 2

or 3 yr Voc. degree
prior to Oct. 1976 ;3.5

6.4

15.6

6.0

,Percent enrolled
fall 1976: total

in 4 yr schools
In 2 yr ,schools
in'yoc Tech
in other schools
in grad or prof

23.7
-14.9
4.1

.

2.6
0.5
1.7--

100.0 100.0, 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

6.0 '54.9 44.7 50.3 45.5 47.1,

2.1 29.3 22.4 26.2 15.0 15.2

15.5 14.4 12.2 9.9 23.5 17.

5.8 9.1 6.8 10.7 3.7 10.1

2.7 2.2 3.3 3.5 3.1 4.9

48.6 43.0 34.9 40-.1 35.3 34.8

29.1 26.1 19.5 23.1 14.4 13.3

13.3 11.8 8.9 10.0 ' 17.6 15.4

5.0 4.9 5.2 6.4 5.4

1.2 1.1 .7 .7 .8

15.0 16.7 6.8 10.3 3.3 3.7

7.1 6.8 2.3 (_ 3.1 51l 5.6

. r

6.1 14.3 19.3 19.5 20.4 15'. 3

5.9 6.6 4.3 3.9 7.2 2.9

3.8 3, 7 2.3 3.6 1.6 1.7

28.2 19.7 33.8 22.3 21.7 20.9

18.6
3.9

12.2
3.71k

11.9
4.8

,> 23.9
4.1

23.6
5.6

10.0
..8:8

2.8 2..2 . 3..6 3.3 1.9 . -0.7

0.5 0.5 0.9 0.3e' . 0.3 0.6 "'

2.4- 1.2 1.6 1.7 -*, 1.3 , 0.9

Sourcei Tabular Summary of the Third Follow-up Quedttionnaire Data,

. National Longitudinal Survey



and_Hispanics had received certificates more often than whites,

.but wq..tes received proportionately more licenses and vocational

degrees.
,

In the fall of 1976; about a quarter of the class was still

(or again) enrolled in school. About half of those were it four-
,

year. colleges, indicating that a substantial proportion of

students were taking more than four-years to finish college. The

relatively high enrollment rates for women and minorities in

four-year colleges suggest that their ultimate graduation rates

are likely to be higher than those recorded in October-1976. The

higher enrollment rate for white males, however, suggests that

o.

they are likely to catch up with whitefemales.and to remain well

4

ahead of the minority groups. 'White males were also enrolled in

.graduate and professional schools at. substanti y higher rates

than other groups. Despite their higher college graduation
0

rates, white females were enrolled in graduate and professional

schoolat only half the rate Of white men.

Census enrollment data 1or 1976 -- which give 'larger numbers

but not the ability to trace progress in a cohort -- show siMilar

patterns of attendanceby sex and race (Table 6).

*OW
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Table 6

Distribution of Egrollmen among Types of-,

Institutions, by Race and Sex, 1976
.

All Institutions

Total

100.0%
.

White
Men

100..0%

White
Women

100.0%

Black
Men

100.0%

Black
Woqpn

100.%

-

Public Institutions 7.8.6 77 79 80 81

4-Year InstituEions 44.,5 46 45 39 ,
42

Universities .

Other 4-Year

18.9
25.6'

21
24

19
26

10
29

10
32

2 -Year Institutions 43..1 31 ' 34 41 39 >,.,

ts,.., ,

Private Institutions 21.4 23 21 . 20 19

tx
4-Yea Institutions 20.2 22 20 18 17

Universities 1 ,-6.4 7 6 .4 A

Oth0r 4-year 13.9 15' 14 14 r 13°

2 -Year Institutions 1.2 1 1 2 2

'''

4 -Ye'r, Public & Private 64'.7 68 65

,

57 . .59

2-Year, Public & Private 35.3 32 35 . 43 Al

Source: Current' Population Reports, "School Enrollment -- Social and

Econothic Characteristics of Students:. October 1976,"

Series P-20, No. 319, February...4.978.
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Table 7.

Participation of High School Class of 1972 in postsecondary

'Education-, by Race, Sex, and Parental Income Leyel: 1972

ti

White males
under $3,000

$3,000-$7,499
$7,500-$10,499

$10,500-$13,499
$13,500-$18,000

over $1&,000

White females
under $3,000

$3,0007$7499
$7,500-$10,499

$10,500-$13,499
$13, 500 - $18,000

over $18,000

Total

Percentage Attending
Educational Institutions

. Percent voq/

not in Tech 2 -year 4-Year other

School ,
college, college' sthpol

100.0 69.8 3.1

100.0 7.7

100.0 49.7 7:3

100.0 42.5 5.9

100.0 _ 31.7 6.1

100.0 26,0 2.8

61.6 11.3
_55.3" 10.2

49.2 10.0
44.1/ 10.2
32s34 - g.1
22.7 3.5

100.0
100.0
100.d,
100.0
100.0
100.0

Black males
under $3,000 100.0

$44900-$7,499 100.0

$7,500-$10,499 100.0

$10,500-$11,499 \. 100.0 .

$13,500-$18,000 100.0

over $18,000 100.0
As

Black f4males
under $3,400
$3,000$7,499
$7,500-$10,499
$.10,500-$13,499
$13,560-$18,000

over 58,0'00

58.9
'59.3
39.7
'57.4

10:0
6.7
6.4
2.0

22.9 10.4
42.3 40 6.9

100.0 58.4 9.5"'

100.0 , 47.3 4.7
100.0 50.5 7.5

100.0 35.5 14.4

100.0 30.7 8.4

100.0 15.3 -21.1
--

t

Note: 3 See- Technical Note 'E.

a

6.1 . 15.8 5.2

14.0, 29.6 2.2'

14.0 27.3 '2.1

19.9 29.2- 2.5

17.9 42.5 1 7'0,1

7'17.8 51.6 1.8J
.

14.1 12.5 .4

'13.0 . 1'9.0 2.4

' 12.9° . '26.3 1.6

13.5 30.5
20!4-- 37.8 ' 1.4

15L6 56.5 1.7 A

.8 21.6

.4 2.4.3

1048
0- 7.2.

20.5
9.4

.32.3

3'3.4

35.0
41.,4

e

1.8
1.3
2.8--

0

1112
0'

i
A.9 23.8 , 2.5

in.6. 26.1 2.3

8.3 32.4---1 1.7

15.2 33.1 1.9

12.3 48.6 ` 0 ,

2.7 . 60.9' 0

Source: 'Condition 'of Education,' 1979, from Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, National Center for Education
"Statistic;', Nation'al Longitudinal Study of the High School Class,,

of 1972; unpublished data.
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I

Table7 also suggests, interestingly,
that gt given income

4,

levels blacks are more likely than'Aites7
to be enrolled in

. .

four-year colleges. In interpreting
these data it is worth

.

A

keeping' in mind that'many fewer blacks than whites cone from

.
,

. .

higher income fainiliis.

Another
source of potential disparity is geographic.

Table' 8

.. -
4 e

shows the substantial differences
in eftebllment

rates by region.

^

(State enrollment
rates are shown in Appendix Table

VII.) ,The

West clearly. has the highest enrollment rates-for
all groups.

This is due in part to the extremely high enrollment
rates in

California.
For blacks enrollment

rates are lowest in the South,

while for whites, the lowest enrollment
rates occur in the

Northeast.

O

.Table 8 also shows the percentage of students in each region

attending two-year colleges.. tState data appear in Appendix

Blacks and women attend two-year
colleges in greater

Norcentages.than
whites and men. in all. regions, but especially `in

the West'. Interestingly,
the two states with the highest

.

ment rates Apr bliAcks
in the 18-24 year old cOhoit -- California

and Ariiona
also are the 'states in 'which blacks attend two-

.

year colleges at the highestrates.

Figure /3 and Appendix,Table
V presents

data on enrollment
in

law, medicine, business 'and graduate programs.
They show that

-both women and iinorities areisubstantially
underrepresented

in

all four'piogradi,
though the

position of both has
improved y

considerably
over the last tensyears.

*

- 35 -
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''Table 8

College Enrollment as'a Proportion of Total

18-24'Year Old Population, 1976.

by Race, Sex and Region

Northeast

North
Central South West'

Total enrollment
1,694,132 2,194,36 2,432,621 2,096,939

«.

Enrollment as %
of 18-24 year
old population

% blacks enrolled
23.9 26.7 22.4 42:3

A whites enrolled
26.9 30.0 27.3 37.4

% males enrolled
29.5 31.7 29..7 45.0

% females enrolled 26;4 27.7 26.3 39.5

Percent of enrollment
in two-year colleges 35.4% 37.7% 39.5% 68.8

% black enrollment
in two-year colleges 44.8 53.3 38.5 81.2

% female enrollthent

in two-year colleges 36.6 39.6 39.0 70.0

Source: .Fall Enrollment in Higher Education (1976).

0
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110,000*

100,000

90,000!
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70,0001

ee,00di
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20,00p;

ick000!
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Enrolled:

.27
1

241

.21i

.i8.

.15

.12

.091

.06

.03

0110 ea .

Figure 3

Law and Medical School Enrolment:

Numbers,,Percent Women and Percent Minoriti.,

Total Law School
Enrollment

sow

e.

FirstrYear Medical
School Enrollment

arr

Percent
Minority

MEND
mil, ammo.

r

dmIND en. wirge

Percent
Women'

am.

Percent
`Minority

1968 " 69 70.
72 73 74 75 - 76

School

. -Medical School
.. 43

..,

4S6Urce: Carnegie Council on PolicyStUdies in Higher Education, Selective Admissions

- cher EduCationf,Sem Francisco: Jossey=Bass,-1977I(



These data support ,the claim that women, minorities and

children of low income
parents are disadvantaged

in their access.

to higher education. Black's
and the poor are underrepresented

in

overall
enrollment at bothgraqUate

and undergraduatelevels,
and

overrepresented
in two-yea; anvocational

piograms. Residents,

..

76

a

of some states are disadvintage'd
relative to others.

Understanding
and explaining.

these data are the tasks of the,

next section. Is the situation described by these data inequita-

ble? It might result froM differences in preferences between

groups, preferences
that are themselvs-liftWated

to past or

present discrimination
or nfalrnesS.

If this turned out to be

the case, It would ,be hard t argue that remediation
was called

for. Or the differential
en ollment'rates

might result from

grqup differences
in ability and motivation.

On strictly meri-

tocratic grounds, ability and motivation ought perhaps to deter-

mine access. If, however, group,differences
in ability and

motivation result from past or present' discrimination
or unfair-

ness, then the situation may,still,be.unfair
-- if more difficult

to remedy. The next section_will
examine research that speaks to

'these questions.
0

C. What Determines Attendance?.

Research on the-determinants
of college attendance suggests

some answeis to the questions
raised in the previous section.,

In

;

this section we will examine the
.evidence for two questions:

1. Vo what extent
:dorace, sex and social class affect

384-4



'Multivariate enalyses: The best sources of'information for

analyzing what affects educ4tional attainment,are
studies which

follow students over time, from high school through,.college and

into adult life. Several such longitudinal studies now exist and

have been analyzed extensively. The most recent is the National

Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class-of 19v 72 which col-

lected
information on a stratified sample of about 15,000 high

school seniors in'1972. , The analysis of this data set by Gregory

Jackson47 yields findings consistent with those of other studies;

because it is clear and uses relatively recent data it will be.

the focus of discussion.

Jackson's analysis used eight composite
variables to explain

whether a senior in 1072 was enrolled in. college eighteen month's

later. The composite variables were:

1. Place: white collar occupational distribution; tight

labor market; number, percent
public and average cost of

post-secondary institutions; region;'

2. Background:
parents' income; socioeconomic status; race;

whether religious upbringing
;48

3. School:* high school curriculum offerings; racial

composition andz.educational
plans of student body;

4. Student: test score; academic track; grades; parents'

aspirations for student;

5. Friends): whether friends plan to go to college;

.6. Occupation: occupational aspirations;

7. Aspiration:
education 1 aspirations;

118. Plans: plans for nex year, if there were no obiiacles.

- 40 -
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Jackson found that family
background clas an important predic-

tor of college attendance, and that place and school variables

*ere relatively unimpottant after background wai-taken into

account. CEquations and coefficients from his discriminant

analysis are reproduced in Appendix Table VIII.) When student

characteristics
test scores, grades, track and parents'

spirations -- were added to the equation, however, the effects

of .background
diminished markedly.

Background appears to affect

attendance primarily by affecting ttiese other characteristics.49

When plans were added to the equation they became by far the best

predictor of college attendance. The effects of student charac-

teristics declined. to about a, third their previous importance,

and the effects caf background diminished even further. Students'

assessments of their characteristics (and perhaps others.' assess-

ments of their characteristics)shaped
their plans, which

.

in

turn shaped their behavior. It is important to note,' however_,

that even when the analysis included both student characteristics

and plans, background exerted an independent, statistically

significant impact on the probability of attending college.

Jackson's analysis, ,which is generally supported by others,

suggests that therace and class disparities in college atten-

dance ddcumented in Tables 3-7 axe explained to a substantial
J.

extent, thdpgh tot completely,'by
differences in student charac-

teristics, aspiratidns.and plAns. (The term "explained" is used

'
,

herei.a its statistical
sense,' and is not meant' to imply justifi-

cation.)

. e

.

,

cation.) We turn, therefore, to-the important though controver-

-41 - 41
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sial, issues of motivation and ability. To pdrsue the direct

effects of income level on attendance, we later look at.the

research on college costs.

Applications and admissions. One important question for

understanding the process leading to underrepresentation of

minorities and the.poor in higher education is whether` those

groups apply to college in lower proportion's -are dispropor-

tionality rejected for admissions.
*

The National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class
6

lof

1972' suggests that nearly all undergraduate applicants a4ad-

mitted to at leait one school -- most, indeed, to their" first

,c3 choice. While 11.5 percent of blacks'and 7.8 percent of whited

o.

were rejected by their first choice school, less than 3 petcent

of all blacks and only 2 percent of all whites who applied to

college werenot accepted anywhere.51 This means that the over-

all applicant pool looked almost exactly like the'pool of ad-

mited students and suggests that disproportionate enrollment

7

reflects either disproportionate applicationi, disproportionate

rates og registration after admissions, or disproportionate

drop-out rates.

All three appear to be involved. One factor influencing

application rates-is high school completion; as was noted

about 25 percent of blacks and 15 Percent' of whites had

d,ropped out,of.the high school class of 1972 before graduation

(Appendix, Table In). 'Of 'high school graduateseblacks applied

to colleges pt slightly-lower rates than whites: 48.8 percent of

.

.

blacks applied to at least one college compared to 51,.5 percent.,

M1 47

to.

.

e



of whites.
52

Among those accepted by their first choice

colleges, 53 percent of blacks and 68 percent of whites actually _

attended.5 3 As was shown earlier (Table; 3) blacks who do attend

are more likely to be enrolled in two-yea programs and more

, ely to drop out before completing iheirprograms.. The corn-

bina On of these differentials culminate in radial

in college graduates. 'For the class of 1972, l$.2 percent o'f

white high school graduates had received a bachelor's degree by

1977, while only 12.1 percent of the blacks had received the'ir

degree'. More dramatically, in 1977, 28 percent of white 25-29

year olds were college griduates compared with 13 percent 'of

black 25-29 year olds.

The importance of application ,and adthission 'rates in deter-
.

mining the,diArkbution of students among institutions cah be
.

partially examined with available data. For the thirty highly

selective piivafe colleges that constitute the Consortium on

Financing Higher Education (COFHE: members include the Ivy

eague and Seven Sisters colleges,. Carleton, Duke, Johns Hopkins,

T, Trinity, Univeriity of Chicago, Vanderbilt, etc.), minority.

students in li74 were, 11.1 percent.of,applicants, 10,8 percent of

accepted'applicants and 10.8 percent of enrolled freshman 54

compared with 12.7 percent of the 18-24 year old3age group and

14.1 percent-of college freshman nationally. 55
The under-

representation of minority students in the COFHE ;colleges is'

almost ei4irely due to underrepresentatioft among.applications: '

am 3
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.(COFHE institutions admitted, on the-average, 45 percent ofttheir

1974 applicants. In 1973 and 1974, 69 1;eide t of all COFHE ,

applicants were accepted in at least one tO.FHE institution.)

The picture is a bit different for Taw and medical school.

In 1976, about 57 percent of all applicants to ABA approved law,

schdols were-admitted to at least one school (Table 9). Blacks

made up 6 percent of the applicant pool but only received 4

4.

percent of the total offers; 39 perint of the tilac'k applicants

and 5-9 perdent of lite applicants were admittbd. For law

schools, therefore, minorities were not only undertepreeented in

the-applicant pool, but .were also admitted 0 lower prop rtiond ".

than whites. IA'contrast, women were admitted in 144,her proporr'

tions: 60 percent of female applicants, who made up 28 percent : °

of the applicant:pool, were admitted tp at /east one law

school.
56

In medicat 'AC11061N 8, it appears that dispronxtions arise
.

primaffWIti-tile-applitant pool and 'are 'correctedto,a slight

..exterit by the admidsions process.

In 1975, atout'36.6 peteillt of all medical school applicantd

were admitted to at least one schOol., Blacks were. admitted at

the rate of 41..1 perceni,of applicants
and:Chicanos at 51.5



;

ILaw Schools (1976)

Jl

1

°Group

Total

Men

Women

Blacks

Chicanos

Unspecifiq
Minorities

,Table 9

4

r a
Acceptance Rates for Selected Professional Schools

Applicants

..
76,061

'59,423
...>

2 If, 588

t if
.1-2!1,299.-

... 085 , .,.

Whites . 66,9

t of ApPlica4lt,Pool,;# Offers o Offers Pool

.

,

.

.-

,;74.6

243.4 -

t-; 5.7

'43.#'4

93,513

30,531

12,95j

1,697

'510 ,

4

- .

,.

100%

70.2

29.,8
0 .

3.9

1.2

. 7
4 ,a 0, ' , c, c,,, 1 - ,

114 01'4°,4 ? '4 .%
4

i''
',... ,

-

,

...,

a ;4

,

.4

Acceptance
Rate

'57%

1,892: 4.3 51%

39,2'84
`,1,.'

,41*

SoUrce: . Frank Evan's. Applications and) /0
(Princeton, N.J.: Law Schools, Ad

50

lo

90.3 N ,59%

ssions Council, M 19:77).
toABA. Accrefdit-ed Law Schools:

a

r

, ) A 4

Fall 1976

51
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".

Itt

*If

As.

0

Table 9 (c6h00)
,

a

Medical Schools (1975)

1

VoiNApplicant Pool Offers %.*Offers Pool
Acceptance

, Rate
'4

?roue Applicants,

42-003

26,926

15,377

2,288

427

3,188

1,532

34,868

i.

100.0%

AM 63.7%

36.3
...

\,
-

5.4

1.0
.

7.5

3.6

82.4,

15,365

11,677

3,688

945

.

220

959

256

12085

103.0%

76.0%

24.0%

. 6.2%

, 1.4%'

6.2%

1.7%

84.5%-.

.

36%

43%

24%

418

52%
11 di

30%

17%

37%

--Total

men

'Women

Blacks__

'ChIcanos

Unspecified

Minorities
fk

No ,Response

. Whites

A

.
.,

-___
.

.,

,

-. Source: T.L. Gordon. Des6riptive Study 'of. Medical School' Applicants 1975-76.

(Washington,, D.C.: 'Association of American Medical Colleges, 1977).
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percent; they m3de*up percent and percen

of the applicant pools. In' comparison', 37ayAz

applicants were accepted. (Asian Americans, Pue

Cubans and
.

others were admitted at betow aver

As a final example4Of the relative importanc

and admisions rates; we can use Lavin, -et al.'s

'City University of New York in 1972.. At thdt tim

respectively,

ent of.white

Ricans,

rates.)
57

'Of applications

nalysis of tble

high school

2

-1

graduates with 80% e7erages,or in the top. halves of their crAse

.

,)

were guaranteed'places
somewhere in the system, but both student

preferences and admissions.decisions
determined whether their

places would be in the.foUe elite senior colleges (defined by the

authors as Brooklyn, City College, Hunter and Queens), the five

nn-elite senior colleges or Vle eight community colleges.

1972, minorities made up 34.8percent of eneringfreshman: 23.0

percent at elite senior colleges, 34.1 percent at non-elite

" senior colleges-and'43.8 percent sat coamunity colleges. Expres-

sions of preferences and
admissions rates are presented in Table.

.10: The table suagests'that
preferences were an important deter-

minant of where students ended up. In addition; however 7 differ-

ential admissions rates existed, especially in the elite senior

colleges.'

These pieces of.data'hardly present a comple-te_picure of

applications and admissions processes in U.S. higher education.

It would be very useful to have data from state'unkversity

040

- 47 -
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Table 10

College .Preference and' Rate of Admission to Preferred
Level by"! Ethnic Group, City University ofNew York, 1972

Percent Preferring

Elite Senior Other Senior Community

Whites 42
....

13 45

Bladks 22 '11 67

Hispanics 21 12 67

,

Rate of Admission to Preferred Level

. .

Elite Senior Other Senior
. .

Community

Whites
. 51 69 100

Blacks , ,32 60 , . . 100

Hispanics 49 75 100

LI.

.1

0'

,

Source: Lavin; David Es_f Richard D. Alba and 'Richard A. ),- - r
Silberstein, "Open Admissions and Equal A6cess: A. Study%."of Ethnic Groups in ,the City University' of New York,"
Harvard` Educational RevieW, Vol. 49, No. 1, Febr;Oary
1979, pp., 53-92 -

40, .



systems; it would be useful, to have any-,data on application and

admissions rates by family income.

Nonetheless, the available data suggest a tewconclusions.

'First, group differences-in
applications rates seem to, be mode

important than ,differences in admissions rates in-influencing

enrollment. Understanding'
appication decisions will be crucial'

4*.

for designing remedial,programs.
Second, at least s ome kinds of

.

_institutions admit somewhat lower proportidns of minority than of

'majority applicanti. The reasons fcivthis and, the. ieasons

that other institutj.ons,'likeomedicar
schooft admi higher, .

proportions 'of minority applicants --also need .to be understood.

Third, group differences in enrollment rates after =cceptance aod

t

in drop-out ratesafter enrollment are also very important', deter=

minantkof differential .graduation rates. 4 How schools attract .,

and hOld,the students they admit isthus'another
importht area'

s

for study. .

Self Selection. The data sumffiarized Above on applications ,

and admissions suggest that gh *hook students sort themselves

into college-goers and non-college goers beforeXhey react the'

stage of applying.to college. The colleges in the aggregate add

very little to this sorting process, sqlce almost everyohe who

applies is accepted.`. High school students also sort themselves

fairly efficiently into typesdf colleges and even into'specific

institutions. In 1978, 37 percent o'f enrolled college freshman.

had applied to on3.y one college an4 an additional 18 percent'.had

40/

,applied to only two. Sevehty7six, pescent
reported that they were'

attending their first chdice college." Amo ng the high school

- 49 - 56
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,

class of 1972, surveYed by the National-LongAudinal Study;

O

JaCkson .found that just over halfsthe applicants filed only one

applicaion.
59 He also found that the schools applied to by

.-

multipWappricants were verysimilartto each o.ther in offerings;

"Prestige', academic quality'and price.69 That considerable self-

deleciion takes place is further documented by the fact, that
.

.

.

-. . .

almott 70 percent of 1973 and)
1974 applicants to the prestigeous

, .

.
.:

COHFE institutions were admitted t at least-..one of them..61. 4

. .

.*

*
'Bow does the process oSell-selectio not only into College

but lso into particular. inst4utions, t kePlace? Itseems--

clear frbm.zthb multivariate analyses of educational attainment

reported above and ih the appendix that academic ability'as

measured by test scores and high school grades are' extremely

important, as are
, oCcupational and educational aspirations.

,
.

Family .incote, -race, sex,and other background variables are

/
important mainly through their influence on scores, grades and*

motivation.; their in4'ependent effeCts, however,,,may.derive from
*.

assessments by students. and their families of whether they can

i. afford the costof(college.

The process by which all thishappens has not been', adequately .

/ r -

studied dhd is probably quite complex. One possibility' is that

i'
. students accuratelY-perceive and anticipate the admissions and

.

,

.

finincial aid,decisions of colleges. Because'colleqesvalue high

..

test scores and grades; stuctents with low test scor#S and grades

. . .

"knOw"%they will-not be accepted and therefore do not apply:,

.
,

. ,

a

Because colleges have liMited financial aid, only higher income

..- c.
0 .

,

students and lo income students-with,very good records agplyto

, 50 -
57.
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#

expensive institutions. Sttidents therefore sort'themselves into

the institutions where they-ae fairly sure they will be

accepted. Where they end up.doessnot necessarily reflect gilnuine

6 preferencei, although expressions of preferences may rationalize

Actual positions. If this-aa'Count were true, changes in enroll-
_

ment patterns could be effected ,by'changes in admissions

cies, after a suitable length of time for diffusion of

, information.
<

Another possiblity is that the process. works less,directly

with preferences playing i mare important role. Students with

#

talents and tempee'aments to do well in school enjoy school

(pittly 'because theydo well in it) and aspire both td more

school and to the 'kinds of occupations that require the tame

kinds df talents and' temperaments as' school. They g'enuinely

prefer ?going to schoQ ove...their other alternatives, and the
4

more academically able among them `prefer more intellectually
r %

difficult school's. Thoie less enanmor'ed of school prefer the

shorter, mbre-practical programs bf community c011eges,and less

prestigiouA BecaUse less' of thVir lives is in-
. .

.

vested in.school,they choose local institutions in order to
. . , . 1

maintain workaend friendshi0 patterns. Enrollment patterns thus

reflect preferences, and the high rates, of reported attendance at

choice" schools. are real. if this account were true;"'

sadmi:tsions policies would reflect but Would not cause students'

assessments of Wheie they would do well. and be happy.

4 51, - .58
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Some evidence exists that.describes
students' reasons for.ngt

enrolling in in post-:secondary.
education and for dropping-out.,

Students -in the NLS who were not enrolled, in pOst-isecondary

education were presented with a list of "reasons others have

,given fOr not continuing their formal education" and asked which

,
applied to them. The most often cited reason was wanting to earn.

money for self (65.11 percent)
folloWed by wanting to take es.

w

break from school (50.72 percent). More than 30 percent agreed

.
.

that'ihey wanted
iracticalexperience, needed to arn'MOney to - *,L

-
'apply*:Ircollegeir could not afford colle_g_e_b-r- were

offered a job

they wanted. aAll the econOmireasons were cited more often by

.

.

% ,

,
. .

blacks .than by whites. _Only about 11 percent said that poor

,

,

grades or test stokes kept them from colleges. Only 3percent
.

cited the lack of a college within
commutingdista'ce as a 'fat-

,

.
, .

.

tor, or said that they were discouraged by.pardnt counselors or
.S

teachers.62
.

If.
f

f
.

4

By the fall of 1973, almost half (47 percent). of those,

'
students enrolled in 'post-secondary programs had withdrawn. The

reasons most often,given were financial difficulties (27.15 '

percdnt), wanting to get practical experience (29.34 percent),

And failing or doing poorly (24.23 percegt). Black Students

lkcited financial
difficulties as th e 'r major reason for leaving

school(41.17 percent). whereas white students listed the desire

.4.

to get practical experience' (29.97'pertent).
63 Of those students

...

.

i

.

(
.

_bontnuing-their post-seconderyeeducation
beyond 1973, 26 percent

withdrew by the fall of 1974. Again, black, students attributed

2 ..



0

0.

this decision most often to financial difficulties (45 petcent)

while- white students-selected" "wasn't really sure,what I wanted

-to.do" (44.9 perceht),as.the major factor. 14.
0

t.

It would 'seem, then, that ,in thinking about policy, attention

%, should be'pa4d'not only. to admkSsions and financial aid policies

bUt-alzo.to'the,whqle process
bk.whih school success and the.

,

motivation t cont- velop. Elemeqtary and high school

teachers and counselors may well'be implicated herd, not only

Vecause.of,thc:direct
advi,ce:they.give students about college but

also as a result of their: .role in-decisions about grades, track

placement -and ttie herpfand ncouragement
thies students receive. "

If these decisions reflect-class and racial biases, or behavior

patterns and,expectations stacked against minorities and the

' .

.
. liik

poor, they may contribute to- the differentials we observe in

higher education.

Test scores and group. differentials. 0 to this point, test,

scores have been discUssed°only as.a general determinant of

educat4onal attainment. Because they present the most difficult/...._

issue in thiriking about group
differentials, however, we must now

.

look-more closely at the role.therplay.

Scores- onlistandardized
tests of all types-vary by race and

Class. Data on Scholastic Aptitutde Teit (SAT) scores by paren-'

tal income are presented in Table 411% The table shows that mean

SAT, scores range from 4031or the lowest income group to 485 for

the highest; mean income by SAT score group shows an equally

cleis and consistent pattern.. Test score difference's by race are

even more dramatic.

53 - 60-
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Table 11
,.

Parental Annual. Income by SAT Average, Both Sexes Combined (1973-74 SDQ.Question 27)

647,031- Students 'Responding (Percentages in this Table Based on this Number) .
's

SAT AVERAGE

750-800
700-749

,,W,7691:6
6.00-6479.

50-599
500-549
450 -499
400-449
350-399
300-349,
250-299
200 -249

Total
Mean Score

UNDER
$6,00(

PCT

0

0

$6,000-
$8,999

PCT

0

.0

$9,000-
$11,999

'PCT

o-

o

$12,000-
$13,499

PCT

0

0

$'3,'500-
$14,4199

PCT

0

o

$1.5,,000-
$17,999

PCT

0

o

$18,000
OR OVER

PCT

-0

.1

-
TOTAL
,,PCT .

'0
1 ...$21,980

MEAN
INCOME

$24,324

0 0 0 0 1 3 ot $21,292 ,
11,?; 1

tr., -1 ii 3
,

6 $20,3.30
2; z m

.1 2 1 4 11 $19,481

1 1 3 1 1 .2 6 15 $18,824

1 1 3 2 1 2 2 '.18 $18,122

1 2 3 2 1 2 6 17 $17,387

1 2 3 1 1 2 4 14 $16,182

1 2 2 1 1 2 9 $144155

1 1 1 0 0 0. 1 '.4 ' $11;428

0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 . $ 8,6
(

6 12 18 9 6 11 34 99 $17,563

403 435 455 464 469 473 485 -- 462

L

Source: College Bound Seniors, 1,973-1974, College

61
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Figure 4, for,exaspld, shows the distribution.of scores on

4

the Law Scnool Aptitutde Testo(LSAT) by race. About 66 percent

of-blacks and 41 peroefft of Chicanos compared with 11 percent of

whites scored below 450; while 2 percent of blacks, 2 percent of

,
Chicanos and 18 percent of whites scored above 650'. *SFores on

tests of various kinds given at various ages (after about age 10)

are highly correlated with each other: Race.and class diffenen-

, IP

tials are sim0.ar-for
standardiied ability tests given in elemen-

, ,tau,..andhighschool,
SATs, LSATs, MCATs, etc.

,

.. ...

.

:
Though all of these test are-called ability tests, one of

. .\

..

N ttemAleasure pure ability as distinct from reading speed. and

.,.

'IL comprehension, vocabulary, general knowledge and other learned.

I

skills. Not cam the tests claim to measure an innate,.genetioal-

ly fixed quality. ,Although ti4re ma be a heritable, component to

test-scores,
differences in environnt contribute

subStantially to

1 4

the variation.
Whatever it is that test scores measure, however,

is predictive of success in school. (Thisis not surprising

- si4e the testa-were
Aesigned: to prpduce the highest possible .

correlations with school grades and teacher evaluations.) The

0

tests seem to be about equally.. valid predictors of school success

Tor majority amil minori.iy'students:65
The tests'. predictive.

validity is the justification for their use As part of an,Ad7,

missions proCedure
and as aids in. counseling.

55
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LSAT SCORES -BY RACE AND SEX

9

Percent ScoAng -in Each Cohort by Group

.J`

V

at

40,

. 2 -

Nik,

3e1cw 300- . .350- 400- 450- .500T
1 . 550- . 600Tzsa: 650-;.---7D-6-;.., ....._...__ ,.,.._

-.- ........ ...

. 300 349 399 . 449 499 549 , 599 .649
699 749 -.

.

' Source: Carnegie Council on Policy, Studies in Higher Education,

.-
Selective Admissions /in Higher Education, San Francisco,

t,--
,....,

JeSsey4Bass,, 1977-
.,.

t.. .:.
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Racial differences in average test scores do not seem to be
I 4

-accounted for by blatant or easily correctable item biases. Many

studies have beenedone, mostly by the Educational TestingService

which 'produces the.tests, to look for standardized test items

that are differentially difficult for racial groups. The studies

.show, however, that such items-Are hard to Lind andttiet of the

few that existabout as many are oiased against whites as against
.

blacks.
66. Blacks',lower average scores seem to result from

, difficulty with the, tests generally rather than with particular

items. That the tests generally reflect middleOlass'Anier can

.culture, rather-than.blacorHispanic indisputable.

Schools-and econftic institutions also reflect middle class
.

culture, however, and although it is theoretically possible to

design testd that embpdy. pther cultural outlooks and knowledge',
/

they are poor predictors of success in school.' ''

The low average test scores of minoriti s may also help to

explain why they'are underrepresented amon applitants to selec-

tive colleges and professional schools. 'Minorities may pot apply

because they think low test scores will prevent their being

admitted. Or they may have found test scores a handicap at other

"stages of the-educational process: in tracking and curriculum

placement, high 'school graduation, college application, and so

on. 'Or low test scores may reflect (rather than cause) inade-

quate educatiOnal preparation in elementary and secondary school

ti

which 4takes going on eem impossible.

-Of
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Fall 1972 post§econdary educational attendance:
Percentages by race and ability., and

institutional selectivity '

e

.,.

.

.

Type of college

44

Black 1

0

Ability quartilesa

41(PlbWhite

Low
-1 2 3

High
4

Low .

,1

-
.2 3

High
4

Four-year-
TWo-year0,
Total ,

15.5
10.1

25.6

42.2 54.7

11.3 10.5

53.5 65.2

73.8
4.6

78.4

- 6.4
'' 10.7

17.1

15.0'
17.4

32.4

33.7
18.9
52.6

61.3
13.2
.74.5

0

4 Selectivity
levelsb

.

ti

,-

.

Black

.

Ability

Low , Medium High Lq0els

Low 0,1,2 77.5 75.0, 51.3 70.9

Middle 3,4 18.9 16.0 5.2 17.3

High 5,6;7 3.6 9.0 . 43.1 11.8

- Total 100.b 100.0 100.0 100.0

Hispanic

,.
Lox w

!

__---, 1
..

2 3.

9.6 20.2 33.8 .,.._4;

19.4 30.2' 26.4 ija6:3, -

29.0 50.4 60.2 -58:4

to=
!!-

White

Low Medidfn .High,' Levels

69.0 55.3 43.5 49.2

30.7 36.1, . 32.9 33.5

0.3 8.6 23.5 17.3

100.0 w
100.0. 100.0 100.0

a Student ability based on compositeltest,scpresin
vocabulary, reading,elett;,r groupep.and methematice.

b
,

' Undergraduateinstitutions'are
dlassitied on the basis of the average academic ability leverof the entering

. ,
freshman class as follows:

,

Source J.P. Bailey, Jr., and E.7. Collins,'"Entry into Postsecondary Education." In J.P. Bailey, Jr. (Chair.).

National Longitudinal
Atudy of the High School Class of 1972 Symposium:

Trends ip Postsecondary Education.

Symposium presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association, New York, 1977,

p.I7

6 6

I
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These possibilities raise questions the' of test
.

.scores An admissions and counseling. We might weld ask 'whit

would be lost, if,.,..pnything, -if test Scores were not-used, and'
"

what would .be gained in terms of minority access. In a recent

study, it.was estimated by the Law School Adg4ssion.Council that

1 - .q.
..

0.9.
. "if numerical predictorg were'*em?loyed.exclusively for allippli-

.

.

.
.

. .,
callts...the percentage of blacks among first-year law students

would drop to between 1 percent and 2 percent from the current

5.3 percent, and the percentage of,Chicanos would fallko between

- D. percent
zs,

and a.a/Percent from the cuCre 1.36.percent."67

.

,This suggests that other admissions procedures mus"E' be developed

if minority representation is td!ncrease.significantly.
Because

test-scores are, however', somewhat predictive of schoolsuccess,

losses might cOme'in the accuracy, of the predictigns that addlis.,

,

sions offices Would'-be able to make about whether will

' stay in school and do yell. This leads to two qUestions:. first,'

how much loss of predictabflity would there in, fact,LA; and
.

second, how important is predictability.

.

There -are costs to both the
individualsinvelved and to

.society when students who simply cannot do the -work are admitted

to undergraduate or professional. training: they drop out or

i

s

fail, in effect wasting institvtional resour ces and probably.

damaging their Own self-esteem 'as
well./-"There are alSo .costs

I -+r ''' 412 , ' ''t':
.wherksttidents.wht:i cou1d do iheework are hot admitted: . the

,
, .

o P

students" lose their chances and the society l0Pses their eontribu-
,

.
0 ik.

tions:* It is clearly useful to minimize both those kinds of

.
.

.

.

losses at the idniisttons stage, and Ehus%to.have a Procedure

,,,

.
, . / ../

. -
,, . -

..
- -59*-63
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Table 13

Number and percentage 'of candid.ates at ox above selected 'LSAT ana UGP:-

levels and,number and percentage 'who fec,e4.ved at least one offer of

admission to an LSDAS-ABA law school.

AVe4age Law SchoolAdmission TeOt Score

- Level
.-

LSAT > 600
'. LSAT > ,500
LSAT > 50
.UGPA .> 3.25
.UGPA > 2.75
UGPA > 2.50

Black '-

-No.

'811811

, %
e .

3

19

Number -

accepted

li2.

658

b

86
81

1,437 '33 1,051 73

556 13 409 74

1,929' 45 1,123 58

2,805 65 1,424

LSAT 7 600 and
UGPA > 3-.25 39 1

LSAT-> 500 and
UGPA > 2.75 461 11

LSAT > 450 'and

UGPA' > 2..50 1,040

Total - 4,299

. -Level* No.

- 24

100

38,

425
. ,

867
.1,697

97

Chicano

%C No. %

7

314,

62
24
66
84

,. 80 7
354 33

562 52

243 22

615 57

815 7.5

le
2 -38 4

92 25 251 23

13 51 466 43
39 100;.1,085 100

Number. )

accepted",
%b c

71 89 14

278 79 55

400 71 78

18.6 77 36

192: 64 77

-459 56 90

'35 92 7

'225k ita 44.

369 79 op
51. er '47 1 0'

Unspecified minority. White and unidentified

ab-" Number
-

-a b c
% accepted % '% No. %

Number
accepted

(on:,
LSAT > 600 786 657 84, 24,4a 37 20,814

LSAT > 500 2,068 56 1,470 7i° 78 51,3TT 77 36,365"-

LSAT 7 450 2,656 72 _1,721' 65 91 54159- 89 . 38,541,

UGPA > 3;25 1,178 32 856 73 45 26, 43 40 21,301.

UGPA > 2.75.2,523 69, 1.,J62 62` 83 5(,V6 75 34,r16

UGPA > 2.50 3,053 83 1,749 57 42 58,420 8 37,182

LSAT > 60,0 and
44, .

UGPA > 3.25 3_87 -1.1s 353) '91 19 13,151 20 12,082

LSAT > 500 and
UGPA > 2.75 1,615
LSAT 31 450 and

1,256, 66,40<,,906: 61 31,625

UGPA > .2.50 2,325 63 1,-599 69'. 85 52,868 79. 36.,153

f 3,6'83 100 - l,852-: 51 100 466,994 100 39,4

a_ Estimated 0

,

85 33'
-71 93
65 9d
80 *54

7

'64 95

92 3,1

77 61

4 9'3

59 100

b Percentage of the group at that leVel who' were.,-offered admission.,

, - , ,- ,

c' :
--

Ntkmber at or above the level who were offered admission expressed as

a petcentage.q the total pf the ethnically defined group who were

offered admission.
-

-Source:' P.R. -Evans, Appiicatidns and Admissions, .to ABA Accredited Law

Schools: Fail 197=6.;
Princeton, W. J. : Law,, School Admission

Council, May 1977

6q
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which can at least roughly distinguish'applicants
who can do the,-

work,from those who cannot. The use of test scores-contributes

sOdestly to this. goal. A study at four California colleges

dtggests? however, that an admissions
procedure which eliminated

the use of test scores in favor of grades would make almost the

same number
ofprediction errors on success or failure.as a

procedure which also used test scores.
68 The grades-only proce-

40'

ddre would, however, increase the representation 9f minorities.

It would also, the-authors claim, change the character of predic-

tion,errors, increasing the numbef "wrongly" /et in blt decreas-

ing the number wrongly kept out.
-

I% ,-
O°
p.

The use of test scores as a measure of predictive success in

.
I

graduate school has also recently been questioned. Several

studies comparing medical school grades to MCAT subtest-scores.

reveal little correlation between the two. In fact, these fidd-

ings suggest that despite an average gap of 105 to 155 points

between the MCAT scores of
admitted black and white students,,

black students did as well as white students in Medical. school.

If thete analyses are correct,.the use of test scores in
4111

.

admissions could be largely eliminatled without much changing the

ability of colleges to distinguish
applicants who can dd the work

from th se whocannot.. At .seiectiye collegesand professionbal
,

.

school , however, aamissions procedures are meant to do more than

.
. .

.

that: they, purport to sect from adeng all. those able.to do the

wotk. those best: able to do the best' work: The use of test scores
-

,
.

.

in admissions advana6.this goal.
It.ist.h&Wever, a less clearly

-
.

,

.

reasonable goal than that of screening out applicants unable.to.
4 1

in 4
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pass. Most of the research on oCcupational competence, suggests

that it is.not.necessarily the best law studedts who become the

best'lawyers, the best medical students the best doctors, and so

on. Test scores are only slightly predictive of occupational

success and income when they are analyz0 dndependently of educe-
r-e

tional credentials.69 Thus schools cannot claim that their
O

selection procedures produce the most competent professionals,

,even if..they'did produce the ,'best student. bodies. *

,
The advantages bf procedures_ajmed at selecting the best

students Would seem to be two. Students who do well on tests

tend to be quick,.verbal, and easy to teach. They therefore make.

faculties happy, which in turn makes institutions operate more

-ik smoothly. Second, they enhance institutions' reputations for

being selective and thus confer prestige. Because institutional

quality/id-Often equated with aveeage test scores,'admissions
.

-officeS have strong incentive§ to select students with high

scores. Weither Of, these advantages deems parr ticularly.weighty"

when balanced against the possibility of greater minority access.
4

kore thought and research about the possible benefits of

mating testing are Certainly needed.'

Family income and college costs. Low income students are -

less likely than others to attei college at all, to attend

four-year, private or selective c lleges Or to 0 on to gradu-

ate or, professional training. Differnces.by income level remain
A

even when ability and rake are taken into account, as Table 14

shows (using spCioedonomic status, a coMpo$ite variable..which

includes income). Idcome serves to some extent as'a proxy for



_I

parental education, parental'occupation and other less easily

measuredtaspects of class ortamily background. Analyses which

'include other packgromnd measures generally find that income per

se is.less idportant than pacental education Or.class.7° Multi-'

variate analyses also suggest that most of the influence,o'f

income or class comes throughjeffects on student achievement, and

aspiration. Family background seems to be an important and

complex part of a'process An which self-perceptions' are developed

and decisions about education made.

:Mite Cultural considerations seem to be more important than

simple determinationt of whether families can afford college for .

their children or not.' Because the cost 9f-college relativd to

family income has, however, attracted a good deal of public

attention,
aid-because cost, unlike culture, can be easily,

manipulated by public policy,' the issue iS worth pursuing'fur-

ther..Theanalysesdoshow,
,

.
after all..., a small direct. effect of

. -

.

- income,on educational attainment that'persists even after

t
_

abilif4, Itiades and.aspirations.are
taken into account. More-,

. ,

,

.

over, considerations of cost and affordability nay diretgy or
...

40,
p

I

t indirectly shape the advice patents offer their children and the

. .
. -

ways students think about pdtsibilities for gding.on tnbschool,
.

We first ask how expensive higher education act ally is to

students and their familiei. We then go on tr ulate about

_the difference cheapen or more. easily financed education might

t

make.in the attendance rates of lowAntome students.

A
r

I

IL.



Table 14

Partidipation Rates in Postsecondary Education for the
.High 'School Class of 19721, by Race, Ability Level, and
Socioeconomic" Status: Fall 1972, Fall and Fall 1974

Fall 1972 Fall 1973
Abiliey level and

socioeconomic'status (SES)
2

White Black White Black

'Low ability level

Low SES 19.8 34.0 10..9Middle SES 27.0 42.9 20.1 35'.5High SES
., 46.6 61.2 '36.8 51.2

Middle ability level
0

Low SES 33.2 55.9= 25.5 '41.7SES 53.3 61.0 .43.0 54.3H gh SES 74.6 86.5 65.3 75.6

.High ability level

Low SES e 6066.2 68.6 56.7 62.0Middle SES 77.4 74.2 68.3 82.1High SES 92.6 91:3 86.2 72.1

Fall

White

8.7
14.1
31.4,

19.8
31.8
56.8

47.2
56.3
81.2

1974. .

Black

22.5

49.4

42.8
55.8-4

6 83.1

71.4
69.2,
78.9'

1-
Excludes those students who could not be clas&fied byrace,.'ability level, or 'socioegonomic statue.

2
Note that the sample sizes for Blacks categorited in thehigh:ability or high socioeconomic status cells are relatively smalland subject-to greater sampling error.

0tSource: National Center-for Edircation Statistids,'National
Long4tudinar.Study of the High School Class-of 1972,preliminary data.

41

t

- 64
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The costs of higher education to students and their families

'vary. considerably by whether the institution is two-year or

four - year.; private or public, and by whether students live at

hothe while attending. Figure 5 shows the average cost for 1967

to 1977 of public and private dolleges. Figure 5 also shows the

relatiodship.of college costs to family income. The'burden has

not increased. over time; although the casts of colleges, espe-

cially private'coleges, have increased dramatically, family

income has mdf.e than kept up.
71

Students and their families do not, of course, pay the entire

costs of higher education. They do bear the opportunity costs,
!-

. 4
jt. the earnings,that student lose because they ,ire in school rather

.

. .
.

than working. They do not.. pay'that pardf the cost 'of college
. . 'N,

that is subsidized by taxes or private philanthropy; le., the '

difference between what education costs and what colleges charge

in tuition and fees (about half trle total cost of higher educa-
.o
A

tibn.it 1977). Moreover, students and their families do not pay ;

!

';
..

'all ot.the chirges let after subsidies are subtracted, since

.scholarships
.

ana grants of.various sorts are available.
,

Figure, 6, from an analysis of. college costsby Jackson using

National-Longitaainal Study data, shows how college costs in 1972.
4

1 .
.

eb t
.0,

..
. .

t-

741 0
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hums living subsidy

4

tadUon ntbsidy

loins

scholarship* and grants

, I

family c

(342) (37,7) (581) (885) , (1048)
1 I. 1 1 1 I I L
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were paid by'studentd from different SES levels.? The.-, "
components of cost, cumulated in the gAph, are as'foilo.ws:

family contril!yutionr
scholarsnips and grants, both from co).lege

and frcim.public sources:,

loins', both bank and publicly subsidized
c,

- other, primarily student earnings and rsa7T.ingS;

tuI.4o-h 'subsidy- to students at public and ,non*-
...

:esident tuition.? .

home-living subsidy from parents to 'studefPrts
.. at. horie, calculated as the -cost .of

. . '. ,

` . - "!..eo.CM:sild rd- to studefi tst t end ing..s I a r
N.

..in!st.itutio-na:-

...-

,,,

. I

Several interesting findings emerge from the

totk cost of eddcation is about $70 CF:highet 1. on

. .

;'
t I

".

graph.: The '

the average, for

.high;:ggS-'t.han low SES students: -'Higher SES students attend'more

':gipen0.1.1e:instit-tio.ns': The additiorial costs are financed en-

family contributions. which are much higher, both ab'so-
.-:--1

lute:rfs'and-ds..4:15-eciportion of total costs, -fot income
4 - . . ".

...,.,St4crentsrIthe--''ayArage aMount of ttoi.tion subsidy'. ls abOut the

. same` far high':and. -income students This suggests. tha.t:
,

- i
-

al-

,
V

tk high SES:stuOents are more. likely to attend lady ate
..'

,

,.

Ansti:Eilt9i.ls,' when they do go to public collegeq they chooSe:the
...,,

..:, - .._ -,. . .

ore. exp,eiisiyeanfong them. Scholarships, grants 4fend pans gb,

divicstio;,,e3:Vnatt-iii to Stow SES students. These s,tUdenti alga" tend
i ,

:gb*ts:,of!college froM "other" sources,
. 4a1

. s.
f

.

7 '1r
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The data sugge'st that the .rowth of public colleges and

universities and of scholarship grants 'and loans has made

. higher education
available to lo er income students at a net

'money cost to their families Of a relatively modest proportion of

'family income. Not all higher edutation.is available-to them:

, low income students attend cheaper instiltutions..
Moreover, it is

clear.that low income studenti and their
;amities must make

greater sacrifices to finance higher edudation. Home living

subsidies take a larger proportion
of'family 'income at the lower

'Low income
studAtts must work more and take out larger

loans. And althotigh
family4cbntributions are

about the same .

'proportion of income at all levels, they may be more of a burden

to low income families. Opportunity costs, not ind4lidvd in this

figure, may also be more important to low income families, since

children's contri1putions could amount to a significant proportion

of family income.

Data from the NLS shows that cost Was the'most,significaht

reason black students gave for withdrawing from postsecondary
to.

edvation 01.17 percent of the black students cited this as

compared to 25.57 percent of the white students).
72 More

dramatically,
studghts from low income families were twice as

.
A

..,
.

likely to cite,financial
hardship as a factor for their leaving

school (39.28 percent) in ,contrast .to.. those students from high

'income backgrounds (19.6 percent). When students were asked
.:y

whether their decision not to apply to college was affect6d by

the cost, the above pattern of responses was repeated. Forty-.

- 4.4
.

. -

five percent .of the black students .acid 4 percent of the low

\
*

: :,..

'I
...

l mit

, .

- 69 -. .

c
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income students listed cost as a prohibitive
factor in their

decision to apply to college, while 32 percent of the white

studentd'and 30 percent of the high:income
students said that

.
they could *not afford the cost of a college education.

73
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It would seem, then, that cost may well deter some low income

students from aspiring to and attending college: exact

effects of decreases in tuition-or
increases in

stutient aid are,

however, difficult to estimate.'
Xece'nt studies

using data from

between 1968 and 1972 indicate that enrollments would incre,ase'by

between 0.04 and'1.25 percent
for every $100 reduction in tuition

charges.
74 Jac son estimates th'a additional

financial aid of

Ai 283 million d* lars directed to low SES'students
would have drawn

92,952 mcife,',9f them to college, thus increasing the total enroll-

.

ment,rate by 3.1 percent. This estimate, of course, makes .a

number of non-verifiable
assumptions about how increased aid

might change the motivations and aspirations of young people who

have not in the past applieet to college.

Location: A number of analyses suggest that institutional

location is not an influential
factor in a student's decision

.

whether or not. attend college. In a study of students in

f4Nisconin in 1 Chri,stensen,
Melden, and Welsbrod found that'

the presence o lOcal institution had very little effect upon

males' or females -decisicin
6co'attend college.

This response was

also found /sot to be significantly
affected by the students'

79
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socioeconomic
status.

75 In another study in 1972, this time

'50

covering alrgiates, College location and.accssibility
had

. .

-- .

little effect on
1
student

attendance -- no matter if the institu-

A

tion was a two or four-year,
public or private college.76

.

When Jackson
controlled the number. of

institutions as a variable

in the composite variable of "place", the beta coefficient Was

only .009. These findings, 'then, raise
questions as to the

! .

importance(onst'ituti6nal
location as a factor affecting a

student's decision to-attend college.

'There appear to be a number of possible explanations for

.

;these results. One possibility.is'that
the number -of college

.
places is equal to the number of students des?,pg to attend and'

these places/4re geographically
well-distributed

to meet student °

demand. Another poisible
explanation may be that large, highly

populated.areas
provide just enough two-year and four-year public

.

and private
colleges to -talance

degiand. This seems to be

the case in states-like New 'York and California
which have -the

most extensive public college systems. Minority students in

these states attend twos-year'.colleges
in large numbers (see

1

Appendix Table VII).

1,

kocation rearly affects the' cost of attending
college.' 'It

-.

is less expensive for a student to attend college close 0 home'

because It can .offset the expense` of living oiii:cmplis.;,,JR1pre
than

35 percent cit'theAlfreshman
class of4191pt4.74iVed'at,home7.and

close to 50 percent went ta,college.,wibhin,5.0miles:of
their

r sidences.77 this syggeSts
thatYtgere:is an eaten e 4*Ork:,,

_

. : ., - , ,
.4,,, :,V., ,,. -;.,-,
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A

0.1

.

of assortedinstitutions
oe'htghef'edUcation stithin close p

imity 0 the students' stomes to meet their attendance needs.

a factor in ,college attendance perhaps this appears to support
ob. _

the importance of location contrary to the findings of ,Jackson

and others. It may be that other factors, such as family back-

ground and motivation, determine whether a stUdent will or.wil4

not attend Oollejea'and once this initial decisiOn is made loca-
,

1 ,
tion is then considered. Further research is necessary, however,

to determine whether location of selective.- schools plays ai

important role in minoxity°students'
deciston to apply, as well

as the more subtle effect-of extensive two-year college system's

on minority students' collegeoaspiration.

Summary: This section has revieweili
research aimed at ex-

plaining differential college attendance rates,lith6eciai'

attention to the processes
contributing to -the race and claS's

.0

differences described in
,
the preVious ection. The khresea,.

suggests that the bOcess is very comp'licat with *bility,

achievement, and aspirations as

C.

portant intervening variab,les,°'

shaped -- though" not complete E. -- by family b ground and in .-%:

o
turn affectingdecisions about

applications' and at endance. Th

z.

i

.
findings suggest little direct .discrimination qtr admissions by

ft
6

.:... .

'. :--:16.--d,tace,ot
'class. The costs of college may,

hOWever, be an por-o

;:, .,,..., :-°. ..... .1 t7 ... " ,

:% .-4.---ant..:deterrent
to4low income students.

, ...% ...
-

.

.
- p

'..,..'' 1';
-
... 14ti-c. ,Mportant, especially for minorities, are test scores,

.. .

...-.

,.

.collertbute (tn the s tistical sense) td the differential

of whites an illacks.: That blackayhave lower

. 4 e 4-

biegApes not seemiio us 'id. juStayorJW4ke right
their .



lower attendance at college generally and at selective institu=

. tions particularly.
Indeed low test scores are best `seen as

part of the problem, requiring remedial
efforts at all levels of

education.
We see no reason 'to believe hat native intelligence (-).

is not distributed
randomly among

racial groups.
In the absence

of evidence to he contrary it seems to us sound, policy to assume

that lour, test scores
are a legacy of,historictj.scrimination

acid.

present, disadvantage.
Until these can be trulyw r diedSeit may

be well to reconsider
the'use of test selective admissions.

MotivatiOnsand
aspirations,

also powerful predictors of

college application and enrollment, 'explain" much of the difr
o

-,ference
between groups in enrollment rates. We believe Chat they

*

.too should be considered part
the-problem

rather than a justi-

,fication of ttie status quo. This. problem is even more compli-

t
.31!"

cated than that of test scores,
since it is impossible to make a

decision .0.mply to.eliminate
consideration

of motivation. The

roots o .iratIons
intifamily life and earlier

schadling must be

explored.

More easilf:subject
to policy

manipulation are the effects of

.

ellegecost and location. .There research :'suggests
that both

have modest.effects'on
enrollment ,rates;

they too are .aken up in

e

the section
.e

.

A vev
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A,

D. Public,Subsidies to Higher Education
,

The two previous sections have'focussed on enrollment ratesl

particularly enrollment rate digf rendials by race and class. We

have railed questibns of equity about the distribution of higher

edudation, arguing, that observed race and class= differences

cannot be justified bOthe intervening variables about Which we

have information.' In this section, we take a different, approach

to the qUestion Of equity ii higgei'ediltation, looking at the

distribution of public Subsidies.to higher A'ucetion.

The higher education system in the United States is an inter-
.=

,

esting hybrid of public and--;private. It generates both priikte

and social benefits, as described in Section A,.and Itis paid
,

for from bbthpublc and ,private fands, as-noted in Section C.
i

_

a
.

How to. examine the question-of distribution is complicated by
.

6
.

example,
. .

this mixednature. For xample, should equity be jilotged along

, , .

criteria siM ry uila to those sed cn -judging public. elementary-

education, perhaps using the standard -of-of Brown v. Board df
, --*

Education that when the 'stt.e pioitides education, it must' be

provided equally Co elk?' Or should` the, criteria be analogellis'to
. .

.

.
.

,-,..
those: used in)judging the equity of distributiOn of basic neces-

.

--
. .-

4 -4 .

sities,-like food? For these goods many would argue that equity
o

v

requires rainimuM provision to-eVeryone but' allows dUbbtantial
O ,

ve
il§dethe minimum. Or-shOu/dhe distributio.k_of.

,

, i

' \

=7.
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higher education be approached
analogously to that of many other

'consumer g dsi for which'ability to pay.does not seen an.un-

reasonable distributive standard?

These questions are taken up in later sections. In this'

sectin we dealonly,with t at.part of the cost Of higher educa-
r .

tion that can unambiguous y be called public -- the part financed
. vt-

by federal,state
and local taxes. As noted earlier! pu lic

-funds pay' about
11

tell of-the total money costs, and abou one-third

.

...

of-the total economic costs. (including foregone earnings) of

higher education in the United States'.
Whether this allAtatlion

. ..

-of costs reflects the relative
magnitude of public ad'private

benefits, or public perceptions
of these benefits, will not .be

,
dealt with here. We simply look at the distribtition of 'public

subsidies at the current aggregate level.

Even for this more limited task, however, there are several

possible ways of thinking about the equity of distributions.

Ahalogies.to other public: subsidies can illustrate the alterna-

,

tives. Elementary education provides a goo3 example to begin .

with. A common view.is that school districts ought to provide

substantially
eqUal resources to children within the district,

with the exception that handicappedor
isadvantaged children

should perhaps' receive somewhat more. Intuition's'abbutdis-

parities between.districts
and especially

between states are less

`Clear.- Many'argue that'people
entitled to gelk What they pay for,

,

,

_andthus districts and states which raise more money legitimately.

."

84
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4111411111110111.

v

)

provide tore resources for ducation. 4Thus thre criteria( are ',

C

q .
4

,>

4,t used when:pedpla think about elementary education:.' equal shares; °

, - . f
. r . .

sharep based on need; and'shares based on contribdtion.
t

) .
.

r'AnOther,provocatiie example is public fdr
.
scieniific

/
.

. .

. .

research (c:i:Qatipnal.securitY or public safety), The justifica-

.
,

ticip r spending public money on scientific,reseaechis that it

will the long run benelit everyone: Because individuals

.--. , .

,

cannot generally purchasejust the amount of research they need.

0

irr'the market.,:it.is.effiCient fund d it colltctivel The long

run benefits erg assumed to accrue tdaveryone.P 'The -t-h et run

%
benefits, howdver, the actual public subsidies, go only to

.

4

scientists, and relatively few scientists at that. Equity is

,

considered to be sactisfied.if the subsidies go to the'best,
ox

tscientists, who will most efficiently prqube. thqtjest knowledge.

GeographiCal andfacial.distributions are sometimes considered,

but the basic standard is merit. No one argues.--that ail ,citizens

14 .

ought to receive' equal shares of the funds. spent On scientific

-

research.- i)

r
With these analogies. in mind, wa>examinethe data Ion public'.

expenditures.
- Public subsidies to higher educalon_are.of two

,

baSiAlikpei those Which lower the'price of educationin4p4blic
. ,

1

7 institutions and thus subsidize all those who attendhe TnSti-iu-
.;

....
A.

.

tions; and those which go to individual tudents
4
in the .form of

V ,- S ,.. ,

. Scholarships,4rants and subsidized 1 a,s. 'Subsidies to institd-
.

4 '. .tions ,come almost
entfralyfrom state and local govermynts. .Tee

.

'.

,
, .

4\
. .

° 4 I'

r
4

I



federal government .is now the primary source of public student

.

)

assistance, although. state and loca l governments make 'some con-

tribut ions. These subsidies are clearl*not distributed in e qual

hares, even ,among young 'people. .None go to those who do not

ttend college. Xlmost none of the substantial state-subsidies

4 '

o to students in Private colleges: The amount of subsidy to

udents fn public institutions varies with the type of

stitUtion:' In California- in 1965, for example, the state

bsidy per junior college student was $720,,per state college

0

st dent $1,400; and per UnivItsitx of California student, $1,700.

In addition subtidies,yary
tremendously from state to 'state,

.

fFom $3,4711,in 1977 per studentin Alaska!s"state institutionsow'

to $1,024 per student Ln Oklahoma.
78 Subsidies can thus range

)

from'$0 for Leon-college or private
coliege'students to $5,271 for

a UniverSity of Alaska student with a miximum'federal BEOG grant.
A

eed:, One estimate of distribution need comes from

Jackson's analysis of the NatioKal Longitudinal Study,.noted,in
1

thepreviOui section (Figure 6 previous section). Jackson used

the diff4rence between resident and nonresident tuition"as his

'

measure- of ,subs idy, and found avarage
subsidies to students 4a be

.

about equal across,SES-level
ure 6 also showed 'the distri-

bution of sCholarshipi and grate, marry of', which were federal or

.

is

state funded.1! These decreasewith increased dES. Thus Jackson's

. ,
4

, 1.
..

,

f
.

II
8 C

4
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(,)

C

,

analysis suggests that the distribution o4 subsidies among
4

students is'soinewhat
responsive to need: proportional for tuition

subsidies and progressive for grants.

A second, dmewhat'different, ebtimate
wes,made by the'

° ,

Carnegie Comm sion, usi4g eggregate.',data for
I871,: and is shown A*

'- in Table 15. 'The table showsthatthe distribution of

institutional subsidies across family income levels was rgugAly
. .,--. .

similar' to the distribution of fam'ilie of.colyege 'attenders.

Like Jackson's estimates Hof tuition subsidies ,this' suggests that

subsidiesare distributed
proportionatelAy rather than according

'to need. Table 14,alib Lows, however,
/v

the distribution of,

fAmilies of the college -age, population,,
which is quite different

- from the distributiOns of either subsidies or.c:ollege attenders.

,

.

Faroilies.with incomes 'under $5,000 included' 22.1 per nt'of the

collge--*age population but received onii.y .13.5 perceht oAinstitu-

-:

'. t .- .,

tional subI. sidies. At the other end, families with 'ineomeg.ovec0
.

$15,000.include'd4Only
16.4-Percent of the college-rage popialation-.'; ,"'-

.. .

.
.,

.
.

4-

, but received 28.0 percent
of.theoubsidles: FrOm this point Of

. . , .
s..

-

lik .,..

viewsubsidies increase with ,increasing inlcome, the opposite of

. .

, .

r. i 1

. -
distribtition 617need..:

M ." :

Both Jackson-and the Carnegie Commissir used data which ,41

, ,---

..

.
10 f'

predate the very large federal prOgram ofjlaelic Educational .77.-;.

/.,

.
.44, . .

Opportunity Grants. the Office cf Educ in, hoWeve'r,,

..

reports) '(
,,,, ..11 .

.
,

..
. .

. - t ! * .
.

'
.

* I? s °

°*
.\::,..... ---. f.,

J * ...."

...7.- ... . ,

,

. 1
1

1

1,

..
4,.

.. vi
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,,Table 1-;*

Distribution 9f Educational'SubSidies,

College Attenders and College -Age Population

by Income, Class, 197 *.

A I

O
, Families of

Family Income Institutional 7 College

Group
Subsidies

Attenders

Under $3000

$3000-5000

$500-7500

$7500-10,000

.$10,..Q00-15,000

. Over $,15,000

1

4.8%

8.7

13.3

17,7

27.5.

.28.0

:100.0%

1
44,c .

Wa ?.. 7 't

r
.,- ,

I
.

1/' ,

.

' ft. I. * A

4.8%

9.2

j.4.4

17.6

26,7

27.2

100.0%

Source:

'z4 A.

. -

Pa' -

I 4

r,

.,Families of

College-Age. 4

Population

Carnegie Cpmmission on Higher'EduCatiod,
Higher

Who P4.1,5?----Whb,Auefits1L-
Whio."Stioul,d-Pay?.-NYI

1173! Tab/es J4'4414.14,,
an04,5,

.

'
$

.4; .

e
a

.406't ' P
'

or. a

V%

P

,8.4%

13,7 ,

20.2

18.5
22.8

16.4

100.0%

. S.

1'

qucatioll:
MCGraw

1\/
ay.

'0; V
p

e

3'.

e
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4

dat on their distribution of those grants'in 1779, shoTan in

Table 16: with. incomes under'$5,300, who

representedXabout 10.4 percent of ttp total bollege-age
,

tion (but only about 4 percent of attendees).. comprised 14104

percent of all students reCeiving.BiSic EduCational Opportunity

.

Grants andreceiVed 18.5 percent of. the.funds, Students in

, ,

$5,000-15,000 range received an, even-larger proportionate sharp

of funds,'. While families with incomes, in that Mange included'

29.0 percent 'of the college-aged. population and 22.9 perdsent ot

.attendees in.i978, they cepesented,50.6'percent of the total

recipients'and received 58.2 percent of the.funds. Those

students witb'fam(ily incOmes,between $15 000and $207000 (14.1 ,
,,,

4

r
.

,
-

percent of the college-age. poguletiO'n) came out about even with '2

13N.$ percent. of the aid, whil& those ,36.1 percent .of the student
.,,

.

at the upper-income levelc;endsd up* with considerably:less.
6

. w
i

,

These figure seem to' indicateNhat BE04','s .ane distributed very),

.

..* . , 0

.progresively1:4even if the:college age population lratn tIan..

* . .

.

.

..
. 4

.. 'CP .'
attendees). is u.Sed as the distributional standard..,

-
.

.
.

.

.-
e .

. .
.. 1

1,1
..'

.

Tax Payments. The Carnegie Commission afSo estim0Yed thS -44

\
distribUtionof the, tax burden for higher education across income

. . .

. .

,Ms I. ,

16yels. Their, estimates ire'Very'eOugh,,but prcivide Uleconlly

.t
..

,
4

*
, . . *

national i.data available. The distrbution of'the t4x buzden is
4 ,

,. .

,com ared'with the ditiibilt4on of sabSidies in'Tabra4n. : The.
P..

.
..

A-. table sup eats that,

. ,

<in the aggregate the poor
e

bedefit progor-' S... ,

. .1 ,

(.. ,

.1

less.

.

ECG
Tore*.tixam: they ,tio rich beriefit piop,ertionateXy

4 4
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Table

o
04.

7*
;r. .;

'
Distribution of Basic Educational Opportinity

Gr:ants by Parentancome, 1979 -8'0

Fam dies of
toklege-age.,
Population

0-:-4999
10.4%

0-5300

30O-999 14.2

5301-9900

10,0100-14,999' 14.8

9901-15,900

15,000-19,999- 14.1

.15904-19900

20,2p00 + 36..1

19, 90 -99999

Not reporting .10.4 10.2'

100.0% 100.0%.

a -

Families of BEOG
611.ege -Recipients

.Attendeet, 1978 1939-80

4.2%

9.5

1314

13.5

49..2

A,.

'.. 'e

* Data are not quite complarAblet-sinee slightly
different:. income

categories were= Used -by OE and. CPS: the,difference in datet .'

should underestimaiethe degree of-progressivity in)the=4E0G's,-.

, singe ower proportions of students would have---,been in.ql-dswge _;,--

4:incod ategories%In 19141.
.

,' -,: :1 , _!*

.
!

-.
,'

A

C 14%4%

.22.7

27.9

17.8

BEO
Tot Funds
1979-80

'AveragE

,BEOG
Awar

$1185

,

J.44:72

,t-1
29.4'

13:9

9..4

100:0 100.0% .

I

k
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Sources.:

.

, -

Current Population RepOris,. P-20 #146; OE,. Midge

Income Students_Assistnce
Act; S-R 10854, P-,21,5,.:
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...
Hanson and Veisbroes analysis. of- ttie.C611

..-

...

hbwever,'.co'Re.4.1.to,-i lesS benign ccerd1.4411,1'..- ._-
- -

piNfa system,

nts el ig
.-..

tb..attehd the. (InNier.sttys.of
.7.C-a'li/f9tnia.:were.:(Ineci ally a i's,tg.ibuted-

'acr91s I-6A.).., with
--

families disproportionately rep sentea----asee'l
A

. ,...;thxy-se- students from tamilies.--tig4gwIn -lo : -Hansen and .- ''''' ---;

, \ ". -
. \

. We i,5b,r oCifr argue -that m ..ore-ari-intaged-s-
rI e- tiieiefore.. el 1-

.t. 9,0

I .

II

,gible to recei,v
-e.*iarger .state iubsidies, .

they tend to-- nr(5116

-., ., -, .
.

. C -. . -. .

.-
in four-year 'Instk,tr,kti.o.ns , whereo..-iltheir.;?4o7ce:r..-elount4.prts-..-are-

. .

mo.r.e likely, t..c3 attend - two-yeax
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Family Intome
Group

to

Table 17

;Distribution of Tax Burdens for Bi*gher

Education and Eaucational Subsidies,
by Income Class, 1971

'Under. $3000 .

.

$3000-50d0

$5000-7500.

$7500-r0,,000,

$10,06Q-15,0b0

Over $15,000

A

- ' t
Institutional
-

4.8%

8.7

Tax
Burden

2.1%

5.6"

..

13.3
10.4. .:

17,7.
14.0 . ,

27.5 - 26.5

28.0
41.4

111$1 100.0% 100.0%

Source; Same ai Tabl!e 15
g -

."4 o 4

X

I

,92

6

,

.-
;
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Table 148

A

J

;a14'1e 18A - Distributi'onof High- SChool Graduates by'Eligibility

for Public Higher Education' in California, by Type of Education

and Income, (In ..Percents)

Family Income

'.,Percentage Distribution of

High: School-Gradivates
,

% by Eligibility for
),;f ±.L$F- -

University
of Ca' ifornia

(

,,

4,0004.5:,999

6,00.0-4,999

$8,0009,99

$10,000-12,1,99

$12,500-14,999

$15,000-17,499..

$17,500-19,999

$20,000-24,999

$25,000+

Not reported

All 4.

Note:

.2t,

.19.6
ti

.' Universiy of
Califorgia and
State Colleges

,as"

.

(2)

a
.28.0

26.3

30.5

33.2

37.1

39.8

45.4

45.1

46.1

54.3

28.0
1,

SW, 36.3

of
,.:

This table was based an data from CCHE, Fyiancial

Assistance Prograny's, 67-13! (Second Revalion). October

31, 1967. sTable1-2; pp., .1-9," Table 1-3, pp. 1-10, and

Appendix Table!B-5.' , :

4

I ' i±,

44 ;
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Tae .18B. -Average -.FaTailsi-_,, Inedmeti Avetage'_AshkEd-tic:ation

Subsidies; Received; acid Average State,arid.:Locel.i..Tffie.'s.Paid:ti-....

Families, by Type of InSt4t.i-On ,children! A'4.16.hd-
-iil,-,,Cali-fo:rn i a , ,.964

Familiet
without
Children -n
California
Public

All 'Higher

-Famil'es Education

1

1.. Average '
4 'family

incoml 8,000

2. Average higher
education subsidy
per year --

3. Average total
state and local
taxes paid 620

4. Net.tiahsfer
(Line 3-Line 3)

1

-Families with-.
Ciiildren in .

`Cal-ilternia,;,
.

,

PublIt'-H-i:gheT
Education_--

SC UL,

the median incomes

Source: W. Hansen and L. Weissbrod. "The distriubin of Costs and

Direct Benefits of Public Higher Eddcatiod: The Case Of

California."
Journal of Human Resources, Vol. IV, Spring 196
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.

balancedr., liorever , again -t the-fact 'thatt-_-ac ebs to college is, not

,-,egyitabiy-distributed and
v.^

hat family income olays a dominant-

Xdle-'4.n4hetype of college a student att4nds.
:

.

, ,

.., :`fans -And Weiibr6O's analysis was limited to only one AtAte,--
.

. , p

.----lp .,.C°4-114,6rni.
sftiCh has the most extensive public education.metwd .a

-0.

the: United' States. Analysis o tax and benefit incidence

hot available for other. -states'. It is ,clear, fiewe!e-t-, that -;

._avktege' spending per student varies tremend.6,4WteOm,- state to
..,
.- . . ...,-

state, rangin from $1;023tto $3,471 f(ApprldiX TgAleTIX)v the'
,..,-

o loan assistance also vaiies_greatly from state to

stste. Aese Variations .reflect tb'sdme extent states' illing

,

,

ne.ss to tax themselves for higher education, and to that extent

represent a get-what-you-pay-for
distributicin of stibsidIes.

variations Also, of course, reflect differences in states, tax

uses and tO,that extent violate criteria- of distribttion by

need.,
4thievement: Jackson analyzed the allocation of college

costs by the high school grades ofNLS students enrolled
;

in
,

s college;:his findings

196-

BO
e .presented in Figure 7. They show

-

Oat tuition s fro;11 state and 'local governments are

fairly evenly distributed among stUdents with different high

fl

school records. They also showAhat the diskribution of scholar-

ships and grants favors-students with high grades. Many scholtr-

.

Sillps 'and grants ace, of course, given by colleges, and'may be

more responsive to academic merit than state-and federal grants.

On the other hand, -at least some-private tcholarships are for

athietei and other special categortee and would.be expected not

d
,
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to vary, or to vary inversely, with'test scores. It may be safe

to conclude that public grants and schOlarships, like total

grants andlscholarships, go disproportic(nately
to students with

higher test scores.

All federal BEOG and SEOG grahts, and many state scholar-

.

shipse are distributed strictly'.on the basis of need, with no

consideration of academic achievement or potential. A strict

application-of a need criterion would be expected to produce an

.inverse relatioriship betWeen
scholarships and grades, since low

income students tend to have isomehat lower grades. That this

does not occur may be 'partly explained by the fact that BEOG'and

SEOG grint levels depend partly on.the cost of the colleges

students attend. BEOGs areset at half the cost of college

attendance, up to the $1,800 current'
maximum; SEOGs are dis-

tributed by the colleges and,
disproportionately to students in

private. and expensive public nstitutions. Because students with

better grades tend to go to more
expensive colleges --

.

colleges and public university, syStems rather than coftunity

-
colleges -- they end up with a larger sham of public sdholar-

ships and grants.

Becaudesstu&skts who do not.go to college receive 'no public

higher education subsides, Jackson's data undeFestimate the

extent of otistribution.by,acidemic
achievement amongg-the total

Population of young people.- The very existencesof higher edu-

.

. cation-subsidies
implies a judgment about merit: that young

.people who go to collegeare more
deserving than those who do

not. If they were included.in 'the base.on_which expenditures

97
7.88



.

were allocated, the is .ould be even more dramatically
. .

tilted toward young people with better grades.

Summary: The distribdtion of public subsidies for higher.

education seems to be more reflective of considerations of merit -

than of the other criteria we have looked at. Though some sub-
,

sidies are based on "need and go disproportionately to low income

t *0
-000

students, the subsidy system as a whole gives abbut the same

shares to lower., middle and upper class studenti and thus favbrs.

the better off among the total population of young people. This

4

system does seem to be mildly progressive in terms of contribu-

tions, however, with the better off paying.sdmewhat more in taxes

than they receive in subsidies.

a
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# Part II: Principles

0.

A

(

,.Saving desribe'd the.p'resent state of affairs in higher

education regarding adMissions and financing, we propose to set A..

out some,pglicy fegommendatidns for change. order to do that,

however, we need to devote some attention to the articulation and',

.

.

defense of generAl principles to guide our reflections. This
.

,

part of the report;is therefore.an excursion into moral .

1

philosophy?
.

.

.

.

Since our concern illwith educational equity, we Shairlirtir----,----

by distinguishing the most. prominent senses in' which the term

"equi,ty" is- employed; both in law and 'in
philosdphy. ;This exer-

cise.will help as much to clear away issues that .shall not con-

.

.

. . u
t

{

scern is as to define our speciAl focs. We shall then describe '

/

and explore two ways Awhich questions of equity charactefis-

.

tically arise_ in educational settings. The first concerns acts

of invidious discrimination; the second concerns -undeserved

disadvantages; both natural and social. In each case compensa-

tgfy action of some sort is called for, and it is in the fashion-

. ing of remedies or forms of redress that claims of educational

equity are asserted, taking,. the form of'appeals,to general

principles to justify one sort or another of compeniation. MuCh

.

of our discussion will consist of 'subjecting such principles to

inozal scrutiny. .Once we have arrived at a satisfactory interpre-

tationof these principles, we shall..ifbe in position to draw out

their implications for post-secondary educationdl institutions.

A Before 'we begin, however, we think it is important to say a

a



.word aboutthe:.necessity of philosophical reflection in'the
. I

,formation of policy.
.

,

.a

-I

,

S.
. ,

.

(

.

A. The,Place of Philosophy 4,k,
,

. ,

,

imate
It is too easy, we believe,1 for policymakers to underest

the complexity of statements Of principle. We shall, try to

,

' illustrate this complexity by means of what nay appear ,at= first

glance to'be a frivolous example, that of a referee in a chess

tournament trying to deCide if a game has been forfeited. We

'shall then sketch the analogous situation of an educltional

policymakerdebating about a preferential admissions program.

Ronald Dworkin offers a brilliant exposition of the diffi'

culty-faced by a'rgferee in a chets
tournament when one of the

players smiles
continually at his opponent in such a ray as to

unnerve him.1 The task of the referee-is to apply the accepted

rules of-the game, but on the question of psydhological intimidg-

t

tion the only rule that seems relevant, Dworkin
suipposes, is the

rule that provides that the referee'shall
deClare a game forfeit

if one playet "unreasonablyn'annoys
the other in the course of

pldy. The r'ule does not specify what counts as, an unreasonable

annoyance., How then is the referee to decide whether it applies

td the -present kind of case? The .first point to observe, Dworkin

insists; is that the referee is not ffee to decide the' case in

any way thai.. he pleases. The players and other interested

parties have legitimate expectations regarding referee decisions

.
even when the raes°offernospecifi,c

guidance. These

expectations are based principally of the'haracter 'of the game.
4

-

' - 9 - uG

4
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It is, for. example, a game and not an artistic performance, and

it is an intellectual game, not a game of chance. So the referee,

must ask himself whether.psychological
intimidation, or

.

the

ability to resist it: is an 'intellectual
quality and that

question, Dworkin observes, requites an examinatiori'of the con-

cept of intellect itself.

,Thus the conscientious
referee' is ineluctably.moved

by the

difficult case into philosophical inquiry. Of course the process'

of re o ing among actual referees is never, so explicit or,care -

ful, but we might say that the experienced
referee is one who has

come to some tacit determination of these. issues in the course of

-The.position of the poiicymaker is analogous in important

O

respects. OH the'view that policy formation is guided by or is

designed to further-distinct
Social principlqs, the policyritaker

will have to interpret those principles: -What, concretely, do,

they require? How do they apply in a particular type of Situ=

ation? And this will necessitate careful philosophical analysis.

sFor ekadple,
suppose we 'ask whether a scheme of preferential

/ ,
.,..,

.

,

admi sions in post-secondary.
institutions is requireil, by the,

p,rinciple ofequal opportunity. -Ahost of questions arise,

-

first, about the nature and purpose of 'post7secondary education's

r
A

(ahalogous to the{ referee's
questions about the character .of the

game of chess). Is a liberal Arts curriculum, for example,

designed primarily to initiate
students into a Ul.tural treadi-

,on,6to Providestudenti
with an enriched 'environment conducive

*

to' self -exploration and
'the development of moral and aesthetic

-)t



r

sensibilities, or is it'aesigned
primriiy to, test the

%diffeCentialpossession.of,derta-inleperal

skills which become

. .

.

.
.

.

the basis for, sorting individuals in.th jqb queue? Needle-SS to-

. .

.- say, in assessing these 'matters, the, policymaker wiJ4I, have to

,

.
. , i.

.t.,,

,

. .
. 4

compare professed ideals against social realities..
.;-.

tven when such-Matters aze.setiled,,there
remain more_Lunda--

.

.
mental questions 'about equal opportunity itself, Does' e0ality

of,opportunifli'require
(as Plato thought) `a drstribution*of-

.

4

individuals among educational institutions and occupations such'

.

as. to form an exact correspondence of person41,:,qualifications

with available placeS, without 'conflict or, dissatisfaction? Does
,

it require that any individual have as good 'a chance as, any other

of obtaining the' position' he Or she desires, without fegard'to

the, social usefulness of .the Work? Or does equality Of oppor-

.

tunity obtain-only when an individual,, is free tb eng.age

.

vocation he or -she is fit'for,
where fitnesi may be limited:bY

natural di Sadvantages, such
as impaired auditory ability or low

intelligende,:though
not race or' sex? Plnally, does.'equality

of opportunity require organized
effortt to raise students'

aspiratiohs'when
they have 'been undly suppressed by the effects

S

of social'c/as ,

:

)

Answering thesqquestions
requires a careful working out of

0

e
_ f

different conceptions of equality, and relating each to the
1

-.,,,.....,...

.

. ,-,
.

demands of equity. Conceptions of ..d!'cluer,ity,
in;turn, cannot be

0.

except in the context of gederaltmOral

theory. Thus. th'eattempt to arrive at a.reasoned
position on the

legitimacy and even the' design of a preferential admissions



1

program can take the policymaker into very deep Water indeed.
, 4 ,

We have Attempted to pursue some of these quedtions in this

ort but in order to rtnder such-an inquiry

appropriate to the features of contemporary post-secondary

educational institutions (as they now` are and as we expect them

f

to remain in .the neat future),-we have imposed on ourselves an:,

1 r

,important methodological constraint. Moral issues have.been

fraMed in terms consonant wit'h'.the United States Constitution,

especially the Equal .Pr'o'tection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendmentu.and with the interpretive. Supreme Court. decisions and

Congressional
'legislation of recent decades. In doing

this, we may appear to have struck A comptoMise betweenTdithe

philosopher's conception of 'his 'task and the policymaker's con-

ception of,her. he morll philosopher, at her best, is responsi-

ve to standards of argument and analysis set by a cetical

literature spanning
thousands of years; the polio

1)maker is re:--

sponsive to the "political
realities" of a particular time and- -

place, includinglimited resources
and a diversity'of powerful

4intereses.
4

Qur conceptiOn of our task, however, is different. . In con-

-straining ourselves to' constitutional
principles; we have sought

.the most compelling grounds for citizens: legitimate expectations

'regarding the future of 'educational institutions. The

Constitution is Our collective
compact, giving voice to themoral

,.aspirations that provide the basis for demands on our energies

and resources. -'tom the,Constitution,
courts and legislatUres

derive. their powers, their standards of ecisionniaking, and much
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of their moral authority. It follows that we:cannot remodel

post-Secon4ary education in any way that we may please.. On the

.

be constrained'by, principles which havela histony

. and justification of-their own does not mean that we have aban-
J

doned philosophical inkluirx. Our pr4tam-ts_philosophical in

just' the sense in which.Jonn.bewey
often used that tetm..

form ofssocial criticism -- ekamining
an&clarifying our wesent

principled'commitients and extending, them in accord with the most,

progressive forces'inoUr society.
14.

B. Meanings of Equity

In the broadest sense,'equity is'a matter offairness in

decisionmaking, especially regarding the-recognition of people's

legal and moral right. We shall attempt- to elucidate what the

requirement of fairness amounts to concretely by distinguishing

three senses In which the term equity is commonly Used. Our

. .

illustrations are not taken from educatiOnal settings, but the

re4levance° `of the-
distinctions we draw will be made apparent in

.1r a .

.

the subsequent 'discussion.
.0.

\...._

. .

',

First; there is the matter of inconsistent applications of

established rules. For example,:during
the'recent Vietnam War an

, 1 0

eligible cqaftee's chAiices of'being classified ai a conscientious
.

objector depende4 to a large extent on the region of the country

he came rom.2 The criteria of classification were the-same for

each local draft board', and we may even assume, what is unlikely,'*

that each board' was consistent in its'own decisions.. Nonethe-

-

.

less, when dbmparisons were made between boards, one could sea

41
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that,indlviduals were treated inequitably -- essentially similar

e

cases (as defined by the rules) were treated differently.

Equity is invoked in a secdnd sense when acase'falls under a

rule (that is, 'the case is.andnstance of the fact-situation,

'
described in the rule) but application of the Pule to the case

would be.unjustecause.of
circumstances not taken, into account.

the = his situation is nicely illbstrated. by:the case of

Tedla v. Ellman.
3 Tedla and-ter-b,r_other

were walking late in the

.
day wtth i lighted lantern 'on the right-hand tdiec51-6-madwa-y---

lackidgfootpaths, darkness haviilg set in,. They,were struck by a

passing autaMobile'opei'ated-by,thedefendant.,
A-jury,found that

the accident, was due solely to the negligence of'the. operator,

In the appeal this. finding'-was not challenged, but the defemant.

mairitained:that the plaintiffs were guilty of contributory

negligence 'as a matter of law, because they had been walking/on

the wrong side of the road. According to the traffic lavis,

pedestrians walking "on the paved portion of a road must keep to

.the left of the center line, permitting vehicles going in _either

direction to pass on 'their right. The plaintiffs clearly had'not

observe'd the statute. However, the testimony of a policeman

indicated that the side of the road-on which the plaintiffs had

been- walking hadvery few cars patting omit, whereas- the other

-t
side had heavy might traffic, The situation, then, in ,Judge

,

Lehman's opinion, was that. of the plaintiffs violating a,statute.
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designed for the safety of.pedestrians,
where observance of it

would have exposed them tp serious danger. He rejected the

appeal.

This kind of situation 4s in part whatAristotle may have-ha

in mind hen he called equity "a correction of law where it is

clefective .owing to its generality."4
The refusal to make a rigid

or literal application of A rule is often honored as "individu-

alized

:
.

justice," th*ough
,

strictly this term is misleading. The

noVela-c-situation does not embody any unique features; it too

is subject to a general description,
which may then be applied to

other similar cases. Rather, one description or classification

of fact-situations is, replaced by=another hat is considered more
,4

reasonable, where reasonableness is judged either by in appeal'to
.

the putpose of the rule in question, as in Tedla, or by a direct

appeal to principles of justice.

Since this kind of situation can Arise in a variety 6f

different ways,another illustration May be helpful.- In the

complicated wage Scales of modern factories, it may happen that

two jobs of very different description are remuneratep

ently, even though they demand the same level of skill and prior

,training.' A holder of the lower&paid,positioould therefore

make a claim of inequitable treatment on the ground that the

classificatory scheme does not' satisfy the principles apprOpriate

to determining what workers deserve, relative to one another.

Thu's- the claim, does not concern the consistency with which the



initial classification dt applied but the ,reasonableness of the

V

classification itself. -The lower-paid worker is urging the
ti

introduction of .a new and more -just'classificatory scheme.

Third, and finally? weth9.1d.note.the situation where

agreement exists on relevant, rules or principles, but the ruleS'

or-principles call for contradictory actions. Typical ex'Oples

also concern the distribution of wages. Suppose, for instance,

that two workers, one male and one' female, are performing the.
+.

same job. Our first thought is that theyshould receive tHe'same

remuneration. In a free-market economy with private ownership of

firms, this view will be based in part on the belief:that

workers' wages should be determined by their marginal produc-

tivity, which rests ultimately on market forces. Let ud add,

hoWever, that the woman is the head of a houiehckd with three

childien acidiwithout other financial resources, and the man is a

'4.-bachelqx with a large inheritance. We may now think the woman

ought to receive more pay,in accordance with her greater need and ,

4.

yet still be unwilling togive up the.free-mar,ket formula'of

"equal' pay for equal work." In the face of this. sort of dilemma,

brought on by a conflict of principles,. equity consists in

5
effecting a'compromise. Rejecting neither principle, we attempt

td-firid a way oisatisfying'bOth -- and hence; .since they con-
.

flfct, of mot entirely satisfying either -one. In the example

presented, we4might devise a governmental scheme of children's

allowances, thus providing "supplemental income" to households

below a certain level, witBout appearing to question the re-

muneration formula.

- cta
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It,is important to distinguish this type of=case froM"one in

which the resolution of a conflitt of prin)tiplei iss-possible by

invoking 'a higher', more comprehemsive principle:. The higher

. -

principle might pro4de a ,bdtis for -ascribing,different weights

to the conflicting standards and ,thus for giving priority to one'

over,the'other, or it might assign the prineipieS.to diffent

spheres of application and'remove the conflict altogether. pen

.courts are faced with opposing blaiMs based on conflicting rules

, or principles, their task is to seek resolution at a higher level

rather than simply to effect,a compromise between the parties.

' So much is required, at any rate, by the notion of adjudication,

which involves a principled determination of litigants' rights

and the remedies to which they are entitled, rather than the

of ad%hoc (eveA if effective) settling of disputes characteristic

of mediation. Equity in the triird.sense then, unlike the other

two senses, has no, apparent-application to judicial

making; however, wesh`all discuss presently how the, flexibility

of ad hoc dispute settlement can.itself be a requirement of

principle.

Before we conclude our discussion of meanings of equity, we

need to introduce one
further sense of the term, a special sense

connected to the curious Anglo-American institutions known as

courts of equity (the principal one being the court of Chancery)

which emerged as distinct entities in England beginning in the

4
.?

14th century and were finally combined 'with the common law courts

in 1873.6-

%. (
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The Initial impulse'for the development of courts of equity

Seems to have been as a corrective to the established common law

courts. A rigid schedule of permitted causes of action ah.d

strict adherence to precedents in the common law courts resulted

in numerous suits (or acknowledged harthd) for which there was no

adequate legal remedy. The courts of equity attempted to make

good this deficiency, but their method for doing so was neces-

sarily controversial. Since they could not base their decisions

on established law, cases Were settled by appeal to principles of

"natural. justice, or at leastso muchof natural justice as was

considered judicially enforceable. Some commentators, putting

the point differently, say that the standard of "adequacy of

remedy" was the chancellor's conscience.

In time,,however, the courts of equity became almost as

';Chnical aa'the common law courts in following precedents and

,adheOncj to fixed principles. Furthermore, equity to some extent

complemented'the common law rather than superceding it;* by pro-'

teCting different rights altogether, it carved out a jurisdiction

'Of itq, own. Nonetheless, the moral sense th*t had animated the

original courts was not lost. The chancellor's conscience took

on the public form of an enduring body of principles or maxims,

refined and elaborated by successive judges, for'guiding de-
,

cisions in specific cases. These principles also continued to

0 - reflect equity's central preoccupation, that of devising remedies

VOW

for harms not, otherwise adequately provided for by lam: When
=4,
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4

..,courts of equity a distinct institutions fin4ly disappeared,

these "principles of equity" were Assimilated into the law as a

whole.
7

. ;

The- .,main function of principles of equity, then, is to guide

.11.e.exerdise of judicial discretion on matters of remedial jus-
i

tice, where there isno explicit or no adequate relief provided

as a matted of liw. In the discussion that follows, our concern

will be with remedial justice (ot equity) in that sense. We

,shall examine a variety of principles of equity in reration,to

educational policy. Since we shall be attempting to justify

4
: #

certain forms, of redress for acknowledged wrongs,, our first task

will be to identify the wrongs that require remedying. Here our

standard` will,be the Equal' Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. Even such an apparently narrow fpcus, however) would

raise more issues than we could possibly hope to analyze. So we

shall narrow dur concern further,Ito two main issues: invidious

discrimination and equal educational\pportunity.

:The E'cival
'Protection-Clause has had its. most apparent appli-'

cation in gases of discrimination, and even though the Fourteenth

.,--7-

Amendment explicitlyprovides Congress with thepdWer of enforce-

ment (unlike the articles of the, Bill of Rights) ,the task, of !,

devising remedies has fallen principally to4the Supreme Court.

(We 'shall havh to pay some attention, however, to'the Civil

Rights Act of 1964.) Historically.the power of the Court to

enforce constitutional-provisions
ias,been limited to issuing

107 -
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-injunctions to halt ongoing violations and invalidatingTdit--,

criminatory legislation. In connection with edudetional. insti-
.

, tOtions, however, the court -has adopted a more active, stance.
,

Since Brown v. Board WEducatiOn, 8
school diStricti- found to

,

have engaged in, intentional discrimination have .been under the

affirmative duty to correct the consequences of their discrimi-

natofy acts. It is not obvious of Course What "correcting' the
, -/$ . . .

. . *.',consequences" requires exactly, and the Court has had to struggle i

o

ever since Brown with the issue of appropriate remedies. Here it.'

has relied on four principles of'equity, which we shall discuts

' in detail in section C. 1

The issue 'of equal educational opportunity hat not come

before the Supreme ,Court in so direct and' Uncomprom4s1ng a'gorm.

at the issue of dtiscrimination., There is, however, a body of

emergent law'on equal opportunity contained in seve.al rower'

dourt decisions, which also rely on the Equal ProtectionClause.

We shall' begin.aur discussion in seciion-D with:S review of-tOMe

of. 'these cases', but our effort .will be to criticize the

'Courts for conflating matters that should be kept. distinct. To

the extent that the judicial discussion of equ educations] P.

opportunity has been motivated by a concern wit discriminat y-

effedts;of certain school programs, we haveno quarnel; -But if
A

. -

the issue of ditcriminatioff is put to one side, it becomts less

clear what the basit of judicial intervention has been.- The , .

-!

reason for the uncertaintyhere is that the conditions for which

'remedies are heing.fodild for example, having a ,congenital
Os

ing-disability dr being born of Spanish-speaking patents) are not

'te

- 1 0 8 - 1 1 '
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., .

wrongs caused by some person or group. .They' situations, °'

.

:

rather, in which certain- individual find themse/vOldidadvan- %;
. A

taged, either by natural or by social factors, in thee co4P4tition

for educational distincti The question raised' (and not .i ',-%

.

) T clearly addressed) by the judicial decisions,.ehen, is Vihethei

the actual distribution of advantages and disadvantages is arbi-

trary frob a moral point of view and ought to be reetified,.to,

the-extent possible, as a matter of social policy..%fihia is' 'r1#

important and,, needless to say, complex qu'estionot'remedial

'stice. As there is little'direct treatment ofAthis question in
a

judicial .,or for that matter legislative sources,Lwe'Shall.turn to

.
some recent philosop.hical-. literature foi enlightenment i formu -.

.,
hating relevant principles of equity. a.

//'
.,N. 4,

A

C. Remedying Discrimination

As part of one of the "Civil War Amendments," the .Equal

.

, 7
.

,

.Protec.tion Clause is tied by. its history `to the issue of,:racial
. , .

., A, . .

disciimination. Early on the Supreme Court interveted the ''
1-

a
clause bb require equity between. persons;of different race in the.

.,
, > 4 . , , ;

administration of laws (the first common-meaning-of eqUity.des-
r

2
cribed in the previous section). bus a-conviction under.a

a

, .

cqminal statute that was reasonable in its' purpose and ea4ally-
1 .(1

a

A.

neutral in appearance could be overturned, as a violation Of '.
e

4 equal protectiad, i the'statute was not' administered even-

handedly between peLson ip essentialll similar cIrdumstan4s.9
a

.Evenhanded 'administration, however, was too narrow a focus

for a Constitutiomil provision prohibiting racial classificatiOns

'
109 -
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40,

in the laws themselves. So the court gradually developed cri-
a,.

teria for assessing the reasonableness of legislative classifi-

cations (equity in the secpnd common meaning). In a fotimal

sense, the'qourt would consider a classification unreasonable if
*

the class of people actually identifiedby a statute was'either

, larger then or smaller than the class rseleVantfor carrying out'''

the purpose of the statute. These conditions becameknown as

over-inclusiveness
-1

and .under-inclusiveness.10 For example, in

.

the Case ofKordmatsu v., U.S., the Court had to consider the

validity of,a military order during WorldWar II confining
. ti

American citizens of Japanese ancestry to internment camps. Now

this order could be considered both over-inclusive ancLundep-

!'incluSive'at the same time. The purpose of the order, was to

reduce thedanger of sabotage by, disloyal Americans, bud the
.

class of people'picked out by, the order contained mostly loyal

Americans of Japanese ancestry (over - inclusiveness) and failed to

contain disloyal Americans of German ancestry (under-

nt:inclusivenes§). It must- be noted, lloweyer, t in practice the

Court was usually tolerant of a t =s tan ial =ck of fit between

$. 1-
purpose and classification when applying its critaria. If the

6

Court could .think of somelpypothetical) purpose served by a

A - /
...s., . y

,

',: statute as ,written,. whether or not it conformed to.the actual
AE

. .

_
,

4 intent of the legislating,Ody, it would regard the- statute as
'--?.

satisfying the test.

Koredatsu, a majority ofthe Court was prepare& to uphold

the military order. Since the classification at issue-cat

racial, howevei, the usual deference to lawmaking bodies could.'

-4 110 -
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not be taken as a matter.of course. Instead ustice slack,

writing for thimajarity, bega g thatlegal

fications curtailing the civil rights of a iacial group are

"imadiately suspect." /

"That is not to say that all such restrictions

are unconstitutional.. It/is to say that

courts must subject therk'to the most rigid

scrutiny. Pressing public.pecessity may

sometimes juotiflith existence of such 12
restrictions; racial. antagonism nevercan..

. This lantimark opinion thus established two points which are

crucial for understanding subsequent equal protection cases.

First, some legislative classifications implicate such basic

rights of citizens that the courts must employ a stricter

standard of review: * rather than the.classitication being

,asonablt for carrying out a legitimate (hypothetical)

legislative purpose, must be necessary for carrying out a

compelling state interest before the courts will uphold it._ This

stricter standard cameJeventualfy to be triggered by "suspect

.

classifications" suah as race and national origin (but not sex)

A

and by "fundamental interests" such as voting, ,interstate travels

and ti.1 appeal of'criminal convictions'(but t education).13

Second, the willingness of the Court to' recognize a valid racial

classification deRends.on whe her it is an expression of racial

antagonism or hostility, or in a word racial prejudice. In

Korematsu, the majOrity believed that the m'litary danger was

real and sufftcient and did not reflect raci I prejudice. How-

0. ever that May be; the important point is that:it is not discrimi-

nation jer'se that is critical (every law, indeed, discriminates

between. classes of persons)-but whether the discriminatioh

- -120



represents an insult..oT affront or arbitrary deprivation to the

4

excluded group.

This last point should'be borne in mind in assessing the
.

4

decOion in BroWn-V. Board af Education.14 unfortunately the

.

language of Chidf Justice Warrenwas not the
most \helpful, when

he declared that "(sieparate'educationAl
facilities are

inherently unequal.," The word ';inherently" refers to A-permanent

and invariable attribute 'belonging to the essence- of a thing.. Figs/e

used in Warren's phrase, it means that one cannot concei'Ve.of

,sit4tioh, whatever the circumstances (in any possible wor14-, as

philosophers WoUld say), in which separate facilities Could not,

imply-the social inferiority of pne,of,,the separated groups.

That's obviously incorrect. The issue at stake was state9 mare

precisely by one,of the lowex courts in the case in'words whiCh

.

.

Warren quote with approval: .

lk,
.

.
.

"Segregation of white and colored chjdreri

in public schoOls hasca detrimental effect.

upag,the colored'children.
The impact is

greater.whem it has the,sanction of the law;

for the policy of separating the races is

.
usually interpreted as denoting e 4

.,

inferiority of the negro grOup." .

.

This statement places the act of 'separation in the social context

that give4sdt meaning. ;i is only necessary to add that the

"usual interpretation"Pwas not 'unconnected &) the usual motive,-

tion for separation.

For our purposes, however, the principal interest of Brown

lies in another area. After declaring the doctr.ine of "separate

ti

3
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.but equal.' to be:/n,violatiop of the Equal Protection Clause, the
."--

Court asked for fmrther argument ?on the -question of implementa-

tion. The justices spparently'veiwed as the logical next step a C,'

decree requiring.that, 9:within the limits'iat by normal

geographic school^districting, Negro. children should forthwith be

admitted to 'schools of theirs choice-. But they wandered whether

/

the Court might' not move more gradually toward the elimination of .

. . .

..1 .

,
4egregated school systems ", in the exe,rcise of its equity poweis."

. ,
.

4.year later this became the official position of the Court.-16

4

Instead of decreeing a paiticular remedy for the constitutional

viblation, it left the distric t cour "ts to assess implementation,

plans on an individual,basis. The courts were to,proceed in the

traditional manner of,equity courts, displaying a practical

flexibility in shaping remedies and a faility'for adjusting and

-
'-'ieconeiling public and_private needs...

.

Whether- or not the COurt,realize&from the b'eginning,the

.. ( N,
A y "IV'o '

'imblications of "its articulation of equitIbleprinciplesi.-it was .

' drawn mote and more deeply into, the detaild examination'and then,
P.

, -'.,-

i
-.(

.
°

4

supervision of desegregation plans -- of first (in, the 1960s), by

,

the failure of school-districts to actor by,varioas forms..of

sham -,4omp1iAnce, and -later (in .the 1970s) by the zealousness-and

ingenuity with-which'some-district judges fashioned rem `-dial

--decrees. Eventually the Court was forced to clarify the rsquire-

ments of equitand specify more exactly wherein .remedial justice

consisted. .The most'cOmplete statement oeforinaipleS appeared'in

Milliken v. Bradley,'17 though some oA the groundwork hadbet-en
- - 7.0

laid in Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg:18 Both opinions were'
\

A I
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written by Chief Justice Burger, for a unanimous Court in Swann

and fora sharply divided court in Milliken.

The substantive'issue in Milliken was the District,Court's

adoption of a metropolitan (or inter-district) plan for

elipinating the segregation6of students in Detroit public
4

schoqls\ The district judge had determined that the pattern of

segregation wasAlud to racially discriminatory actionsrtaken by

"16cai and state officials, including gerrymandering of attendance

mires, refusing to bus white students to Alder-utilized, prAdomi-
.

natly black sChools,.and, selecting the sites for new schools and

closing old schools in accordance with a segregative design. In

effecting a remedy for this state of affairs, the judge was faced

with the fact that the student population of Detroit was already

About 7() black and would likely become even more unbalanced

because of white flight from the city if the desegregation' decree

-were confinedto the city limits. So he proposeda metropolitan

plan, including the busing of students between Detroit and fifty-,

three-suburban school districts surrounding the city.

The Supreme Court overturned this decree by a vote of five to

four -- the first time the Court was so sharply divided-in a

desegregation decree theDistrict court had

exceeded its equitable powers. In defending this decision, the

majority carefully identified four principles of equity which

were to guide 'courts in fashioning remedial decrees. For con-

kienience we shall refer to them as principles of (1) flexibility,

(2) adjustment03) proportionality,'and (4):jestorationt We

shall examine these principles in some detail, especially the

12

O
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last two, and then dray out some implications for higher

education. '

t
(1) Equity is characterizedby a pra ctical

flexibility in, shaping remdies..

Flexibilitx is a traditional feature of equity courts
%19 In

,
....

departing from the strict rule-following of common law adjudica-

tion, equity permits'judges to mold.their. decrees to the exigen-

cies df particular situations.' This includes the.power to bring

beforethem,parties not directly involved in litigation but with'.

interests which would be Ofected by a judicial ruling. They.are

also not constrained to ibsue exclusive judgments, either for the

plaintiff or for the defendant, but can adjust conflicting claims

-and balance the rights of 'all. ThUs they could, be said to do

equity sometimes in the sense of achielfing a- compromise among

contending parties (the third common meaning).

A further-impli cation of the principle of flexibility is the

logical separation, of tng judicial findingthat'a

protectedright has been violated and the fashioning of a Par-

:

ticular remedy for the violartIon. The on is not derived neces-

sarily from the other. The Supreme CourE illustrated this point

in Brown by setting aside, as we.have mentioned, what appeared to

the Cotirt as the obvious form of redress for state-imposed segre-

gation: -namely, allowing black children to attend schools of

their choice. Instead distiict judges were instructed to be

flexible.

For the..court to adopt an equitable rather0
thad a legalistic

'stance in desegregation cases is argdably within its powers. And

t

the implicit acknowledgment that strict adherence to fiXed,rules
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requires justification at much as the exercise, of discretion is a .

point too often missed. But the reasons for adopting one pro-
,

cedure over the other in a particular line of cases need to be

articulated. To point ut, as one might, that district judges

are in the best position assess the possible impact of. alter-

native remedies andto,modi p ans as conditions change is.to

identify.some of the virtues'of flexibility, without explaining

why those virtues should count for more than the securing of an

obvious remedy'. The principle of flexibility,in sum', does riot

itself reveal why flexibility'is desirable.

(2) Equity is characterized by an adjusting

and reconciling of public and private

needs.

The principle of, adjustment require& courts to be sensitive

to rights and interests that may conflict with a proposed remedy.

In school desegregation cases, for example, courts must determine

whether a particular plan will impinge significantly on the

educational process or whether it involves too greai'a risk to

the health of children. Such "costs" may weigh heavily against .

the imposition of particular remedies.

In this principle we can observe d concrete reeton for in-

,

44,

sisting on flexibility.amd the local administration of remedial

decrees. Conditions vary from one school district to the next;

the potential problems raised by alternative.plans need to be

judged on an individual basis. At the same time, it is important

stress that not every "cost" counts equally. . For example,

some remedial programs may entail a financial burden that a

.

majority of citizens do not care to bear. In such situations,

4
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he Court has indicted,the desires of the majority cannot be

permitted to overrule the correction of injustice.20 Here the

court is simply recognizing that protection of .a person's con-

stitutional rights often places constraints on majoritarian

preferences. To be sure; the majority may have to ,be attended

to, as a practicalc,matter, if they threatem tobe disruptive.

Their preferences could reflect a depth of feeling, even if

'rooted in pradudice, which is politic ally destabilizing. But

attending to a complaint is not the same as regarding it as

legitimate. Only if opposition to a plan is based on a con-

flicting principle of sufficient constitutional standing is the
4110

search for alternative plans called for.

(3) The nature and extent of the violation
determines the nature and scope of the
remedy.

.

The principle of proportionality was the major grbund for the

Supreme Court's feriction of the:metropolitan remedy in Milliken

I. The reasoning, briefly, was this: e racially discrimina-

tory acts were committed by officials connected with, or in

connection with, the Detroit public schools. No officials in the

outlying suburban areas were involved in such acts. Furthermore,

thel.discriminatoLy acts of the local and state officials were not

themselves the cause, 4r a, substantial cause, of the inter-

district racial pattern (white-populated suburbs and black-

populatedpopulated city). Therefore, the-remedial decree must be confined

to Detroit itself.,

The Court could have reached)the same conclusion had te

relied on the equitable principle that a person cannot be re-
.



quired to make good a wrong done by someone else. It could then

have argued that the metropolitan remedy placed an obligation on

indi4iduals(in the suburbs) who did not commit any uncoastitu-

%. .

,

tionakacts. However, this principle is conspicuous by.its

0 -
. .

absence in
,
all of the scnool desegregation cases. The Court has

not-in fact been preoccupied With determining Who exactly was
,..,

responsible for past segregation, and it has not attempted to

impose any special burden on those individuals when they have .

been identified. If it had, it might have treated desegregation

suits as',analogous to claims in tort and recognized a form of

persOnel,liability.to compensate the victims of invidious

crimination-,- .Money_damases,_to_ be sure,.have not traditionally

beep considered a form of equitable relief, but the deeper poiit

that the-Court seems cognizant of is that an award of money is

not adequate redress for the violation of a constitutional

e

liberty, at leapt the equal right to a public eduSation.

May ,the burden of redress then reach innocent parties, at

. -
.

. ..
.

.
.

least, in principle? One affirmative answer to this question

would rest on a deliberate blurring
.

of the notion of innocence.
,

The memberShip of school board, after all, is,directly or in-

directly determined by the community as a whole; their acts are

legally'auihorized by the public. Therefore, it could be argued,

f II

whatever is reprehensible' in their conduct is rightly blamed on

everyone: While this reasoning is not entirely misplaced, we

prefer to (Circumvent the question of innocence, as we think th6

Cottrt has done, by distinguishing two senses in whi, lreople can

be considered"risponsible for a state of affairs. The first

117-
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sense is that-,of causal efficacy, where the person's act (or

omission) produced the state of 'affairs in question. The argu-

ment from innocence (or lack thereof) is an attempt to establish

responsibility in this sense. The Second sense is what we shall
a

call moral accountability, where a person' owes.a duty, of bene-

ficience to another person in distress and may be justly criti-

cized (and sometimes held legally liable) for failure to act on

the duty. Indeed, causal efficacy (i.e., being the cause of-
.

someone's distress) is a reason for considering a person morally

accountable, but it neither a necessary nor'a sufficient

condition of that. -at is -not necessary because the duty to act

beneficehtly can arise independently of causation: for example,

when one happens upon a drowning person whom it is possible to

save with minimal risk to oneself, however the need for aid came

about. And it is not sufficient because factors in addition to

causal efficacy may,defeat the claim of accountability: for

example, when a homicide is committed in self--defense..

It is our thesis that'the Supreme Court has adopted' the

broader conception of resiponSibility ih reviewing remedial

decrees for past segregation, so that some Citizens can be re-

,
guired to make good the wrong 'done by others. 'And the court's

position is not without justification, for'it is only by engaging

the resources of large'segments of, the population that'an ade-

quate remedy can be provided for the wrong that has''been done.

It does noefollow, of course, that it is always clear how far

the duty ofbeneficehce extend and especially who may be

legally required to perform it.' The majority o_f-thg-Court in

:19 -



MillikenI'perceived an important qualification to the duty/of

beneficenceiin the tradition' of local control over the'operation

of schools. To the four dissenters, this seemed a flimsy pretext

for failing to give Detroit school children their due. What

divided the two sides, however, was.not the question of principle

so much as its application to the facts of the particular case:

Justice Marshall demonstrated that the local control spoyen of by

the majority was virtually non-existent in,thestate of Michigan.

(4) The remedy must restore the victims of

the constitutional violation to the
position they would have occupied had the

violation 'not occurred.

This principle is son times regarded as equivalent to the

previpus principle of equity, that the nature and scope of the

remedy is to be determined by the 'nature and extent of the vio-

lation.
21 HoweVer, the pri iple of restoration is not an obvi-

ous reading of the principle' of proportionality, and in any case
OW.

4 it deserves consideration in its own right.

A striking feature of this principle is its rarity'in otheg

areas of 'the law. Thus it.is not a basic principle of criminal

law that the victims of crime should be restored to the condition

they would have been in-had the crime not occurred. Some crimes

of course-by their nature make rehabilitation of the victim
1

9

unrealizable, such as homicide and rape. But even regarding

those 'Climes the orientation of the law is toward the infliction

of a penalty on the offender, rather than,repairing,, b nearly as

A

possible, thedamage done. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that in

.imposing 'penalties the criminal law, does not attempt to determine

the nature of the penalty, by the nature of the offense. There is

- 120,-
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a single schedule of exchange, as it 'were, namely'fines and

-confinement, regardless of the wrong. Areas of the law

sometimes-approach more closely to applying the principle of

restoration: for examplei when a breach of contract is met by a

judicial decree Qrde1ring performance rather than payment of

damages (a remedy which appaeritly originated in equity courts).

Still, most tore cases won by the plaintiff result-in an award of

monetary compensation, not restoration of the prior state fo

affairs. To attempt t lain these differences, however, would

take us too far-, afield. We note simply that the restoration

principle secures to people only that which they have a constitu-
.

I

tional right to expect/and of, which they haVe been wrongly

deprived. .

It may be considered a weakness of the restoration principle

that-it says nothing about the violators of rights; it is only

about victims. This seems to leave violators off the (moral)

hook in two ways. The principle does not necessarily make the

violators carry any of the burden for r storing the victims to

their rightful place. We have already observed that the Supreme

Court has extended the responsibility for remedying past segre-

gation beyond those who caused It; the point here is that those

who caused it may not be implicatediat all. Furthermore,
), if the

violators -- or indeed any third-parties -- have,gained some

benefit or edvantage'by the infringement of the victims' rights,

the restoration principle does not seem to require them to yield

tat advantage. If that is so, the victims may find that, when

restored to the position they would otherwise.have occupied, they

40#44,
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1

.
, c:

, .

are at a pet loss rather, than at status quo ante.,c (This-libuld
.1

happen, for example, if qualified'workers who were subject to

discriminaton in employment were granted the position they

.sought but were not given the seniority .that would otherwise have

accrued to them.)-

/- On this last point, everything depends It how we understand

4,

'"the.rightful
position" of the mictim. It seems to us correct to

say.that, if an advanta ge held by a third party in the pursuit of.

1,

schooling or of jobs is the result of invidious discriTination

against others,to that extent the advantage is undeserved, So

to deprive that party of the advantage in the course of remedying

past discrimination is not to take from him anything to, which he

is- entitled. Of course it- is often extremely difficult to deter-

.

mine the actual basis of someone's advantage or disadvantage.

But the factual difficuly does not undercut the moral point: a.

V 4

position of advantage or disadvantage'aue to discrimipAg.ion is

not the position a person "would
have'eccupiea" and the' discrimi-

r

nation nqt Occurred. We must
conclude',.theref6re, ,that a remedy ,

.which yielded a net loss would not be acceptable. under the're-

storation principle.

The Supreme Court has expiessed this view in saying that - "tide

ultimate-objective of the remedy is tolike whole.the victims of

unlawful conduct. "22
Yet, as it hippens, the actual victims o

;the constitutional viola ion are not, by and large, accorded

remedy at all'. In -the Milliken case, for example, most of the.

victims of the.racially discriMinatory acts had aready.graduated

from, 'or dropped 'out of, the Detroit public.dchools. No" effort
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.

wa:Made to restore them to the position they would.have occUpied.

in the absence of'the dis criminatory conduct. Now this result
' . ,

may be considered a normal feature of 'a law suit, wheire the -1
,- . .

remedy is applied only to the parties .in litigation, which in
.

.

Milliken did not include former students of the Detroit schools.
I

(It is interstinq to consider what the courts would have ;done, 6r

should =have done, .had a broader-suit-been filed.)

However, there is a more funaaMenial point at issue here.

For it happened that many of the students On,whose behalf the

Milliken case was initiated were out of schoolby'the time ali,

the judicial questions 'were resolved more than six years latet.

The remedynonetheleSs .was applied' only tb ptudents currently
. .

enrolled in the'schools, not necessarily' the litigants. This
,

(reflects a basic disposition of the Supreme Court in bfndlinq -

,- . '

desegregation cases; the remedy is designed to have its effect on .

Vpresent
.

aand especially future students. The actual victims bf
. .

1
(1 .

c

past discrimination may receive.no compensation whatever'for the

'wrong done to them. Thus, in Milliken-,,after theSupreme.COuit

had rejected the metropolitan piano the loyer court des.igned an
.

alternative remedy confined to the city limits. .A major ow-
s

ponent.of this plan was a set/of compensatory education programs,

including remedial classes in reading and communication skills,

bilin444_plasses and multi- ethnic curricula, revised testing
f -

procedures,. new career guidance and counseling opportunities and.

so on. Thes e.programs were made available to ---,one might even

A"



-say they were designed primaiily for the benefit of -- incoming

students'who had never been subject to the discril4natory acts 0

)the school officials.

Despite -idleipparent gap between the victims of discrimina-

tion and the beneficiaries 'of the remedial programs, the Supreme
f

Court unanimously accepted the revised plan as "aptly tailored to
.

remedy the consequences of the constitutional, violation. "23 The

Court seemed to be aware of a certain eleme)t of paradox in

approV1hg a compensatory program that was prospective in nature

but observed that the program was "plainly designed to wipe out

,continuing conditions of inequality produced by the inherently

unequal dual school system long maintained by Detroit."24 -At

first glance this way of proceeding seems to violate the ele-

411i:
xtini'gry idea implicit ih the restoration principle ----ihat it is the

specific student's discriminated against.to whom an appropriate

r.emedy is due. Instead the 'Court seems committed to the view

that justly aggrieved minorities can be treated.a'sa group, such

that -wrong done to one:member-of the group can be 1Alanced by ./g.

ebenefit conferred on another' member of the group.

Atacit commitment to a group principle' might provide the

only complete explanation of the Court'*s debisions; however; such

a principle is itself exceedingly difficult to justify and. per-

haps in the end not entirely cohergnt.25 We are inclined, at any

rate, to regard only part of the Court's position as sound. To

.suggest simply that the wrong cannot be undone bkhat paslt victims

of segregative policies have been damaged beyond relief, willeot.

do; for, in other areas of the lay, the subjects of uncorreActable
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wrongs are
oi

nonetheless provided compensation. We think the court
has erred in failing to include such compensation in its guide-
lines for,rTadial desdgregation decrees.. On the other hand, it
is important to realize that segregative policies inleducation do
not disadvantage only the persons directly subjected to them. A
persob deprived of an average (not td say potentialll' superior)
education not only loses that good itself but also loses the
subsequent ability to compete equally for employment and hence
lot such goods ,as decent housing and adequate food. This depri-
vation has profound effects on the person's family. Inadequate
diet and otherwise impoverished surroundings which are known to
naveresulted from invidious discrimination lower a child's
abj.lity to develop socially useful skills And, more importantly,
lower the child's

aspirations regarding careers and indeed the
utility of education itself.. Thus, the clasi of victi of
segregative policies extends beyond those immediately affected to
those who have, with good cause, been indirectly influenced by
them. For this. reason we believe the Supreme Court was on solid
ground in treating minority students who had yet to enter the0
Detroit`pRblic schools as victims of its past segregative poli-
cies, and. hence as deserving relief. Moreover, the appropriate-
ness of the relief wa evident, since it aimed' at restoring .the

v'mlnority students'- sense of Competence and competitive ability.
To.aim at such a result, however, is not to accomplish it;

. while the Court's relief is appropriate, itis hot necessarily
adequate for actually returning the victims of discrimination to

.

.
.

the position they otherwise would have occupied. If a minority

-.125- 134
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student's competitive ability-s completely restored by public(

school programs of the sort approved in Milliken II, that's well
...., ,

...,
,

and good. If it is not (as seems more likely .for at least the

c

next generation), further compensatory programs are *riordef.
\,

One complicating /actor in dttermining the adequa y of proposed

*
remedies'IS the Count's reading of the restoration principle as

)1/4

0

c

,

s .

requiring the ecortection only of th4t,increment.of disadvantage

\ r'
icause4_by the identified constitutional violation -- that s, to

put the point more plainly, remedial education Programs Cannot be

delsigned to make up fordiscrimination'in non-educational set-

tings. Here again the fact ual issue -w determining the source.

and extent of a person's disadvantage -- may present an insuper-

able obstacle to doing full justice. When people have been

subjected to discrimination in a variety of important areas .

(education, housing, emiployment), there is probably noway to. .1

disentangle the effects'of the practices of a single institution

'and certainly no Way'for that institution tb.nullify its effects

by itself.

*
Nonetheless,,c ertain assuMptions are reasonable. For exam-

ple, whie minority students systematically fail to qua lify for

./ admission to elite colleges-or professional,schools, it is
I

reasonable to.suppose that the failure is.due inelarge part to

past disCrimination in the public schools.
26 It follows that an

Adequate scheme- :of remedies, as determined by the restoration

principle, would include rkefererAal admission of disadvantaged

minorities to those schools. Indeed .the obviousneis of this

conclusion has already been acknowledged' by most undergraduate
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institutions. As we.noted in Part I, preferential admissidn of--
,

)

disadvantaged minorities is standard practide. The failure at
,

-,

the college lever lies not so mtiCh"in admissions as,in recruit-.
. .

ing. Minorities are now admitted-to college in roughly the same

proportion as whites, relativeJto the applicant pool, but they

-are .admitted at a lower proportion than sOlieesat least in1elite4 , 4.-

. . .4.487 / 7 4.
).

...
colleges)' when Measured by their numbers in the total population

,, , .

of young adults.
27

The principal task for colleges, then, is to

increase the size of the. minority applicant pool.

Resistance to preferential admissions for disadvanfiged

minorities has been more apparent in iikpfessional schgols. T'

'444

factors-seem to explain- this difference: First, there-is a
. ..

prevalent conception of the nature of undergraduate education
---i-,

.
' that detaches it from the ladder of economic success. A liberal'

arts, education is not simply a preparation for something else.

_It is a unique and rtreducibfe.experience, a period of cultural
,_

e-
. . .

exploration whidh encourages experimentation, reflection, and
4 ,

self-discovery through an awareness of tradition, alternative
s

.. modes of thbught, alien cul tures. 28 The'capacity to benefit fromi ,,

,
S.

,,- , ,
'such an eitintience, it is fair to assume, does,not vary directly

9...---..

.

4
with performance on objective tests. Moreover, the experience

,itself is enriched when students tome from a diversity of eco-.

nomic and. social imehgrounds. Second, there is a growing aware-..

,.e
pass that the sortingsfunction-performedby colleges has less "to,

do with the content of .undergraduate 'education than with sheer

attendance. That is, the position of a student in' the job-queue

dependS mort on mere.podsession of the bachelor's degree than on

)

4.4
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any particular course? of study undertaken or any particular

college attended. Thisfact, indeed, may have helped reinforce,

the conception of undergraduate education just desbribed. In any

case, it is commonly believed that professional schools differ.in

+both respeCtsf the content of the education makes sense only as

preparation for the career aimed at, and differential performance

in codises is a
key'indiCatorof later success on the'job. For

this, reason, we suppose, resistance tokOreferential admissions

e
41

has been more substantial.
e'

Since this issue is of enormous importance for thee-question

of remedial justice, it is worth exploring, at least briefly, a

few of the more common objections to preferential admissions in

tirofessionalschools. We shall deal.rather quickly with two

objections -- (a) that preferential admission presupposes a group

principle and (b) that it.-places an
unwarranted burden on insti-

tutions that have not been guilty of discrimination -- because we
. .

have already worked out the grounds for answering theM. We shall

then treat greater length a third objectionvi, (c) that prefer-

ential,admission.is'unfair to the non-preferred candidate because

it requires a departure from meritocratic criteria and threatens

to'undermine t e basic,, rationale of professional, education.

(a) It is qften claimed that preferential admissions pro-
-

grams are not defensible as al remedy for past discrimination'

because they'proyide their benefit (admission to a. professional

School) too members of minority group% simply on the-basis .of Such,

membership, whetter or not those members were actually viotims of

4 . past .discrimination. Or, conversely,l.t is claimed that such

4,
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programs are defensible only on the assumption that the-wrong

done to one member of the group can be balanced by a.benefit

conferred on another member of the group, an assumption that

seems'to violate an elementary principle of justice.

,There is force in thi:s claim, but it is misdirected because.

of an overly narrow definition of they class of victims of dis-

crimination. We have already made the point that the class of

(."actual victims." properly includei both those directly and those

indirectly disadvantaged by segregative policies. The typical

preferential admissions program (such as the one established by

the medical school at the University of California, Davis, prior

to -Ahe Bakke decision) reflects this broad definition by employ-

.

ing the criteria of systematically poor performance,on objective

tests and economically deprived background to identify students

eligible for special admission. M4ority students failing to

satisfy these criteria belong in the regular applicant pool.

Thus there is a factual misrepresentation in the claim that

preferential admissions programs do not benefit actual victims of

discrimination.

Even if this were not so, however, the claim would not be as

weighty as it first appears to be. Far, just as people may be

4
4

indirect victim' of segregative policies so they may be indirect

beneficiaries of remedial programs. This point is especially

applicable to the training.of doctors a06 lawyers, where it is in

the nature at the occupation to provide a service to others. For

thebenefit actuallyto accrue to the victims of injustice, it

may be necessary to oblige the specially-admitted graduates of

.
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professional- schools to spend a few years in disadvantaged com-

munities: But we are not troubled by that prospect, since we

believe that all doctors and 'lawyers- have a duty to engage in

public service f some amount of time.

(b) If preferent al admissions programs were mandated by

la//w, institutions not themselves guilty of discriminatory acts

would be obligatedligated to establish such programs. This would be a

c4ar example of requiring innocent parties to make good the

wrong done by others, which is.contrary to principles of equity.

Here again we have already indicated our response. The0

responsibility for remedying past racial discrimination exte0s,
in our view, beyond those who actively engaged in it. Indeed we

do not any a priori way of .excluding (or'excusing) any insti-

tut4ons or social groups from participating in the effort to

alleviate the distress of disadvantaged minorities. As a prac-

tical matter, however, it is important to realize that policy

initiatives in this direction are constrained by a varieVly of

laws and judicial rulings. For example, Title VII of/the Civil

.Rights Act of 1964, which makes it unlawful for employers to

discriminate on the basis of race, includes an interpretive

sectionstating,hat Title VII shall not be construed to require

any employer to grant preferential treatment order to remedy a

--.de facto racial imbalance in the employer's work force. 29
Al-.

though this"provision explicity ,applies only to 'Title VII, it

would not be difficult.to argue that Congress considers it to

c-i
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reflect a proper understanding of the demands of the Equal

Protection Clause and hence as-constraining policies in other

areas as well.

A _Second practical constraint on policy initiativesis.the

Supreme Court's restrictive interpretation o the Equal

Protection Clause as applying only to "state tion". In cases

involving educational institutions, this means that the protec-

tions of the Clause come into play only when some governmental

agency is implicated in the offensive conduct. As a conseqUenco,

A public colleges and universities are vulnerablegal burdens

that cannot be imposed on private institutions. Application of

the DUe Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to cc9.1ege

disciplinary proceedings illustrates. what.efiect the public-
9

private distinction has. The leading case in this area is Dixon

v. Alabama State Board of Education.30:, Several students were

expelledfrom an Alabama state college because they had partici-

pated in an off-campus sit-in demonstration. They were not given

any notice of the charges or .a hearings concerning the allege-

tions. So the question before the court was whether the college

was required to follow theJoere rudimeits of procgdural due

process in expellihg the students. The courtdecided in favor of

the students, but the opinion made it clear that private insti-

tutions were not subject to the sane strictures. 'the court posed

the issue-of the case in terms 'of the need to balance the

"governmental" power being'exercised by the college and the

private interest at stake (the,social'and economic impOrtance of

otaining 'a college,education). But pothing in the court's



descriptiOn of the exercise of disciplinary authority indicated

how-the nature and effeCt of decisionmaking by officials in state

colleges differs from the exercise'of similar powers'in private

colleges .,

.
Analogous considerations apply to the Equal Protection

Clause.(' The importance o.f collegiate and professional braining

to occupational success cuts across the distinction between

public and private institutions. So any attempt to exempt the

one group. from legal burdens imposed onthe other must appear

arbitrary and unjustified.

(c) "The'preVieus arguments may be considered irrelevant,

however, if it can be shown that a scheme of prefgrential ad-
,

missions is fundhmental,ly unfair to applicants who would have

been admitted to a professional school had it not been foria

preferential scheme. TWo claims are commonly made to support the

Charge of unfairness:' (1) the non-preferred candidates did not

perpetrate the ftgregative policies and so should not be made)to.

.
suffir for their remedy, and (2) the non-preferred candidates

deserve the place denied to them because they are more qualified.

The first claim, clearly,. is another version of the argument

from innocence, and there should be no need to reiterate our

responseto it. Even if we put that issue aside, however, there

is a further point to be made about the effects of past segrega-

tive policies on the present competition for professional educa-

. tion.. In discussing above the Supreme Court's- inclination to

approve Temelieg that apply to indirect as well as direct victims

(

of past discrimination, we obServed tha such a policy becomes
:

- 132 -
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intelligible when it is realizethat the good'iost as a conse-

quence of discrimination is the ability to compete equally with

others far employment and'the satisfaction of basic needs -- a

lass which, inevitably, has a profound effect:on subsequent

generations. That point is relevant in the present context. For

the'favorible competitive positiOn enjoyed by many non-minority

applicants to professional schools is a direct reetilt of the

shrinkage of the\total applicant pool caused by segregative

policies. They have become, in other worda, Unwitting (and

undeserving) beneficiaries of such policies. To deprive them of

their favorable Position by reintroducing minority students is

only .to restore the competition to something like what it would

have been had the violation of constitutional rights not
o-

occurred. (Thus_it.
4
is not unfair that the burden of preferential

admissfOns falls principally on students with marginal cre-

.

dentiali, rather than falling -randomly on the total applicant

pool.) .

Justice Brennan argued. to this effect in the Bakke.case. He

suggested, first, that the expectations of non-minority appli-

cants 'are "tainted," since
they are in part a product of dis- i'

criminatory policies. 'Second, "there is a reasonable likelihood

that, but for, pervasive racial.
discrimination, respondent (Bakke] '

would have failed to qualify
forladmissiorteven in the absence of

Davis' special admission prograffi.
,31 Justice Powell objected

particularly to, the second point because (a) it requires "a

speculative leap" unsupported by-empirical evidence.,
and b) it

fails to clarify what standard the courts could use in "applying

A.
- 133 -
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such a presumption of causation 'to other racial or ethnic classi-

fications."3 However, it is not clear what sort Of empirical'
. .

evidence would have ,satisfieaMr. Iowell, since he seems com-

mitted to the view that racial classification is unacceptable per
, .

se, regardless of its empirical consequences. And though 4-is

right to wonder how otiler.' groups would fare under similar con-

siderationA, there should be no doubt that, if anyone is entitled

to the benefits of a pieferential program, black st$ents are.

The second claim of unfairness -- that preferential admis-

sions are unfair to non-preferred candidates becaUse they are .4
a

more qualified -.7. is the core of perhaps the most common objec-`

tion to preferential Admissions programs. Yet a'careful exami-

nation of the claim dissipates its force.

First, it is important to see that a person Who qualifies for

something does' not, necessarily deserve it. For example, a

business corporation on the verge of bankruptcy may qualify for
. .

federal Assistance under rules established by Congress, Out it

may not deserve the assistance if its financial difficulties are'r'

due to incompetent management or failure to keep tip with techno-

logical innovations. To qualify for a benefit under an announced,

rule may even give-a person a legal right to it, but .to deserve i

410 ,'benefit is to possess certain qualities in virtue of which one is

considered'worthy of it, whether or note one is legally entitled

to, it'.

SecOnd,,a person who wOuldAualify for something if certain

criteria were employed does not have any ground to complain when

different criteria are used, unless the person can demonstrate

- 134
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that only the favorable criteria are relevant tp the thing in
queition. Thus a classical pianist who has received significant
critical acclaim cannot complain when her application to join a
cocktail bar combo is slighted in favor of a woman with less
virtuosity but a more .engaging style. The classical pialilist may
be more talented musically, more knowledgeable about the capaci-s,
ties of her instrument, and even more hard-wqrking -- but still
not more qualified for the available positiod. Only if she could
demonstrate that "engaging style" is irrelevant to the job would

k

she have a case.

We can now apply these observations to professional school .

admissions. Students who qualify for.medical or legal training
do not necessarily deserve to obtain it. To support the claim .

that they deserve it one would have to be.able to identify`cer-
.

tain personal characteristics in virtue of which it could be said
.

that they ar worthi of such training. What could such charac-
teristics po sibly be? Does high performance on standardized

.o

objective tests,' for example,_make a person worthy of b4coming a
doctor or a lawyer? It is plausible to claim, as liberal

theorists often do, thlat.people deserve to be given opportunities

to develop and exercise their, special talents in socially useful
Aways. Even if' we grant this, it does not follow that people

deserve the differentkal
social rewards.that haie become attached

to professional careers. ,But, more importantly, it is not at all

obvious that doctoAngland.lawyering
require talent's that are

- 135 -
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peculiar to those occupations. One thinks, of course, of .the

delicate ha of the brain. su geon, but how many other such

examples come to mind?

These considerations t-perm4 a relatively %tikightforwaed7

answer to the, claim that the eon-preferred caft.4dates are "more\
,

qualified" .namely, that 'it rests on a misundetstanding,' For
m

with the introduction of the special admissions,program the
4,

, \ 'i

qualifications .for admission have changed.' The .non - preferred

candidates have a case only if hey can demonstrate that the new
,

criteria are not relevant to the practice of the career tne'y seek

to be trained in. That's a very hard argument to-make, In,law,

' for example, there is a significant correlation betwee0.per-

foreance on the LSAT and performance in the first year of law

School. But there is no significant correlation between a per- \ 0
.

r

son's performance in the first year and her prospects of be om,ing

a good lawyer. This fact is accentuated by the observation that

the legal profession as a whole has-done'an extremely poor job of

providing its services to a large segment of the'population

..

greatly in need_of them..It....reatonable to, believe that the
.:.- _.:

. -,...: ...
,-.t,,. -- .

new criteria-0444402bn represent a significant step toward
,.- , .

.
,11

correcting that/situation.

In Conclusion, we should not that. _preferential admission to

an: educational institutiOn is appropriate as an 'equitable remedy

Only if the candidate's capacity-for learning has not been ex-

tinguished by .past discrimination. It may have been diminished,

but it still must be sufficient to take advantage of the oppor-c

turity provided. preferential admistions programs recognize this-

136 -
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O

distincti4n by continuing to. maintain a;standard of minimum (but ,

.adequate) competence below which candidates will not be con-
vx

sidered. What-has changed from the past is the--method of idenati-
,

fying students who meet theinimum; mere performance on'objec-
.

tive tests'won't do.
'-

D. Fair Equality of Opportunity
I

We turn now from a consideration of equitable remedies for

deliberate violations of people's .co(Istitutional rig hts under the-.

gqual Protection Clause
.0

to a consideration of forms of redress.' -

f ,

for unfair disadvintages:4inthe competition foe educatio al, and
=

thereby Occup4tior4S, attainment. Here,-,00, the Equal rotectin

nctpal locus of :political (i".e.,.pol:icy)Clause has been

-

debate, but there

legislative oVeeview

emerW5enlicd0,rentjudicial or
g

identifiet 4%-becentra; issues at stake

or articulates a prindipledwpos4tion brwhi6h to-,#prirb&ch them.:

Therefore,, while we shall begin our discdts444Weicagining some,.
.

4

1 clarifyrecent, judicial decisioni, which will help clarify the idea, of
-, , .. .

,:.

.
-...

equal educational opportunity, we shall ; of leivepthem behind in
. t

1. .,,,.

, lo ,

favor 64 recent philosophical discussio - ..,,

..

0 ek

ulro give some initial fOcus to"our ubject, we shduld note
.,,

. c
. .. .

that we are not concerned with wrongs acneby oneyindivtidual or
., . .. .

aroup/teanother, in the Sense of illtul and deliberate harmS
,

w
.

... ... .
. ,

that
/

/.upset the moral status quo ante."'We are.!doncerned rather-

with unfair situations resultfng from either natural Or imper
.,

T.

. 4-

. ,

"
. . .

sonal social forces, in which people find themseives'it a.dis-
,

.

advantage in the quest for apporiunitiq and rewaeds *oth social,
F .

- 137 -
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and economic. If there is a wrong involved, it consists not in

the creation of the unfair situationsiput.in the failure to

correct them when they occur.

,a)('

. In genetal terms, the matter to be assessed-is whether the
-

actual distribution of advantages and disadvantages among persons

is arbitrary from a mo-al_point of view and ought to be recti-
..

fied, to the extent ossible, as a matter of socialpolicy. This'

requires a considera ion. of the following sorts bf qdettions. Is

it an obligation of educational institutions to provide Special

programs for st nts marked by deficiencies or disabilities

which are a product of,social-and cultural conditions? If so, is

there any, less of an oblbrtionwhen the-deficiencies result from

lack of natural ability or talent? Does a ftudent born with a

handicap for which society is not causally respontible ha0 a

right to a.greater Share of societal resources than the average 4

.child, if that, is necessary for developing the handicapped

student's capac4.ities?
1

Is the .answer to the'las t.question the

Same if the` student is gift.e rather than handicapped?. More

generally, does equity require that-educational institutions make

the'dame proportionate contribution to each person's realizing
.04

the best life of which he or she is capable?

These are extremely difficult questions', and we can hope, in

the discussion that-follows, to offer only spore partial

'responses.

Judicial decisions. In recent years many lower courts hive

employed the -Equal Protection Clause,. or its equivalent,34 to

secure equal educational opportunities for public school'students

138 -
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. ..

suffering from some cultural or natural disadvantage.- 4 typical
.

case is terna v. Portales35 .n which the DistrictCourt.for New
c,-

-

Mexico ordered the Portales schoolisystem to-expa0 bilingual-

bicultural programs for Hispanic cnildren, especially in the one

elementary school, the Lindsey Schgol, where they constituted'a

, larp- majority. The, plaintiffs conceded that the program in'the
,

401
Lindsey School was not inferior to that offered in any other

elementary school in the district. To the cbiltrary, it was

precisely because the program was substantially equivalent to the

'others, they argued, that it constituted a denial of equal educa-

tionalpportUnitY./ The Cpurt noted that the claim of equiv/T-

lence Was actually misleading', since the Lindsey School already
tit**

e

-offered limited bilingual-bicultural programs,,but the Court went

on to observe that the performance of students at.the Lindsey

Scbol, as measured by various stapAardize si. tests, was consis-
.

(

4

tently lower than that of-c41dren attending the otheroelementary

schools. These 'results wer taken by the court to be "inVicative

of the learning disability with which the Spanish-speaking child

.comes -to school." Since the performance of the children at the.

LindseySchool 'is not what it should le," it was clear tothe
-

CourtAhat they da not enjoy-,equal educatighal opportunity and

that a violation of their constitlatiOnal right to eqUal-protec-

tion of thelaws'exists. .

The final Steps in this acgument represent a novel turn in

equal piotection analysis. It is easy enough to qbaginethe

objectiOnt of a,more conser'ative court. -Foe example, it might

be pointed out that the line of Supreme Court cases from Brown v.

- 139 - 148
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Board of'Education required only that, if a state offered public

educaiton, itOlad to be 'offered on "equal terms ". That is; r.

within any school district,
schools at the same grade level must

o

be equipped with coughly the same fa-tilities, resources,

A
teachers, etc. and there must be, no segregiation of students by,

race. In Serna, however, the'District Court has broadened 'the

`,relevant considerations to include the ability of students to

take advantage of the opportunities provided. As another court

has Iwo, equality is now "measured not only by what the school

offers the child, but by the potential which the child brings to

41the school. If the student is disadvantaged with respect to his

classmates, the school has, an aftirmative'dutS, to prtvide him

with special assistance to overcome his disabilities, whatever
5

.

the origin of those disabilities may be.
06

Although the DistrAt'Court of New Mexico did hot discuss

explicitly the conception of equal educational opportunity that

allowed it to reach this novel conclusion, it is possible to

reconstruct the reasoning which might have been involved. Since,

the .doCtrine of precedent would have the court begin its analysis

with Brown,.the
first step, is to identify the conception of equal

educational opportunity implicit in
\-
the requirement that public

.
.1

schooling, be
provided to all on "equal terms ". In a sense the

- Supreme/ Court's
declaration in Srow6 wa's negative: race and, py'

extension, national ,origin are inappropriate
grounds for determi-

ning a student's access to educatiohal opportunities. This

statement
does.not.indicate what 'the appropriate

grounds for

determining access would be, but
presutably the most appropriate,

.1,
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and perhaps the only relevant, ground would ) be a sudent's abili-.
../

.. ...----=.0°"ty to perform the work. So ,gual-edIcational opportunity would
consist in giving equal access to equally able studelyt`s, regard-_less.of race br national oiigih.

This fortulation'providei an entry for the District Court.
Although "access" can be understood

narrowlyto-refer simply to'

admittance to the classroom, it can also- be construed more
.broatily' to include

the availability .to _the student of what is-
happening in the classroom. Accordingly, the District'Court could
reasonably argue that a student who rs,not fluent in the language
in. which a class is being conducted does,not have equal access to
that educational situation, in comparison to students Who are.
fluent. Certainly the performance of4tthe,contraligual students,
in such a case, is not a fair measure at the student's ability or
capacity ,to d6 the work. So, on the assumption that ability is
rindomly distributed among peoples who speak different

language's,
it follows that.the student with no choice but to attend classes
conducted in an alien language, denied equal educational

4portunity.

A similar conclusion was reached by the Supreme Court in

interpreting Congressional legislation. In Lau v. tichols,37

which involved Chinese-speaking stUderits in San Francisco, the
,court relied on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act pf 1964 and,

-
i

more specifically, the H.E.W. guidelines ,issued under'the-
' authOrity of 31tat Act. The guidelines were designed to ensure.

. . ,..,\ ,,
. - for minority stude-nts the opportunit4-to'obtain- the education

being obtained by other student- an
.aim that could easily be

4
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read as requiring schooling on "equal terms". However, H.E.W.

took the view that school systems aresresponsible for offering

...stude Ca a "meaningfUl educati*," to use Justice Douglas'

.phrase. Accordingly, it provided:-
4

4

"Where inability to speak and understand the

English language exCludes national origin -

minority group children from effective

participation in the'edyCational program

offere'dbya schbol dltrict,,the district

must take affirmative steps to rectify the

language deficiency in order to open its 38

instructional program to these students.".

The Court consequently found it a relatively simple task to

uphold the right of all Chinese-speaking students to.a bilingual

program.

It is import to stress, however, that the Supreme Court in

Lau affirmed only the legislative right of students to equal

ti

_educational opporUnity; it did hot adopt, and has not adopted in

any other case, the expanded interpretatilrof the 'Fourteenth

Amendment which regards every denial of equal education

tunity as a violation ofequal protection of tha.lawv. The.

critical-factOr'that might otherwise make this connection fnevi-'

table is, in our viewl.the
- absence of state action. In Serna,

for example, it is clear that the decision does not rest on a

showing that the cultural or linguistic
"deficiericies" of the

Hispanic students are at all related to past actions of .the

. state, invidious or othArwise. As a result one cannbt Argue that

the compensatory programi ordered by the District Court are'

remedies requif.ed by' the equitable principles enunciated by .the

.

t

Supiebe Court in the desegregatiori cases.
IndOd thee per-Ciples '

N

of equity are'never mentioned in oases where the issue i4 dis-

.1
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advantage. If the lower courts have nonetheless found it plausi-

ble toconflate equalJopportunity and equal protection, it is

perhaps because such cases typically-focUs on the pli,ghtof h

'minority group -- ort least a groUp that can be thought of as

subject to unwarranted diiciminatioh. The effect' of this qon-
.

flation has-bAgn to enlarge, the class'of relevant "minorities,"

the most conspicuou5,new members being the poor and the

:handicapped.

The question of equal educational,opportan ty for the poor,
\

4--

has arisen_in relatin- to the traditional practice of.financifig
. .-

: )-

school systems by taxation on the local property within eact .

4.
school district. Since property values vary enormously from one

district to another, the fiscal resources avilableto schools

vary as Ntiell. This inecldity supports the claim that such
c

financing schemes violate the requirement of BrOwn, and:hence Of

the Equal Protection Clause, that public schooling be provided to '

all students on "equal ierms' In astessOg this claiM, the

courts haVe unfortunately adopted a narrow view ofNthe contra=
%

versy and have left the operative conception of equal educational

opportunity largely unexamined. Thus, in,Serrino v. Priest; 39
.

? ,

the Cali4ornia Supreme` court took the principal issue to be

whether the financing scheme is subject to strict5 jdicial scru-

. ,

tiny and, if* so, whether the scheme isa necessary means to the
j

,
''compelling legisaative 'interest

4Vh

proiddting loCal control of
A

education. Since it decided yas on the,first question and no on

the second, the court, in effect ordergd the State of California,,

to devise a financing scheme that distributed esources more

_ _



A
Aequitably. The weakness of this construction of the controversy

was made',,evident two years later when the U.S. Supreme Court
AI

confrodted a similar case, defined the principal issue; the same

way, end reached an opposite conclusion. 40

It is Possible that standard equal,protect4on analysis simply,
ti

fails `to provide'sa handle for getting.-at the substance of these

cases. One confirmation of this-view is the way Justice Powell,

who wrote the majoqty opinion,,in.Rodriguez, was 'forced to re-
--

) -,

treat frOm the conception of, equal 'educational opportunity under-. .

. . %,,,,

lying Brown. e noted that the-appellees failed to observe that

lack ol financial'resourCes "has not occasioned absolute

deprivation of the desired' benefit."
. i

"The argument here is not that he children in
districts having, rel'atively.low ssessable
-property'values are receivimgho ublic
education; rather, it is that the are
receiving a, poorer quality educat n than that

-:lavailable to children .in. districts' having more
assessable wealth. ..-.rtAYsufficient answer

c. to dppellee0,a/gument is that at 'least where
wealth -is involved the"Equal,ProtectionClause
does not.require absolute eq441ity or
precisely equal fiavantagei.""

, It is true that a precise, equality' is not- required, but the right.

to,schoolng on "equal' terms" es provided in Brown would be quite

empty without a rough equality in resources and opportunities.
"

Justice Powell's opinfOn 'abandons equality althogetheri 'in favor
*

,

of adequate" public education. (Although hehdid not.

enumerate any criteria of adequacy, we may presume thatPowell

would include the deveXopmeht of',sufficient competence to par, A

.ticipate intelligently in the po litTcal process' and to formulate
,

144 -
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;

and pursue meaningful careee-goals.) JuS tice Mtrshall, in dis-

.sent, rightly rejected Powell's
.

.substitutionof minimal adequacy
, )

.
. ,

.

for equal treatment; observing that "this Court'has never sug-

geseed that because some 'adequate' level of benehts is provided
R

td all, discrimination in the provision of services' is therefore
.

.
.

. .

constitutionally excusable.
11.42 4. Yeit Marshall's dissent also fails

4.
_

1

to clarify ttie relation between equal opportunity and equal

protection.

Interestingly enough, the plaintiffs in Serrano, a group'of

Los Angdles public school children. and their parents,iseemed to

display a much better.grasp of what needed to be decided.' In

1
e'

their complaint, ,they po,inted'cut 'how the method of financing T

schools by locil taxation makes. the quality a child's edu.-
L

'cation dependAnt do uch fbituitoui,factoTs as geographical

boUndaries and the relitive0dealtti of one's' neighbors. They
4

argued that equal educationalt opportunity requires mitigating the

. influence of stich accidental factors, wherever possible, Building-
.

on the formula derived from'Brown, we cou ld say thatl'in this'

view, equai.educatiOnal opporturidLy consists in providing equal,

access to equally.able students, regardless 'of race, national,
. .

.origin, geogtaphical4locationor.ecorcOmic status. iioweiver, the

California courts did not address this argument.
43

The plight, of handicapped children complicates the discussion
s s. ' 4

of equal educational.opportOnity in a different wayi handi-

caps do not prevent.othirwise talented students from meeting the

most chaIlengingPAtandards of,per:formance; to deny them access to

eduiational situations because of their handicap is to determine.

4 -145- 154
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A

their opportunities on the basis of a factor as fortuitous as

race or geographical lotation- Other s'tLidenti too often in the

past have been wrongly categorited as disabled or educationally'
.

unfit where the fault lay rather in inadequate testing procedures

or, administrative impatience. After these groups are accounted

for, however, there remains'a large number pf severely handl-

cappe5rpersons -7 whether due to a congenital defect or some

othermisfortune -- for whom it is ludicrousto make available

the same educational (and. occupational) ottportunities as are open

-

to other students.

In discussing equal educational opportunity for the handi-
..

capped, therefore, it is essentials to distinguish between those

wfloare. able to. participate Meaningfully in the learningprocess,

though. perhaps Only with, greater attention and resources than ttie

.
, .

average student receives, and those,who.are not. (We:are not

saying, of course, that it will always be easy to determine to

which of these two groups a particular person belongs.). Unfor-

tunately, in the- landmark case of -Mills v. Board of Education,

Judge Waddy skirted this distinction by%articulating a constitu-

ional principle of1suitability, according to wh'ich each child --

regardless of the degree of mental, physical, ,or emotional im-

Pairment has a right to "educational services suited to, the..
$4

Child's needs. "44 In the abstract, this principle mould seem to

yield a qualitatively different educational experience for each

4

child, especially since..the educational needs of a child, we

presume; would'be related to the child'sjparticular interests and

aspiration's, as well as his or her mental, physical, and,
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.
0

emotional, condition. However, thepractical meaning of Waddy's

ruling is not that every :student, at every level of ability, will

receive individually-aesigned'eduCational tuition, but rather

that the severiely handicapped will not' be denied'institutiOnal

support at public expense, however marginal its educational
.

.c4racter. Thii'poliCy may be laudable,,but it is not a require-

ment

r

..
of peal ,es -k_oplporAunity.

To summariz rec judicial opiniond'dealing-with typical .

forms of disadvantage in,educatiory appeal to three different

conceptions of equal educational 'opkcirtdnity:' ll) that .each

,
,

child is entitled to a minimally adequate education,,tor the

development of basic-sWilfs; (2) that ,each" child is entitled to
*I.,16

the education he or dhe !Weds, regardless, of disabil or,im-

Pairment;, and (3) that equally able children are entity to

eqUal access, regardless of race, national origin ... and perhaps

regardless of'geographiOal location, social class, and non
e,

Only. the last of these three conceptions, we

think, its consistent With accepted readings of the Equal

ProtectionqClause, though very substantial doubt remains about

all the items mentioned after the ellipsis. -The burden of argu-

ment consists, first, in dethonstrating.what
principle'it is that

ties together (or accounts for) all the features of persons

6

;

considered *rrevelant to
the.determination of their educational

A

opportunIti s and, second, in demonstrating that this principle
.

,

has const tutional standing. In the discussion that 'follows; we

shall not, co -rn ourselves ,with the second (legal)' question,.

.only the* first, making use of, recent 'phllosophical,materials to
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elucidate a prihciple which entails compensatory educational

programs for. persons suffering
P from natural or social .

disadvantages.

The principle of redress. The principle that ties together

the judicial decisionson educational disadvantdge is what JOhn

;Rawls has°called "the principle of redress".

"This is he principle that undeserved
inequelt et call for. redress; and since
inequalities of birth and natural endowment

are undeserved, these 'inequalities are to be

somehow compensated for. Thus the principle
holds that in order to treat all persons
equally& to provide genuine equality of
.oppartUdre9', society MLIVt give more att*ntion
to those with fewer native assets and to those

born into t#9-lessfavorable social -t

positions."77'

This statement. makes it clear that the standard by which dis-
.),

advantage is assesse' i,s equality of'opportunity. It is the

commitment Ito thib,.standard that leads us to worry about those

individuals who dd:not' get a fair shke in.t4 pursuit of b.co-

nomic and social benefits. When people's lack of.success in this

pursuit is due to no fault of their own but rather some fortui-

tous circupsiance -- whether genetic (such as Ace or sex) or

social (such as geographical' location or the reatiye wealth of

one's_parents or neighbors) -- we believe compensatory effortb

are in order to mitigate the influence of the fortuity. It is
410

not always easy, of course, to establish wheda person's conduct

is more a consequence of "the bias of contingencies," as Rawls

puts 'it, than of free and honest choices. This problem is
. ,

especially acute in evaluating the role of aspirations in C-

termining a,person's ,life prospects. ,Ncinethelesso, when it is ,
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I

clear tht undeserved,inequalitiesexplain the pattern of socio-

economic differentiationi we know we have falleh.short of what

equality of opportunity requires and should.take steps to*correct

the situation.

To eludidate and suppoit this arggment,.it will be helpful to

ask why in general a liberal society, such as ours, thinks
fh,

equality of opporunityis important. The answer will involve us

somewhat in an examination of the tenets of liberalism.

Fundamental, in our view, is the contribution of equality. of

opportunity to individual self- development. IndiVlduals- flourish

by engaging in activities for which they have both aptitude and

endowment. 46
In the, liberal view this flourishing is enhanced

A .

when it. is the result o.f the individual's,own.choice. Indeed we

4y take as a defining characteristic of a liberal' society that

citizens, in
.

John Stuait-Mill's words,. frame the plan o their

life.,to quit their QW11 character. This means they have a right

to act on the basis of personal conceptions Of their own good, so

lorig as they do not 'infringe the similar right of others. It

follows that occupational choicesshoUld be limited only by the

Willingness and ability of individuals to perform them.

This principle of liberal society needs to be qualified,

however, in light of our increased sensitivity to the fast that

the resources for developing and executing a personal plan of

life meT be, unfairly distributed, Indeed liberals'themselveS
IA

divide ivit this point in a way that ii important for our dis-

cussion. To give Some structure to this',division, we shall

borrow Martin Golding's distinction between two kinds of rights

C

..t
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that might be said to belong to individuals:- option rightlt and

welfare rights.
47 Option rights define spheies of freedom within

which inclividualsemay act asthey choose. Each individual is

,left with options to exercise or ndt, and other individuals have

a duty not to intdtfere with .that exercise or forecl those

options. Atypical list of option rights would include what Mill

identified as "the app&priate region of human liberty": (1) ,

liberty Of thought, feeling, and opinion; (2) liberty of tastes

and pursuits; and (3i libeirty of associating with others.
46

Welfare rights, on the other hand, are entitlements to some

2bene'fit,'Whith it is the duty Of.otheTs to provide.. Examples

include the right to an education (and hence the right to an .

equal education under the Fourteenth Amendment), the right to

4ded'ent housing, and the right to adequate health care.

The claim we want to stress-is that traditional liberals are

principally concerned to defend and protect a set of option4

rights for; individuals, while contemporar i, liberals have expanded

their concern. to inclpde a significant set of welfare rights.

This is not/to say that contemporary liberals' neglect option
4

rights-; to the contrary, the focus on welfare rights is aimed

precisely at enlarging the opportunities for individuals to

.5

earCise their option rights and to distribute such opportunities

more evenly to aal citizens. Thus, while recognition of welfare

rights is often regarded as reflecting a'commitment to equality,

strictly it is only equal liberty. Welfare rights generally

.provide for individuals with inadequate resources the,minimum

conditions necessary forthe independence prized by traditiOnaI

- 150 -
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liberals, that is, the, ability to form for thehtselves and act on

the basis of personal conceptions of,hoW they otAht to41,ive.

If t4s claim is correct, it- might "at first glance seem

irrational for traditional liberals tol'oppose.4ecognition-of

welfare rights,.since they seem to complement and enhance the

exercise of option rights.', The fact of the matter, hoWever, is

'that the two sets of rights may sometimes conflict.- A single

example concerning occupational choice' will help us Illustrate

-this point.
1

One part of the liberal understanding of the lake, nineteenth

and ear;17 twentieth centuries was that,.in forming a Plan:of life

to suit one's character, each citizen had a right to engage in

Illi"any lawful calling, business, or profession he:may choose;

subject only to any such' restrictions as are imposed upon all

persons of like age, sex and conditiOn..149' In.the case of medi-

cal doctors, the' right to engage:id'anY lawful calling:'did ,,not

preclude state regulation in the form of the requirement of a

'license to practice, proiriding the criteria to be net for obtain-
.

i,n,g a license were appropriate to the profession and Could be

reasonably satisfied (even ie.by difficult, study and applica-'

tio-n):---The-justification, for
licensing .lay in the state's power

to protect its citizens from their own ignoranCe-and incapac4y

(a form of paternalism that~has always been mixed with liberal

principles), as well as from deception and fraud. However,

within that limit, a doctor, like anyone else, was free to con-

: 4t

tract his services on any and those teens he chosa.to

441*

accept.
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This right'of occupational choice was put to the test, and '

upheld, J,n a remarkable Indiana case. A an became dangerously

ill and' sent for his family physidian. The messenger informed

the doCtor of the mans illness, tendered him his fees for his
I 4

services,, and stated that no.other physician was procurable in

time to be or.any use. The doctor's' services were not required

by any other patient, and'hecould have gone t aid the sick man

if he had been willing to. do.so. However, h% refused to render

aid and= the man died. His legal heir°sued the doctor' for wrohgly

causing the man's death by refusing .to enter into a .conti.ect of

employment. The court affirmed the doctors freedom to contract

of not as he wiShed.51

.The importahce of this case in the present context -As that *it

makes evident the potential conflict between option rights and

welfare rights.. One canloot secure to all citizens a right to

adequate health care without setting a variety of constraints on

the practice
of.medicine as a vocation. (One can easily think of

comparable examples involving teachers and housing contractorsA

Indeed,there is an element of paradox here: for e provision of

health care (or education or
housing) to all citi ens is justi-

fied as a prerequiste for each persori's being able to pursue g

choice of vocation, yet it can be accomplished only by restrict-

inging or regulating some-people's choices. When this.sort of

.conflict occurs, liberals invoke further principlesto resolve it

principles Aatich-further divide the particular forms of

liberalismr,teaditional
and contemporary.

ti
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For Our purposes, the important division concerns the proper

relation betwegn a person's_talents and the rewards that might be

gotten by exercising them. Let us Imagine a-liberal theorist,

with the task of allocatihg the goods and opportunities Aki

society to its members. it seems that the crucial tact the

liberal ought to take into acco nt is the difference 4n life 1

plans between one person and another. Believing the chief good

to be self-Opl,eloPment (so that individuals should bp able to

realize the.best rife of which they are capable) and treating

eachperson's plan as'equally worthy of respect"(as long as it

does not violate anyone's basIc-rights);,,,the liberal ought to

arrange an unequal, distribution so as to match plans with appro-

,

priate goods and resources as closely as possible. J.R. Pennock

makes this point. 'quite clearly:

.

"The life of one [person] isequal to the life

of another. The complete satisfaction of one

is equal to the cptpete. satisfaction of

another, althdugh (be it noted) this may
require much more in the way of 4.terial well7

being-for one 'than for another."'

111

However, liberals in fact are usually uncomfortable with this

1 0 entailment, perhaps in part becau* they are uncertain'how to

i

i

I

.

estimate the elatisie goodness-of plans of Life (and hence cannot

determine what wo,uld be best for each person) or because thejy...

'Suspect that the guarantee of proportionate funding would lead to

the fortation of esoteric and artificial plans. More impor-

tantly, traditional liberals will reject' a basIc premise of the

imagined distribution, namely the assumpti on of a single' indi-

-,

vidual *(or b(4y)Contr011ing the allocation of goods and opor-
.

tunities in accordance with ari independent standard. They will

153 - 162
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4 °

. / :111
rather regard as propgrswhatever

distribution results Irom indi-
.

4

viduals freely exercising theft capacities as they wish. In

.--,
. .

.

other ,:rd,d, traditional liberals_ favor whatever distribu-

. ......

tion **ap'''e occur under,altraditional market
economy -- not

44

o

4 , *f.

(AS i#0. might tiiink)`
inrireasons of efficiency; that is, that the

tfeOnal use ?I human and material resources occurs if

'
:

peobIe 'are allowed to follow their natural inclinations under

,
.

conditions of fair.competition, but for the liberal reason that

- . --, .

.
...

,

-if ,people are
prevented from doing as they, choose their natudral

.

inventiveness and eqterprise will be stifled and their lives will

become mean and impbverished.
(Needless to say, it is richness

self-development that is at issue here.) If such an arrange-
E

ment is also efficient, so much the better.
0

The difficulty with the. traditional liberal's position is

that the allocation of goods and opportunities that occurs'in a

.
traditional market (i:e., a market combined with private ownen-

ship of capital) s a function, of the initial distribution- of 0/

talent and resources. ±itial inequalities in wealth and endoWr

ment produce further inequalities in opportunities.,
ncome, and

social prestige. Traditional liberals may attempt to justify

this resul;:th two ways. First -they may argue that,4if the

initial iriequalities.were nbt acquired unfairly (juslid, in

acquisition) and if the f6rther inequalities were a natural'

consequence or voluntary agreements agong contending parties
in a

r

, .

7
.

free market (justice in transfer), then the resulting distribu-

.
s

::\-

tion of goods and opportunities,
whatever it is, must also be .

considered just.
53 For this argument to apply to any concrete

\ 1.5463 o,
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situation, of coarse, the two conditional.premises must be shown
.

/to hold true; no kn9wn economic order would .bear th)kt scrutiny r
favorably., However, even if we put' that practical matter

4 'the argument does not succeed'-- beause it begs the'very-ques-'A

tion at issue. The traditional liberal must 'dmit.that'the
0

411

advantages which some people acquire simpli,t3y being born, into a

particular family or iloCial claAi a.;e undeserved, that is, there
, -- (-

,
, .

.

is,nothibg those people have done to merit the advantages they__
. --.

.

nonethelos possess by chance. It follows, that any, 4urther
.

benefits gained by virtue of,such good fortune Sre.equally 1We-

served. Conversely,,theyrson with initially uhd served dis-

advantages does not merit whatever further dieadvantages-,accrue

therefrom. The question, then, is whether it is just to edopt

economic arrangements, such p the tra onal inarket, which

allow people's lot to belletermined,by chance factors. The

voluntariness of the transactions that may" take, place in-a tradi-
.

tional market, once such an arrdOement is assumed, does not

demons.trate that theoarranvment .itself would be-chosen if an

0

alternative were available.
P

At this point the.traditional liberal might fall ,back on

second'(4indepeadent) claim, to the effect that the greater

rewards gained in a".traditional market by talented or otherwise

favored indjviduals are merited by them in virtue of

reater contribution to odr economic well=being. However, this
4

o

claim reflects.a confdtion 'of the ;liberal and the efficiency

argumentS:, PgopleNwith different tal/enis may deservs;different,,

oppor,tunitties to develop and e;krciselhode-Llents% s-o even a
7.4

t-
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--- contemporary :liberal wolild argue. ,It does not-follow
,

that they

-
-,

also deserve different' economic and sotial rewards. (In soci6-
,, -

't
,

.
.

- logical, terms:. social differentiation dies riot logically entail

e _,
,-

social stratification.) Conversely, the person. who gaiat greater'

If
,.

.

. , 4

rewards in'a-traditional
market-economydOes pot n ircesstrily'

I

, --
contribute more

tOlour,Sositecohomie well - being, 'as measured by
0

, -

.-,

Any'other standard, .and "so is-not 2eCessarlly more de'ser'ving.

For these reasons we find - contemporary liberals quite pei-

.3
,

suasivein,arguing that social pdlicy should mitigate the effects

of natural accident and social fortune. Accordingly the tradi,.'

tional conception of equality of opportunity. -- 'ft-at available,:e .
. .Y

A,
. . '

.

. positions (promotions, etc.) shouldebe'openvwithput'prejudide,
1 .

, k.

,,to all who are willing And able to itriVe ior'them -- must be

supplemented lo'y the qualification that the prospects ,of develop-
,

ing one's abilities ..and aspirations-should be "`(roughly).. equal

.
/

,

c

regardless of one's iniqal:place in the social -ordei.54 Only.
. ,

.

:
1, 06

then will the influence of unmerited assets And c otingencies be,

. .

properly checked.,
, .

This does not mean, of course, that contemporary liberils
:

abandon the market economy,, though they make.a point of obserVing.

that the operation of a market ii perfectly compa'tible wit :

collective ownership of capital. One reason_for maintainin

-c
commitment appearS to be the, belief that_a marketer is the fairest,_

and perhaps the only,' way-of assessing the' true, costs to the

Community of carrying out a particular elan of,lifel55 'Whether,
,

f

or'notstha is so, the liberal
canpOt:consider the market a

perfect mechaniS-m for
Achleving-self-deveoPment, since it makes -

,
.

1 0
a
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the prospecti of a persOn's realizing a patticalar plan con-

tingent on the accident of how many others have similar-or com-d

plementary plans. If the integrity of a person's life is consti-
.

tutedry individual (and independent) choice, making a person's,

commitments dependent on the preferences of others musteseem

arbitrary from a liberal point of view. A more plausible, (hough
.

residual; argument for the market is that any alternative would

involve economic decision- making by government, officials, who

(even if democratically elected) could impose their own concep-

tiOn of good on others. If liberalism stands for any single
4

propositiOn,. it is that government must be neutral with rega 'to

particular conceptions of good.56 Exactly how ttiat neutrality .is

to be instituted and maintained, however, remains problematic

within liberal deiocratic theory.

In any case, given the assumption of a market, 'the contem-
.

potary liberal will attempt to mitigate the effectS of natural

accident and social fortune by a scheme of welfare rights. In

education this entails compensatory efforts on behalf of dis-

AN'

advantaged students, so
4 as toequalize their chances of acquiring

appitpriate knowledge and skills (where these are necessary to
.

open up occupational opportunities) and of receiving educational,

certification (insofar as credentials determine one's place in

the6aob queue regardless of achie0ement). If greater resources
kcf

must be devOted to disadvantated-students idorder to realize
. .

this goal, as undoubtedly would be the cases'itis only to

,acthielie a social order in 400, each prson' plan of .life is

:.,sigen the same ,,respect. Under such conditions we would'anticc-
.

d it

. \i6 15716 6 a
.
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pate a representative student from any social class (advantaged,

or disadvantaged) having the same probability of enrolling in a

specified type. or level of higher educatidn.

The question remains whether it is possible to specify with

any exactness the class of disadvantaged students'. _Here we find

no definitive'formula or Method by which public offidials

(judges, legislatoes,:admihiLrators) may clearly and exhaus-

tively identify the ,proper targets of compensatory programs. The
%

only point that is clear is the common element of fortuity and
""

the aim to minimize the role)of luck in determining peopla'a life

chances. The judicial decisions that we discussed above, what-

ever their conclusions, serve at'least as an indication of the

..range oft contemporary public recognition of likely categories of

individuals who suffer from an unwarranted burden in the educe-

tional
(

process. ;These categories are, race, sex,. income class,
.

cultural backgrOmd,.geographical location, and .n.on2ltsabliIng
- .

handicap. In the 4icussion of policy that foll'ows in Part III,

we shall accept this range as defining the .limits of our concern.
IL/

° It is for the sake of these groups the't we shall recbmmend tpe-

cific changes in institutions of higher education. But we should

expect that at sodelater.date the claim's of other. groups would

need to be given equa.11y serious consideraton.
. . ,

'Finally, we would like to mote that our discuss has

analyzed.the equality or inequality of educational pi)ortunities.

in'terms of a more general conception of equality of opportunity

'r 158 - 167
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as applied to socioeconomic status. As a result, educational

situations have been viewed as means 'or
siepping'stones td ex-

trinsic rewards.. Since educational attainment bears a signifi7

cant relationship to occupational success, at least whenmeasured

by such standards as' years of,schooling,
this is not an unreason-

(abj.e view-to takl. Yet fi.t should be evident that educational

opporitinities also cons tote an intrinsic good for individuals.

To the extent that we have neslacted this aspect of educatidn,

our analysls is incomplete. 'Here we Shall content ourselies-t6Z,:

make one.ppint relevant to the present discussion, namely, that

the distinction betWeen intrins'i'c and
extrinsic goods is not

parallel, to the distinction between private and public goods.

"
.

. ,

Educational attainment Can be a private good for an individual

.

,.,

but still extrinsic, that is, a means to nigher income or pre-

tige. Conversely, educational
-attainment can be a public good

precisely becauA it is an intrinsic good: by enriching the life

of the individal it enhances the quality of our common 'experi-

e.n.ce. For this reason, we
dre?inclined to believe that it is

.

rational for 'individuals to want their fellow citizens to' be as

educated,as possible
regardlesS of the connections to ficcupa-

. -
tional placement..,However,

that is an argument for-another Mme.

I.

a
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so ial class." Aci!Theoty of Justice, p. 73. This
st tement does not take account of fact that
aspirations themselves are significantly affected by
social class -

55) Sqe/ Ronald Dworkin, "Liberalism," in Publ4c and .Private
Morality, ed. S. Himpshire (Cambridge OnWersity, 1978),'
p. 131.

561. Sworkirie p. 127.'
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PART III,: POLICIES

Our analysis of Practices in American higher education and of

*
.

principles of equity raises,in our minds, three compelling pol-
,

icy issues for conSdeeat.ion by the faerallovernagpt:
.

. ,

1. How can the stratification by race,land to a
.

. .
_ , .

.

lesser extent by sex, that continuesto existe,

-within r14highereducation sygte be re-

duced?

2. How can socialslass disparities in access
, AP

ft

both to higher education generally and to

4 ,

higher status institutions be reduced?

3. Should the federal government propose policies
Alit

'to reduce, state-to-state disparities in both

access to higher education and the cost of

attending; and if so, 'what should these Poli-

cies be?

,Prdblemt, Practices and Principles

e

Our idedtification of these three policy issues emerges ftom

consideration Of the data reviewed in Part I and of the princi-

ales of equity in Part II. To summarize., the data we examined

revealed important race and sex7differendes in enrollment in

pos%secondary( institutions. The problem was not so much in

-,161 51111



attendance per se -- the enrollment rates of blacks and-women are

rapidly approaching, those of white men -- bUtin the type of

institutions attended. Blacks have been greatly over- represented

in public community colleges and greatly under-represented in

'moth public and private four-year colleges and universities.

Both blacks and women ara under-represented in professional and

graduate schools. These groups, then, while'they are able.to

enroll in-some type of higher education, are not attending more,

advanced and highet status institutions.

The data rev algid additional disparities by,social class.

Young people from lower income families are less likely to go on

for higher,dducation than children of the moKuafflUent. When

they do attend, low income 1 ildren are disproportionately repre-
.

dented in pSblid community ,c011eges and in vocational-tedhnical

training'. They too aralnder-represented in higher status col- ,

reges, universities, professionaLschools and graduate schools.

Finally, the data revealed ubstanEial state-to-state

differences in both, college attendance and college costs. Be-

cause undergraduate education takes place in many local markets

'rather than a national market -- most,Audents attend.public

institutions in their home states -- these state-to-state dis-

par4 ities profoundly influec

citizens .of different /state
,

now mostly public, state differentials in the subsidies provided

the dpportunities available to thte

ecause undergraduate education is-

to higher education mean that students of some states pay sub-

stantially less for their education than dostudents from poorer

or stingier states.

.;

S
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I .

-
'1

t)

'

Our identification of these disparities as problemp.rather

'hen simply as interesting facts stems from our analysis of

principles of equity in Part II. In that section 'we argued that

past disc'ination by race and sex is a wrong that demands re-

mediation. Principles of equity require not.only that discrimi-
nation be stopped but also'that the gioups who were victims of

. . .

past discrimination have 'their situation restored, as far as

possible,.6 what it would havebeen in the absence of discrimi-

nation. If we assume that in the absence of discrimination, .

abilitiesigaNmotiVatiOns would have been distributed randomly' by

race and sex (and we see no reason not to make tht assumption)',

these principles suggest that the temediation of discrimination

entails, moving toward an .eventual situation'inekch Attendance'
is evenly clistrputed among all relevant groups. That race and

sex disparitie continue to'exist is evidence that the effects of

discrimination have not been eliminated.

Our analysis of undeserved inequalities rests on different

grounds but still leads us to concldde that disparities by social

Class, cultural background, handicap, and §eographical,location

are inequitable and requite redress. Our argument hereA-moval

rathethan constitutional. We argue that equality of opportu-.

nity.requires that access to occupa'tional positions and, rewards,

noA be getermined by fortuitous circumstances.

4

therefore, should be-desi4ned to ,mitigatethe.effiC.ti::oT-arbi=
.-

public

trary disadvantage; .That disparities bys9-c,"4,44:4.4ast, .Teography,,

and handicap continue to exist suggests thar,:',f4qier
.

... . . -a.efforts are ,necessary if equal opportuOi:ty is ,to,beACtlie e . i'
- 4 : 4- / ".... , , , 1 ;'i : '.'''

, . , / -, , . . -, : , . ,

4 ; ,/:4 4'. ;

f - 16 7 ; 41:J4.
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We believe, therefore,. that our documentation of dismities OY

by face, sex, social class, apd geogiaphy reveals genuinprob- °

?' . /

leMt. Our constitutional and more' commitments to equity require

society to tackle these inequilitits. In the remainder of this

section we raise some of the issues the policy makers will have
-

to face in order to°solve these prOblems,

4,

The Policy Context in0Higher Education

`Federal le1 gislation'ind judicial decisions have over the

last few decades involved the federal government in important

7'

efforts to remedy discrimination and redressundesiped dis-

advantages. Civil rights /egikation has been on the books since

the middle 1960s. Judicial decisions and administrative prac-

tices to implement constitutional and legislative mandates ha.ve,

in many instancds, embodied the equitable principles we .Itlie94d;

indeed our analysis builds on judltial interpretations of "equal

protection of the laWs." There is, of course, d(ispute in' both `

Congress and the Supreme Court .over Affirmative Ac..i.on,and pref
k

erencial treatment which our:analyqs suggests are both appio,-

priate and necessary to r4medy the effe of past disebi
, ,,

i
..

tion. Nonetheless, the.broaa policy frameworkfor tackli
r

.
.

a- discrimi
/

tion is in place.
e.. dr'

* 6
...:;_,Policies And grograms to redress undeserved disadvantages in

,: :,.:.;*;- ,. -,- .

,

,hishpc.,:e4-tic,t-tioll also exist, thouirtheyAre less comprehensive

.

and contiatbnt.thananti-discrimination policies. Federal and

r

OW'

a

'state g0Yern04:015,tovide.substtntial subsidies 'to higher edu-
,

- .

.
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c

. .....,,,

. .

cation, partly (if not mostly-) to make it possible for students

from lower income families- to attend, college. These 'saubsidies

are geared toward enabling.4ower income students to attend,some-
.

not toward Talizing opportunities

Moreover, the subsidies 'are not

post-setOndari institution,

to attend all institutions.

complete, in contrast to public elementary and secondary educe-

because students must pay part of the money costs-and-all-

of the opportunity costs of attend4g. Nonethellss, statesub7

4 s. dies to .higher education do work toward edressin heSU1;de-

served inequalities-of family income. eral student assistance

*X'

programs, particularly Basic and Supplementary Educational,

Opportunity ,Grants,, are even more explicitly targeted toward,that

end.

Federal legisletilsoweiimed at redressing the effdcts of handi-
,!, :

caps is also in place. This legislation requires states to pro-
Ar

. , r

. vide free and appropriate public education for all handicapped
a _

,

,

citizens between the ages of 3 and 21. Federal legislation also
I. .

.

forbids d. riminaticn on the basis of handicap in higher edlita-
_.

. .
,

tion and requir s structural and curricular modificatidns to

pdtmit access by:handicapped persons. This legislation-moves
0

undelerved disadvantages of*the handicapped.

very strongly,- therefore, toward the notion pf redress for tW-
.

Policies for.4ediessing geographical disparitie§,..on the ,
.

other hand., have-mit beenpaccorded high priority and .are not well
,-. , . . , .. .

developed. Federal t dent assistance programs, partiould.rly the
"- -... .

,

,,
.Basic4andi 1.11:,ptOeti4x.y Educational OppOrtunity'Grants,-aee

. . . 0
..iomewhat:tespiphsive to_thstitutional cost differenttals,(allowing,

eri - 169 -178

.
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,plarger grants (bat only up io,a 1/2 cost or $1*0 marrmum)

students attending higher cost institutions., The federal govern-
.

i .

. .

Ment.als0 provides.some money for the deyelopMent of institu-

, .

r 4

tions, which can be used by states to expand higher education
.

,e .;
v

.opportunities. Other-than the'se programs, however,, there area few -
...,

.policies directed at state-to-stata differentials: in this area,
-

substantial new initiatives would be required,

Issues for Policy Development

14.

. -qhough current policy proviidas agood base for action, we..he-

. lieve that further federal action is in order if equity in higher

education is to be achieved. We do'notconsider it to be our

task here to identify specific nevinitiatives that would improve.

presentfeicy.. Our analysis does, however, suggest a pumber of

issues that policy' makers will have td confront and some-general

directions that policy might take.

Test scores. The use of standardizedasts in the admissipns

proc4111edures of the more selective colleges, universities, gradwate

and professiodk schbols poses a serious obstacle ,to achiev4pg

. .

1. adequate representationvof minority groupsin thobe institutions:

Our analysis dia ncit'lead'us to contlude that academic ability

should be irrelevant in higher' education: We 'emphasized access

for the equally able, but without firm notions of how to assess

'relevant, or WhIth gradations are

.

important, We find no,reason to believe, th.* abilities in-a

.

'broad sense are differentially distributed by race or cliSs, and

,we therefore befielie that, differences in nai-rcw.--meres of'
tr

r t.

I

#
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r

ability -test scores shduld not hinder movement toward better
. r

representation of minbWes in. the various segments of ,higher
. . - .

education. Consequently, admissions policies whicheither
1 ."... :

eliminatq test scores entirely or admit minorfies who have lower

test scores "In admitted-whites are bOth appropriate and.neces-

sary/ As Bakke-like caset come before the courts and as require-°

mentOor'affirmative acti h are further developed, we hope this

. principlewill'be recogn zed.

In the long run, it might be only fair tb move tow

mating stratifivtionby'tested ability altogether -- however it

is measured -- particularly within state systeths: This Alec

be especially sensible if ability ins not a fixed-quality.of

e

individuals but is instead evoked by the oppottunities they face.

Tracking low per ormin4 students into community collegWrather

Than state unitiersities, as presently happens, may deny them

opportunities to p form as well as they could. Perhaps

"common college" for the first two years would provide a better
.

chance for students of all ability-levels to develop their .

talents and demonstrate academic potential.. Federal programs

.might be designed to encourage states tb move inthat direction.

Motivation and aspirations. Much of the research leads us to

believe .that stratification is rooted in aspirational and kotiva-
.-

tionaa differences We see no reason to believe.tbat motivation
.

ought to be differentially distributed by race or any other cate-

gory, and thus we do not believe it cairjustity differential

results. Butmotivation cannot be irrelevant in admissions
o

decisioAb: if people are nototivated to apply they cannot btk..

- 171
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o . 4.

admitted. Therefoe, we cannot argue, (as we did withtest

scores)'that the solution is to downplay the importance of moti-
,-

vatiom in. admitting and assigning students. Policy has to be

'directed at the process, by w4icha6piraVons are formed. We do

'noiknow'how to do` this, though We-thi:nt that counseling "(both-

\''

formal and informal) itn elementary.. .and secondary schools could,

, .
. .

.

.

,;.

probably be improved.
.

4
/V .. 4

Availability. and\c(:4,t1.: Despite some research which suggests

that'the location and price °of educational institutionsdoes not-
.

make much,d4fference in students' decisions to..go to college, it

is still true that minority and low-income studeKts.are far
.0 *

better,represented
California s9stem than they are in esi

p

Other state systems. The very low cost and very wide
p
avail-

ability of.higher edutation in California cannot be completely
\

.

irrelevaht toexplaining this fact. Nor clods it seem likely that

,../
,
increases in minority enrollment :during the 1960s and 19.70s wer&V

*

.

,,J.

completely unrelated to the expansion of low-coft state systems,
,

and of studentrassistank.
- '

ThiS would seem to lead us toward favoring' more aria cheaper:
id

o

-public higher education. The bestAanalogy might .be elementary

.

and secondary ducation, which 'is financed completely by public

4
subsidiei, on the grounds of bdth equal op.p6rtunity and the

prolisiOq of a publfc.good.. It could be arglied that higher ,,E

ck: . 4 3116*

education alfisit provides a public good in the Lorm,oT a more

(
R.

. ,
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Tiroductive, better informed, and more cultured citizenry. That,

plus the'boost that free pUblic higher education would provide
s

for minoritie's and the poor, might justify substantial, public

subsidies. 10..e

Higher public subsidies would, however, raise two questions'-

e ,

of equity that need to be'considPred. First.is,the problem pesed-

.°

A by the facts that not everyone attends college and that atten-

.

dance ovaries by 'class. Subsidies are neit'her equally Aor equit-

7
,

. ablyrJistributed: As long as the beter off attend college in

' _higher proportions than the less w41 off, public subsidies that

make education less costly for everypne subsidize the rich more

than 'the poor.- A second and elated problem is posed by, the fact

that Higher eduption gives private as well as public tienefitssier.

BeCause those Who attend college tend to be better off in adUlt

thanithosewho do not, partly as a,resUlt of attending

college, subsidies-foN college attendance: go disproportionately

to those with better economic prospecs.46:
4

.

,

Wes see' two possible. ways out'of this oikeMm. One would
.

.

.

. , e .

,

1

change present policy so as to encourage state systems to move .

close'r.to full-cost pricing, w'Ith studerit7 loans proVided 't

e,veryone who wants them. On.the'plus' side, this would make

1
private collegesmore competit dthus help avert the

.. . -.

I
potential ruination of many su r edcilional insiitutfOns

1

-as
..

)

a conSequence.of,thgpopulition decline in the 19e0s. Okal-c6st

- ..

. .

,

.

pricing also means that large state Subsidies would not be going'
,

,
.

.

to chtlOren front i4ell-off'Camiiies. On the -negative side, the (`---

.
--)

o

itiir of

4

dent' loans evenlf.pdy-back schedulei are

4,
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'related to. income during adulthood -- is still not likely to
,

4.

eliminate (tho gh it may mitigatg) *di.fferential attendan&e by

y

.

+

class. To. the' exteat that`,. students have unequal initial' re-

__
i

sources, the financial burden of college attendanc will be

.
'sitilarly unequal. The calculation o.f benefits will vary accord-,

. . .

. .

.

.....)

.'ingly. avoid 'this consequence, one would have' add .student

'''

. .
\ r

assistance for low-income grdups, (Studegt'assistanceprbgrais

could be-expanded, of course, if-more tuition revenues were beAlg f

,:..

gathered ftoM higher income students.) Thus our support of

.
...... %

full-cost pricing is dependent on two conditions: the provision
a

of loans for.everyone and asVstafce to low-income students. ...

.., A second approach to ,the dilemma builds on the norion'of .

goodr

it,

.

higher educa tion as a pukc, but specified what students

r 4h.
A .*

,

mutt contribute tothe society in order to jbstify.pubiic. in

P =

vestment in their education., .The model here
.

is the program of.

Public -Health Service ellowthips, for medical student's. . In

, f\
return for federal subsidy of their medical education:students ft

,
, ,,

.,

. .

t . , r ...'

' agree to work, yea; for year, in e public health facility.of?a.
A S

medically "uhderser:tied:area
Zhey,,,thus'contribute to the public

004 in:return.for their sbsidies. y
e

Such a'program could be extended to oher profess2410,,sucn,-

id

4
J

.aslaw, and city .planning, or indeed 'to all of ,

;

higher education. Public educiiion would .
entail public service 4.

4P

in one ar, another area of nation-al need.. kSducational benefitt 11

S.

Sr ..41I

`

°I
s
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t

a

'tied to military service are another,example of this principle.)This might' Eye a very expensive program since both eddcation and'
,

public service jobs would hiveto,be financed., It is, however,an appealing approach to a cqmplicated
problem.

There are, of course, many other issues that arise around, thefinancing of higher education and
many-ether'praposals,that could*be considered. We have neither the expertise riot* the inclination'to take them all up.- We wish heregbnly to cell attention to theissues that any finanding

scheme must confront:1 the insepape-bility of p4bliC and private benefits, and the difficulties of 'designing prograt; that bcith promote equality of opportunity anddistribute costs ina
benefits equitably..e)

Geographical disparities. '011-r review of thwdate pqintedrout
. 1-enormousdisparities in educational

opportunities and educationalJ.
,.

, (-
,

,

., ,cests1:He,tgeen,states, .lodng people haile,different life Pros-
. * pros-pects

stAnming-,trtmAdcidents of birth.: The lucky who'live in,

..\'

.

-. ,41,Calfforhtie or'a few, olle'r states e much more
likely4dvattend.. ..college than

those'illhei'stats.- Like qthexIdituApus cir-:

.
4

.

' i . "''
.'' (

,. v'.*rkst4ncips geogaphic0 rOcit,ion az e-saittrce_ofdisaaventage

, -

.
,

v

. . ,
v

,', -,-- 7' would''seet
to,4Peguite't,Tdress.

.

.

. .

.....
. , .. -),-'' .

,
a.

.

,
t '' .

Ao. 111
.0444:ed-phicAl dapaa'tieS Arlse because of a 'Ong historical

:* , ,-7-

? ,

., _

"local,

.2r tgadtppri o,f'state, apd'tb
gome-Ax.tent local,

responsibitifor_),.':
pub/i-0:41gbet.ftsdaatipn...

Stateshave,'exescised this responsi7
:.-:6ili4 4g ifitiliii-VIIII

5bmgaevelbp-OT.-extensiye,.highly-
ic . .

.

t
, 0 At

i. .

.sulosi izesPsyst 's while
othereteve note: /he states are note

,

V ,
4 1646.
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likely to reduce these disparities-on their o n initiative.

Federal involvement, theretbre, while highly suspect,. is probably

.

necessary to reddce inequalities.

The best federal leverage'on cost'differentials
would proba-

bly come fromstudent assistance programs. Grant levels are'now
I

partly responsive torcostsi making them mortis() would reduce the

*

incentive for low-price
state.to-maintain their very higicsub-

. .

.
. AP

sidy levels. Federal. student assistance programs could also, no

dou*,`develop other incentives or'requirements for states to

move 'closei,to lull-cost pricing,. -thus reducing state-to-state

differentials,as.well as redirecting subsidies,
from hig4 income

to low income studentb within .states.
.

,

'The. reduction ofstate-to-state,disparities
in availability .

,

the number of institu tions and places 15er young person -- is

4

.«

harder to get a
,
handle ok. Massive federal assistance to those 4.,

. % \

states with a..relative'shorta4e'oi'places would be very eipen- .
.

sive. It vould,a1s6 have'ihe.unfortunate effect of rewarding

.. .4_. .
.

.

.
.

those states which,'-'.for
whateVer-''peasbns, have not ellodated .

.

/

:

4

substantial state resodrces.to -higher qucationc. Some such

. r

4

assistance may, howeveAr4 prove the_only'\way, of alleviating stab

,

_
.

4,0P .

.
.

I
to- state' disparities., ,,.'

'-,

...tp'

)
,-.1

te,1

The, issue of geographicalitparcties has attracted 1,ittley ..,

.
.

,

.
.

( ,

..*,..

..

acidemic.or,political
attention,.and thus fe),4, creative propOdars* .

ff-4A,

01
v .

I .

for lleviating the problem are available.- We believe.that

.. .; ,
. i.

..t.
4, 3

equity requires hat' more thbught be given to the issue":;:
.. ,.

.

,

f

4 . 4.
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Moral Obligation .and Public Policy
4

The translation of moral principlesnto publicjoolicy is

complicated task. We have shown, wehope,, that the task is
g

necessary. We have "tried_to demonstrate lkow moral principles

underlie policy questioris and-how they can provide some guidance

in determining poliqy directions. We have also suggeslid how

moral principles Can .pose dilerhmas fpF policy, when competing or,

mu ually1 exclusive rights and .obligations seem to be sit ultane
\ *

oupiy recivired. We have, not,'cleaily, resolved these dilemmas

,

t

,

W
Ak or-ven.analyzed therit very fulty.: We.haVe amnot, example,

,

N .. '' 11
..

considered the constraints imposed by limited reiources,'e$ ' -

hen our moral obligations), are'clsar, and the co petin4;morii

claims ,of'Various'populati.on groups. Even on therathpr. limited

*

,

.* .
. i

tope
considered in the report -- equity in high1 ,education -g-

, ..,

; .

.1

investlgation of these issue has only begun. . .

.

It5
t.

; .
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Appendix Table II

b

Grovi.91 in College Enrollment Rates of 18-24 Year Olds

.

;

Year Total A .White White- Nom-White -
..Mile Temale' 'Male

, 1 r..
4

.;

..148 11.2
,

*

t ., . -. .

1952 1'1.5 *

.. -: -

1956 `,1. 3 23:8
.'.

196b 17.2 :25.8

;

1-.964 2(21....5,.---:- 29.1
, t

,.0v

1968 '26.0 36.5

1972 241i.D 31.3

19.76 ..26.7 27.1

1977 26.1 28.7

17978 25.2 27.6

...

*

....

These rates, include black enrollment only.

_.,11.5

..12.3 : 10.7

16;0 9.7

20.1 15.6(11

. .20 9(1)

25.6,, 22.0.(1)

24.4 20.i(1)

23.8 19.-61)-,

:

Separate data by race and .sex unavailable.

Non-White
Female

6.3

7.6

9.3 -4

13.7(1)'

15.7 ,

23.0(1)

22'.2(1).

20.6(1)

#Sources: Cdrrent POpillatian Reports P-29 #s:' 24,,43,. 74,0110,:.
148, 190, 260, -333, 346

N

4

1.=

!', .' 1

11.

q 1 6
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"ppendix Table III

? °

4

. ''. High School Nci

4

ii Cdtpletion: Rates c\.-
Cohorts Born 19.1k3r47, 1.948-52:and 1953-57`

Pe,reent not Enroll-ed'iniSchodfl'and%nnot High Sehpol:

Gr.oddates at Age 20 -24' :by Sex-and Flacial:gthhic Group

White Male

White Female-:

Black Male

Black Female 4

r.

1943-47

184.8"'

1'9.0

42.6;

36.1

Hispanic Origin Male

Hispanic Origin Female.

7

r.

Cohort born
1948.-52

( :

'15.3

.16.6
-
ft--

27.2

4/71So_irce:
7

Conditioh of Education Table 5.5

I,

1953-5j

14,4
4

13:5

24.3

25.1 .

. 41.7

41.2

(

4

.189
4.180



O

Cbllege Enrol leekit :Rates, of ':'Irrimgrk Farriiir M'ern?el:s.

o

.--Tibre.

sir -

.

All Races
Male
Female

White
Mae 28.5

',Female

18-24 .Y-eas FaMily. 6toke--14?41-'
,

k-

Al 11
a Thari:'.f 000

-41 Income . 1p9,9

27.8 17.2
23.8 10.8! 13.4

Bfack
Male

4°' Female

Hispanic
'Male
Female

Source:

O

1

0

19.7'
20.9

.., .4 .

16.5 16.2 19.4 2..2 7142.0

9.8 U.S k. 16.3' ,21.1 42.1

16:2' 10,6.
12.2 `17..'S.. ..25.

040,0 Reported

19.60 25.1 41.6
1743

.

. 4 2 . 3,:u,2:1. 7' 2.3

,

"28.3

2'6.3

16.2 18,-2.. - . 0 4e 20:: 2,,

13,.9 6'.5 . 22.-;`.' ;16

r

"Current Population Reports, "'School Enrollment: '8ocial'
and Economic.Characteristics of Studknei: October 1978,,
Series P1-20, No. 346, Oct. 1979,. IrabA 12.

a

190'
- 181 -.



,Enrcilament,ita.tei out of,,ota
Famlily%*erriber.S 18-24 Years Old

White
.Ma le, 28.5.

nteale :i24.1

19.2
:iferitaie 20.'S

Male
rFernale

15,000-
20,00S.1.

4.0 14.6
3.4 11.9
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Appen ix Table V

Graduate and Professional School Enrollment

: '

LaW
4

68,

,

.

69

.

70' , 7

.5

12

.

73 , 74 75

,

Total Enroll-
ment 62,800 68,400 82,500 94500 102,006' 106,000 111,000 117,000

Women 5.91( 6.9 -, 8.5 9.4 12.0 15;8 19.7 22.8

% Minorities, % 3.6 5.9 6.6 7.2 .7,5 7.4

4,

76,

116,000
c

25.5

6 8.2

Source: American 'Bar Association LAw School and Bar Admission Requirements: A Review of Legal Education in the

United States - Fall 1915. Chicago: 1976 and 1977.

Medicine

°

4

P.

First-year
Enrollment 9,900 10,400 11,300 12,400 13,700 14,200 14,800 15,300 15,600 '

,

Women' 90 9.1 11.1 '13.7 16.7 . 19.7 22.2 23.8 .. ' 24.9

% Minorities 2.9 4:8 7.0 8.6 . 8.6 9.2 10.0 9.1 9.0

Source: W.F. Dube. "Datagram: Oedical StudentEntoklment, 1972-1973 through 1976-1977." Journal of

Medical'Education, 1977, 52, 164-166..

193
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Appendix Table V tcont'd.)

4 4
...,

.

4 Graduate School,
.68

, .70 -" 71.
72 73 74

:---

_

e

Total enralment
- (in thousands) 885 955 1,031

. .. .
% Women 36.9 , 38.3

';'3()'. 7

% 'Minority. -543.
7.7

1-,012 1,066 1,123 1,190

39.2 41.2 42.4 44.3
A

it.
-- 9.2,

9.2

75 r

1,232

44.6

12.2

76

1,268.

44.6

l2.5

Source: Carnegie Council on ,Policy Studieb in Higher Edu4ation. Selective
Admissions in Higher EdugAtkon

(San Francisco:
Jossey '-Bass,

1977) pp. 90 ,and ,160,

Population

% Women

Minority

% Blacks

21-2.4
(1977)

. 51.4

14.0

11.0

15,136,0001
"t

I

.194. .



Appendix Table ,V (cont'd.)

Comparisonof Minority Representation in Graduate

Business Schdol 'Enrollments

ACademic year Blacks ,Hispanic,

American
Indian

e, Asia.?

American

' : i

1971-1972

1973-1974

1974-1975

1975-1976

.

236
(2.2%)I.
1,; 7
(3.4%)

4,445
(4.0%)

2,832
(3.7i,)

84

(0.8%)

.340

(1.1%)

1,203

(1.1%)

828

(1.1%)

,

30

(0.3%)

82

(0.3%)

259

'(0.2%)

112

(1.2%)

4

99 .

(0.9%)

' 345
(1.1%)

2,0/7

(1.8%)

1,273

(1.7%)

Ot,her Women Total

.

.

t

10,300 10,833

(95.1%) (100%)

29,446 31,290

104,333 11,2:7

(94.1%)

, (100%)(92.944

71,078 1,4,041, 76,123 "'

(18.4%) (18.4%)(93.4%)

./ .
./'

6,

Source: Carnegie eCouncil on Policy Studies, in Higher Education.
Selective Admissions in Higher Education..

(San Francisco:s Jossey-Bass, 107) p. 119.

196

12

1:

497 .

t
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.Appendix TableVI

leek,
- A

Enrollment Rates by Geography and Cohort:18 -24

\
1976

O

Northeast $,694,132 8.3

Maine 29,575 - .7

-New Hampshire 32,528 f:6

Vermont. . .23.,447 .1.5

..

MassIChusetts 245,383 4.1 ,

r Rhode Island 42,063 3.4
,

Connectibut 109,408 '5.3

New York 655,204 . 11.4

New Jersey 212,623 '"
6

,1Q.8

Pennsylvania- 3113,901
7.4

. -4,..

North Central 2,194,361 8:7

23.9 85.9 26\6 51.6 29.5
\,,

..... '97.7 .. 22.2 56.6 . 26.6

-s 96.2 31..0 . 56.9 37.7

...- 96.5 39.0 47,6 37.2

45.3. 91.1 30,5 . 51.3 -. 31.4

20.3, 94:3 36.7 56.5 . 43.2

18.1 .91.1 28.
.

3 51.7 29.0

25.1 79
.4

7
28.1 . 50.9 31.9

24.7 83.5 22.8 ..:- Ik49.5 24.0

18.2 89.8 . 23.6 ' 53.0, 25.9

26.7 87.9 30.4 52.4

Ohio 357,266 11.1,4 28.7 86.8 25.9 53.2 29.6

Indiana,

54.4 27.0
169,063 5.9 22.2 91.7 38.3

Illinois 462,039 -
81.5 ,344

WiAconhin '
Michigan .

'31:?:;ig

_ . 11.3 28.5
13.7

3.9

27.1

33.9

/

93.3

85.1 °
30.8 '' 53.4 ' 34.7
31.2

.

l9,8 32.0
53.0 35.5

, Iowa .
97,666 2.3 ' 32.2 95.2 25.9 53.0, 28.3'1Minnesota . 1471387 1.7. 35.5 94.9 27.0 50.5 .28.2

Missouri '1171,047. 9.0 18.3
.

88.6 30.6 52.7 31.8 ^ I

North Dakota 25,828 t5 .--- 95.4 Z8.3 54.2 -29.2

iMbraska
South Dakota . '24,592 .5. -- 95.8 27.1 56.7

11/..7/.

43.3

/ N.1,860

93;344 ..'5.1

3.7 26.9
27.8 .89.4

93.9 31.9,

28.4 53.0 .32.6

Kamsas.

.

'Region/State -. Total Enrollment Black White Male,

0

.

_
.

% enroll- % cohort % enroll- % cohort. %enroll- % cohort

! A
...0

ment.- enrolled /ment'. enrolled ment enrolled
.

. .

. , , -

,1#

r

, Female'

% enroll- % cohor

ik. ment enrolle

48:4 26.4

43.4 18.1

43.1 26.5

52.4 43.9 ,.

48.7 33.6
43.5 31.0

48.3 27:3

49.1 28.3.

50.5 24,o

47:0' 20.8
. or

47.
'-.

46.8 23.9

45.5 22.5

50.2
47.0,
46.6

28.8
28.8

33.5.

49.5 27.7

47.0 25.1

47.3 , 26.9

.:45.8 26.9

22.2

193

4
.. ,...

. .Sl

'.

i.

19§- ..,
11

. .

45.4 27.3

47.0 26.9
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Appendix. VI (coned.)

Region/State Total Enrollment Black White

South

Delaware

Maryland

Dist. of Columbia

Virginia
W. Virginia
N. Carolina
S. Carolina
Georgia'
Florida .

Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Louisiana.
Oklahoma

Texas .

200

Male.

' 2,42,621

24,801
161,730,

' 42,559.

,151,856
58,349

204;269,

' 98,420

'13,2.938
2841869,

100,968
46,863'
131,137
80,482
56,546
127,307
120,322
609,125

'

11,

% enroll-
ment

.

.

'16.3

13.1

'19.4

.45.1

17.0
5.2

20.8
23.3

19.2,

12.2 ,

8.6
15.5
22.3

31.4
16.5

25.3
7.0
10.6

% cohort
'enrolled

22.4

.
24.9

29.0
25.9

0 26.4

37.8
24.1

18.5
13.4

1199.48 '''

23.4_
23.9 -

23.2
1T.6
22.0
28.0
25,8 .

% enroll.=

ment *
. ',J

tatR

77.3

84.6

'76.5
42.1

81.2
92.4

77:3

. 75.7'

78.5
79.0
92.2
82.6

712§
65.0
81.6
70.9

84.1 ,

73.6

%. cohort'''.

,enrolled

1

. .

27.3

33011

74.7
23.9
26.8

32,.4 .

28.8' '

25.3
28.0

25.3
,

.28.0
33.3
29".4

v 23.7
24.0
32.6
24.1

% enroll- % cohort

ment enrolled

.,
,

.1

52.4 29.7,

50.4 30.5 ,

48.3 '°1 31.9

48.5 43.0-
50.2 '24.5

52.0 26,.0

5,4.7 ,,.33.5

55.9 ' '28.7-

53.4 ` '23.3

!3.7 31.8-
.50.0 23.7

53.1 29.,4

54.1 '34.6

50.3 28.1
51.8 ',23.4,

51.6 25.3

54.9 30:7
54.2 - 27.0

.,

Female

/ % enroll- % cohort
mint enrolled

. .

47.6 '26-.3

49:6 29.3

51.7 31:5

51.5 42.1

49.8 23.9

48.0 27.7

45.3 26.4

44.1 2'2.5

46.6 20.3

46.3 25.9
50.0 25.0
46.9 26:1
45.9 28.7,
49.7. 1?1.2

49.2 ?1.3
49.4 23.4

45.1t, 30.#

45.8 25.3

201



Region/State

West

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico

Arizona
Utah
Neiryelp

Washington
Oregon ..

California
Alaska
Hawaii

IP"

k

Appendix Table VI (cont
; d.)

Total' Enrollment
, Black

% eni011- % cohort

Anent enrolled

.

2,096,939

25,624

32,400
14;645

117,528
40,087

140,870
76,170
19,019

, 136,116

105,484

1,345,609
4,519

38,868

6.4

White

% enr0511-

ment

Mali'

% cohort % enroll- cohort

enrolled ,ment enrofled,

42.3 77.5 , 37.4

.6 ' 15.5

.6

1.5

3.4

2.5
2.9
.6

4.4
3.2
1.4

8.7
4.1

1.0 .

26.6

49.9
44.1

11.3

14.0

33.7
29.5

45.9
9.3
19.2

V4.2
94.7,

91.9

87.1
66.3
83.7
92'.4

89.2
.89.8

'93.4

73,5
78.5
23.3

24..1

28.4
26.4
36.8
19.7
41.7

.40./

24.6
28:4

31.3
,42.5

21.1

52.2

53.6
51.4
52.7

55.0
54.7

54.4
56.5

55.5
419.4

53.3
51.5
.46.1

54.1-,

Source: Fall Enrollment on Higher Education (1976)

Current Population Reports, "Demographic,
Social, and Economic Profile of States:

202
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'(9[..61)

45.0

25.9
29.2
28.6

J6.$
29.2
49.7

. 50.0

29.1
30.1

52.24
6.7.

31.9

N.

1

a

- Female

% enroll- % boho

': :gent enroll

''. 47.8, , 39.5

46.4 21.2

48.6 29.2

47.3

45:0

25.7

?7.3

-44445341

41:2
20.6

50.6

?J
21.6

35:3

29.1
29.3

48.5 48.1

53.9 9.4

45e9 27.

Spring 1976," P: 20, No. 334.'

203
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<" 1 Enrollment in Two-Year Colleges as a Percent o5 Total College Enrollment (1976)
. -

Total
Mate /Region Enrollment'

-

Northeast . W 598,889

'Maine. 5',263

New Hampshire 4,1f27

Vermoilt, c 3,296

Magsachusetts . 81,637
Rhode Island 8,974

Connecticut 5,376
New 'York 263,840

New Je'rsey 93,930
Pennsylvania 101,746

E'

Appendix Table VII

.L.-.--

.

Total
Mate /Region Enrollment'

-

Northeast . W 598,889

'Maine. 5',263

New Hampshire 4,1f27

Vermoilt, c 3,296

Magsachusetts . 81,637
Rhode Island 8,974

Connecticut 5,376
New 'York 263,840

New Je'rsey 93,930
Pennsylvania 101,746

08 3. 31 3.
40 3. 94 4. 0

t

59 4. 21 . 4. 4,
. 4. 89 2. 06 2.

.

1 t

Nrh Cnrl 7640 r 5.- 3. 59 3. 7

lios 2489 6.
6

07 5.9 6: 1

,hc 1158 . 4 . 02 2. 40 3.

e 1,6 t 95 '.nin 15

Mcia 7,5 60 0,46 44 76 , 4

icni 8'6 89 3. 6 50 3

inst 163 1. 20 2. 29 2

oa ' , 064 2. ,17 3. 96 3

Msor
.k3

ot aoa
.,6 28 2. 87 3.
,0 . 78 2. 8

Suh Dkt 6 8 19 . . , 1

Nbak 1,1 11 2. 48 0' 3

Kna,

2" ," 3,0 . 17 3. 47 3

25

A
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State/Region
Total

Enrollment

Appendix TableVII (cont'd)

% Black % White
Enrollment Enrollment Cmale

S.

-
.

South . 959,725

,

38.5 38.6 39.9

Delaware 9,633 47.3 37.3 39.8
Maryland '81,364 52.0 50.0 48.3
Dist. of Columbia 114 __ 7- ..._

Virginia , 87,876 49.1 59.0 57.5 .

W. Virginia 14,124 4' 14.1 25.2 23.1'

N. Caroltnp. 94,144 44.6' 46.5 48.4

S: Carolina. 36,942' 46.'2 34:9' 42.3

Georgia
Florida

42,487
473,034

27.7 . 33.2
63.1 59.9 .;36 ...

Kentucky 19;:.849 31.4 .- 17'.7 18.7

TenneSsee 34,744 31.5 22.4 24.2

Alabama 43,143 t 30.8 33.6 34.3

Mississippi . 34,158 37.1 ' 43.0 43.2

Arkansas 9,410 , ' 16.1 16.6 16.7 -

Louisiana 15,325 15.0 10.9 13.2

Qklahoma ' 40,367 43.7 32.3 33.3

Texas 223,01.1 47.6 40.4 ,

.r,

44.3

We6t 1,490,001 81.2 67.:7 66.4
-

Montana' 2,725 .6 10.-:4 ,8.7

Idaho 9,730 9.0
t

30.2 24 ".6

Wyoming 10,336 61.6 -71.5 63e8

Colorado 46,317 46.6 33.0 33.7

New Mexico 6,585 17.9 If.5 14.5

Arizona 96,288 82.0 444-.9 '65.6

Utah 14,333 12.6 ' 18.0 21.4

Nevada 13,381 95:7 -70.0, 80.8

Washington 145,659 (data unavailable) 0

Oregon 66,845 60.5 64.3 57.9

California ' 1,063,614. 83.7 /9.4 77.1

Alaska ' 941 (data - unavailable)

Hawaii 19,2r7 59.4 45.7 49.7,

'U.S. 7. Dist.
of, Ccilumhia . 3,883;325 49.6 44.7 44.9

source: Fall Enrollment on Higher Education (10476)

206

% Female

39.0

% Tc

.17.9 38
52.2 50
...*...

58.2 57
25:6 .- 24
43.3 46
31.5 37
30'.0 c 32
65.8 60
20.6 -19

1'23.1 . 23

31.2 32

41.7 42
16.6 .16

10.8 , 12

33.9 33

43.2 43

70.0 .68,
13.0 10

35.8 30

78.1 70

35.1 34

18.7 16

71.7 68

15.4 18

,57.4, 70

69.6 63

81.1 'TS

48.6 4S

1

47.4

207
46



Appe.ndix Table VIII ,

a.

Discriminant Equations.and Correlation Coefficients

for Composite MeasureS and Attendance

.
= 4,375)

Place

C.
Discriminant.Equations

Model
Place-School Place-Friends Complete

(.0414) (.008) (.009)'

Background. .146 .050 .031

'School. ' .082 .029 .020

Student
.219 .63

"Friends
.0'98 .048

OCcupa'tion
.035

AspiratiOn
.041

Plans
.219

'Constant .455 .455 .455

Correct classifications 68.'1% 80.0% 84.6%

41.

Place'

Place
Back -,.

ground School

Cotrelations

Occu- Aspir-
pation at'ion PlaStudent Friends

1

Background v.147 1

School .323 .288 1
. -

Student
3111-!

.258 1

Friend's .2.04 .269 '0183 1

-Oecupation .058 .234 .169 .494 .321 1

Adpiration .083 .310 .439 T .488 - 1

239 .6-6-17---71-14 .518- --:661

Attendince .123. .344. ..257 .589 .456 .452 .569 .69

Dependence:on prior vaiibles:-

Mptiple R. 4147 .404 :411 .514 .505 :716.74..

.922 .164 .69 .264 .255. .512 .55

' Apte: Coefficients not significant at the 0.05 leyel are

enclosed in parentheses.

Source: Gregory A. Jacksog. "Financial Aid and Student

Enrollment," Journal of Higher Education, 1978.
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Appendix Table IX

Per Student Spending By State

State Public Enrollment
4.

1

. Spending
.

Spending /Studen

Alabama 139,797 235;298,000 $1690.29

Alaska , l.,167 :. 73,478,000 $3471.35

Arizona 176,499 ,, 201,728,000 $1142.94

Arkansas
\ 61,281 98,870,000 $1613.39

'California 1,562,027 2415,424,000. $1418.30

Cotorado 139,688 178,269,00d $1276.19

Connecticut 92,420 : 134,,095,000 $1450.'93

Delaware 26,243 39,889,000 $1519.99

.
. Dist. of Col. 13,292. 36,533,000 $2748.50

Florida -.

iGeorga

300,.562

139,957

'434.,691,000

2'35,867,000

$1446.26

$1685.28
1

Hawaii 43,246 81,885,000 $1983.47.

'idaho, 32,203 65,500,000 $2031.97

Illinois 467,885 691,929,000 $1478.84
.....___v..

----__Indiana 170,643 283,320,000 $1660.31
_

Iowa '-86-,465_____ 201,885,000 $2337.58

Kansas 113,783 170,41L000 $1498.21
*.

Kentucky 108,043 _ 200,822,000 $1858.72

1
Louisiana 131,986 217,565,000 1648.39

Maine . 29,631 a 45,068,000 1520.97

Maryland
.

187,627 244633,000 $1303.83

Massachusetts
...

163,649 218,008,000 $1330.54

192
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Michigan

Appendix Table IX (continued)

420,298 604,363,000 $1437.94

Minnesota 148,044 242,153,000 $1635.68

Mississippi H7,353' 147,286,000 $1686.10

Missouri 154,503 130,344,000, $1490.50

Montana 28,531 43,529,000 $1525.67

Nebraska 67,002 114,940,000 $1715.47

Nevada 31,214 38,674,000 $1239.00

New Hampshire 23;869 27,124,000 . $1136.31

New :jersey. 230,327 322,570,000 , $4400.49

New Mexico 51,482 -70,650,000 $1372.32

New York' 543,570 1,491,961,000. $274.474

North carglina

r
North Dakota

203,073

30,117

349,165,000

48,006,000

$1719.41

$1590.81

Ohio 353,128 451,120,000 $1277.50

Oklailoma , 127,797 130,807,000 $1023.55

Oregon' 125,028 192,956,000 $1543.30

Pennsylvania 28'4,846 '526,078,000 $1846.89
,

` Rhode Island ,j3',580
,

;.s.
51,357,000_ $1529.39

South, Carolina 99,606'' 188,322,000 $1890.67

South Dakota 22,535 33,574,000 $1489.86

Tennessee 145,886
:

194699,000 $1314.03

Texas '-n 567,362 849,202,000 $1496.76,

,Utah ° 55,511
.,

95,570,000 $1721.64
A

Vermopt 17,38 l_ 18,750,00. $1078.76

Virginia' 4 225,709 -254401,600 $1125.79

A A `2 tO
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A

ta

State

Appehdix...Table IX
^

Public Enrollment
fp,

(continued)

Spending Spending/Student

:Washington 239,525 306,103,000 $1277.96

West Virginia 7,0,64 87,574,000 $1242.82

Wiscohsin 213,081 424,848,000 $1993.83

Wyoming . 19,727 39,812,000 $1967.46

Note:

4

yr'

Enrollient in public postsectondary institutions
includes students from both in- and out-of-state.
Although put-of-statetstudqnts pay more tuition, they
-nevertheless receive the same'subsidy as instate
students. Private institutions also receive state and
local subsidigs, however the amount is quite small, 1
to 2 percent, compared tomore than 45 percent for
public instittions.

1\ \

e'-''.1
Sourdesi- FallEnrollment 1977 Table 9A

Digest of Education Statistics 1977-1978 Table .38
0
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